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Chapter 1 Introduction
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High-tech and highly institutionalized sectors are still not
completely understood as a context for entrepreneurial
activities. High-tech sectors typically have science- or
technology-driven innovation as a basis for new
entrepreneurial opportunities (e.g., Beckman et al., 2012).
Therefore, doing a study in a high-tech sector has the potential
to bring more in-depth insights in dynamics, constraints and
enablers of entrepreneurship and business development in
such a sector.
The main objective of this study is to deepen
understanding of the European space sector, as a high-tech
industry, in relation to entrepreneurship and business
venturing, with a special focus on small and medium size
enterprises (SMEs). Only a limited number of studies have
studied entrepreneurship in this highly institutionalized and
very specific setting (e.g., Bütfering, 2010; Giannopapa, 2010;
Johannsson et al., 2015; Van Burg et al., 2017; Wong et al.,
2018). This study focuses on the space sector with the
European Space Agency (ESA) as the main European space
industry development public agency, and compares multiple
cases of ESA member states, with a special focus on the Dutch
space sector. Thus, this study helps to understand the current
business activities in the European space sector, with a special
focus on The Netherlands, and in turn brings new insights to
the entrepreneurship literature.
Small companies and new start-ups have to establish
legitimacy to attract resources required for survival and
growth. For example, despite the potential for innovation in a
high-tech sector such as the space sector, its context may at the
same time create multiple barriers for innovative companies
due to an emphasis on credibility of the companies and their
products (e.g., Garud et al., 2014b). As a result, the landscape
of the industrial actors involved in contributions to the space
sector is in Europe limited to a number of large space
integrators (LSIs) and relatively few SMEs. Innovation is often
associated with entrepreneurship and SMEs (Audretsch, 2002;
2

Bresnahan & Gambardella, 2004), but such innovation
through SMEs appears to be underrepresented or underutilized
in the space sector. SMEs find it difficult to enter the space
sector to deliver new technologies and applications. There is
an increasing number of European states in which their space
industries are mainly built on SMEs, and the importance of
SMEs in breakthrough innovations, this requires a rethinking
of the role of the institutional actors in the space sector towards
entrepreneurship.
In general, the level of ‘independent’ innovation and
entrepreneurship in the space sector, in particular through
involvement of SMEs, is under debate. This debate concerns
the question whether the full potential of the industry gets
fruitfully exploited (e.g., Giannopapa, 2010; Van Burg et al.,
2017). This innovation potential could be unleashed by
targeted measures to facilitate entrepreneurship, business
development and innovation. Addressing this debate, this
study aims to answer the following research question:
How does institutionalization impact entrepreneurship
in the context of the Dutch space sector, and how can
entrepreneurship be enhanced in this sector?
By focusing on this particular sector, this study takes
into account the impact of a broader spectrum of public
organizations involved, particularly addressing the effects of
sectoral logics and the role of entrepreneurial legitimation
strategies. The dynamics in the space sector over the years
have changed as institutional pressures from the public and
international agencies continue to drive the process through
shifting government priorities. Governments and international
organizations in principle can set strong boundaries for
entrepreneurial activity, making it difficult for entrepreneurs
to deviate from institutionalized policies and norms
(Doblinger et al., 2016). Governments can also affect firmlevel innovativeness by controlling regulative instruments, for
3

example instruments related to promoting innovation (e.g.,
Michael & Pearce, 2009). Furthermore, governmental funding
can influence the structure of the industry, access to resources,
and to business opportunities (e.g., Bohnsack et al., 2016;
Díez-Martín et al., 2016). As a result of this public influence
on the industrial environment, this may lead to the
involvement of preferred and/or a limited number of
entrepreneurs and innovative firms (e.g., Acs, 2008).
Therefore, it is an important question how the space sector
responds to current trends in which innovation turns from
preferring a few large firms towards more SME participation
(e.g., Mueller, 2007; Czarnitzki et al., 2007).
From a theoretical perspective, the dynamics in the
space sector around entrepreneurship and innovation relate to
the problem of how entrepreneurship is enabled and
constrained by the environment, for instance by the existing
institutionalized practices and logics. The institutional logic
perspective (e.g., Thornton et al., 2012; Thornton & Ocasio,
1999) is herein used as an analytical tool to capture the
prevailing sectoral logics related to performing entrepreneurial
activity. At the same time, this study addresses entrepreneurial
legitimacy strategies to overcome existing constraining effects
of these logics (e.g., Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). In particular,
new ventures have a significant need for legitimacy (Dacin et
al., 2007). Legitimacy is a complex social process including
the wider institutional context of organizations (e.g., Markard
et al, 2016) and the notion of entrepreneurial legitimacy refers
to the process of how nascent organization become operational
and accepted in their environment (e.g., Tornikoski &
Newbert, 2007). At the same time, lacking legitimacy may
imply limited access to important resources and collaboration
(e.g., Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001).
This study further uncovers design principles for
support mechanisms provided through business incubation
centers. Business incubators usually provide a shelter
environment for new entrepreneurs in industry (e.g., Albort4

Morant & Oghazi, 2016; Markovitch et al., 2017), to some
extent protecting entrepreneurs from the constraining elements
defined by, for example, the sectoral logics. As such, focus on
business incubation practices in the sector can bring an
opportunity to explain mechanisms and practices (e.g., AlbortMorant & Ribeiro-Soriano, 2016; Hedström & Ylikoski, 2010)
applied by incubators in supporting new business venturing
and innovation. At the same time, incubators may take into
account the contextual dependencies of these mechanisms in
the space sector (e.g., Chetty et al., 2014; Plummer, 2010),
changing or creating new incubation practices according to the
needs of entrepreneurs and innovators.
Focusing on this particularly regulated and
institutionalized industry provides an opportunity to further
understand entrepreneurial agency as a contextual process that
is enabled by, but also critically depends on, policies, values,
and practices (e.g., Karnøe & Garud, 2012). This study in more
detail examines the influence of the institutional environment
on business venturing, the role of incubation design principles
that are applied in order to support business venturing and
innovation in such a context, and the way how entrepreneurs,
and especially new ventures and SMEs, respond to their
environment to form legitimate and innovative enterprises. It
grasps the influence of institutions through a context-centric
perspective (e.g., Greenman, 2013) for understanding the
individual and the institutional interactions.
To answer the main research question, this dissertation
presents four consecutive studies, introduced below as
Chapters 2 to 5.
1.1
Overview of the chapters
Chapter 2 describes the multi-national context of the European
space sector giving an overview of the different ESA member
states. Even though ESA has a long-standing history in
European cooperation in space activities, the cooperation is
typically on a program-by-program basis. Therefore,
understanding the national policies of ESA member states
5

towards participation in these programs is crucial. The main
objective is to provide a comprehensive analysis on ESA
member states, their policies, strategies, budgets, and
industrial capabilities. The main question of Chapter 2 is: How
is the European space policy (the macro-perspective of the
space sector) framed and what are the strategic and
motivation elements for performing public space investments?
There have been limited systematic efforts to make an
inventory of the national space strategies and programs across
the ESA member states. Chapter 2 presents research outcomes
of two independent survey studies conducted in 2014 and
2017. The analysis finds four main public framing areas (i.e.,
governance, priorities, motivators and areas of sustainability)
and multiple sub-domains as a framing classification
according to the national strategy priorities and industrial
capabilities.
Chapter 3 relates entrepreneurship and innovation
practices to institutional pressures in the form of sectoral
logics. The main research question answered here is: How do
sectoral logics in the space sector enable and constrain
entrepreneurial action and what practices do entrepreneurs
employ in dealing with such logics?
Through a qualitative comparative multiple-case study
of The Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden and the United
Kingdom, Chapter 3 provides a detailed reading of these
countries’ entrepreneurial and institutional contexts, and
theorizes about how sector-level institutional logics impinge
on entrepreneurial activities. It demonstrates how particular
sectoral logics, namely the market, project, and company
capability, explain the overall contours of the sector and
entrepreneurial activity that takes place in order to become a
legitimate enterprise.
Next, Chapter 4 turns to technology transfer and
incubation mechanisms that are designed to support
entrepreneurship and innovation in the space sector. The main
research question of Chapter 4 is: What are the key elements
6

of design principles for business incubation according to the
literature and how are these design principles contextualized
in space sector incubation practices?
The objective of Chapter 4 is to develop a set of design
principles for technology transfer and incubation practices
which respond to the current trends and needs in the sector and
are according to the business incubation literature. Adopting a
science-based design methodology, including a literature and
qualitative analysis, Chapter 4 investigates prevailing business
incubation practices in the European space sector, especially
in The Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Together with
the literature analysis, the data enables an in-depth
understanding of the business incubation practices that may
help new ventures to establish a position in the space sector.
Finally, Chapter 5 searches for quantitative insights
and confirmation of the key entrepreneurship and innovation
patterns in The Netherlands by focusing on the role of ESA
and national subsidies in the distribution of resources for
business venturing. The main research question of Chapter 5
is: How do the national industry and entrepreneurship
incentive programs support industrial participation and
legitimacy of new entrants, especially SME’s?
Analyzing companies’ contractual performance in both
ESA tenders and national incentives (e.g., preparatory
programs), this analysis provides important insights in the
current industrial, technology and programmatic trends and
effects of these programs. This ultimately may lead to
particular patterns in the distribution of public investments
according to the type of company and the legitimacy of the
venture, which in turn also impacts the development of
legitimacy in the future. The objective of Chapter 5 is to
quantitatively test some of the key patterns identified in studies
presented in Chapters 3 and 4, but in particular those identified
in Chapter 3. For example, this study tests the effect of firm
size (company size logic), firm age (weak indicator for
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established market logic), and the effect of national incentive
programs (product incentive logic).
In sum, this study delivers important insights in how
rules, regulations, and facilitating programs (e.g., national
strategies, policies and business incubation programs) impact
entrepreneurship and innovation in the space sector as well as
in how these rules, regulations, and facilitating programs could
be adapted to foster entrepreneurship and innovation.
Thus, this study contributes in at least three ways to the
existing literature. First, it contributes to understanding the
general institutional norms, beliefs and practices typical for the
high-tech space sector (e.g., Ocasio & Radoynovska, 2016;
Thornton et al., 2012; Greenwood et al., 2010). Following the
description of the institutional context of the sector, this study
contributes by collecting practices and strategies which
entrepreneurs apply in order to legitimize themselves and to
overcome constraining factors defined by sectoral logics
(Suchman, 1995; Markard et al., 2016; Kalantaridis, 2014;
Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). Second, this study contributes to
further understanding of the notion that legitimacy is a
complex collective social process of multiple actors active a
high-tech
(space)
sector,
including
governments,
entrepreneurs and other organizations (e.g., Johnson et al.,
2006; Markard et al., 2016; Obaji & Olugu, 2014). Third, this
PhD study contributes to business incubation studies by
exploring the incubation design principles and practices that
help early business ventures and start-ups to enter and to be
better prepared to deal with the constraining environments of
high-tech sectors and to develop legitimacy (e.g., Van Burg &
Romme, 2014; Hackett & Dilts, 2008; Sarasvathy & Dew,
2005).
In the final chapter, Chapter 6, we discuss in more
detail the theoretical and practical implications of this
research. Overall, this study demonstrates that context-centric
focus and the combination of institutional logic, business
incubation and legitimacy theories contribute to further
8

understanding of the complexity of bottom-up and top down
interactions between entrepreneurs and resource-providing
organizations. Focusing on constraining elements and
underlying mechanisms provides insights that can be turned
into practical solutions that help to unleash innovative
potential in the space sector.
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Chapter 2
The developing European
space sector: Governance and policy trends in
member states of the European Space Agency1

1

Parts of this chapter have been published in the following articles:
Adriaensen, M., Giannopapa, C., Sagath, D., & Papastefanou, A. (2015).
Priorities in national space strategies and governance of the member states
of the European Space Agency. Acta Astronautica, 117, 356-367;
Giannopapa, C., Adriaensen, M., & Sagath, D. (2016). The member states
of the European Space Agency. National governance structures, priorities
and motivations for engaging in space. In: Hoerber, T. and P. Stephenson
(Eds.). European Space Policy. European Integration and the Final
Frontier. London, UK: Routledge, 173-190; Sagath, D., Papadimitriou, A.,
Adriaensen, M., & Giannopapa, C. (2018). Space strategy and governance
of ESA small member states. Acta Astronautica, 142, 112-120.; and:
Sagath, D., Adriaensen, M., & Giannopapa, C. (2018): Past and present
engagement in space activities in Central and Eastern Europe. Acta
Astronautica, 148, 132-140.
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Abstract
The European Space Agency (ESA) has been the main
programmatic and industrial capacity development
organization of the European space sector since its
establishment in the early 1970s. Understanding the national
policies of ESA member states is crucial for the future
development of a coherent European space policy. Over the
last years, ESA has developed a methodology to track the
development of national space policies of its member states
and collaborating state. The “Member States Observatory” is
a basic resource for understanding the complexity of the
European national space strategies available to the national
delegates, ESA experts and employees alike. This chapter
presents the findings and methodology of two surveys
conducted as part of this PhD research in 2014 and 2017, in
order to identify the main space strategy drivers in
development of the ESA member states national space sectors.
The analysis has found four main areas and multiple subtopics
which can be used to classify the level of development and the
focus of a national space strategies. These main areas are:
structure of governance, strategic priorities, motivations, and
areas of sustainability. Furthermore, a concentration ration of
the European space industry is calculated accordingly to the
Herfindahl-Hirschman index using the ESA industrial
database from 2013.
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2.1
Introduction
Understanding the past and current strategy, policy, and
governance structures of European Space Agency (ESA)
members states is playing a key role in preparing and
elaborating a coherent approach to European space policy and
programs. There have been limited systematic efforts to
facilitate the exchange and coordination of national space
strategies and programs. Influencing factors that drive national
space policies and shape national space governance in Europe
are poorly understood and a challenging domain of research
(e.g., Hoerber & Stephenson, 2015; Hoerber & Sigalas, 2016).
This significantly reflects the complexity of actors,
organizations and programs that shape European space policy.
Additionally, the space sector relies on institutional markets
with limited room for global competition. The role of
institutional (governmental) funding defines the structure of
the industry, entrepreneurship and competitiveness (Lemola,
2002; Henry et al., 2003; Ribeiro-Soriano & Galindo-Martín,
2012). The European space industry competitiveness relies on
the stable support of public investments, fundamental for the
financial sustainability and product/technology development.
Framing theory can be used to investigate public
policies and governance of space activities (Baumgartner,
2015; March & Olsen, 1996; Mörth, 2000; Sabatier, 2011;
Wallace & Young, 1997). The space sector is particularly
interesting and dynamic, as it includes horizontally (across
different public policies) and vertically (from member states to
respective international governmental organizations - IGOs)
many frames in which policies emerge. Therefore, the main
research question of this study is: How is the European space
policy (the macro-perspective of the space sector) framed and
what are the strategic and motivation elements for performing
public space investments?
At the top of the organization of the space sector, ESA
brings actors together under a specific setting as an
intergovernmental organization, which steers a peaceful,
13

scientific, industrial and cooperative frame. At a lower level,
European member states, formulate and shape at
national/ESA/and European Union (EU) levels their policy
formulation process. The number of European member states
composing a space strategy and policy and defining their space
governance for the first time is on the rise, whilst others may
consider revising theirs with the current changing of the
European space landscape. With the increase of member states
engaging in space, the process dynamic and its outcome will
change as new frames emerge and are added to the political
bargaining process. The space sector relies above all on
institutional markets with limited room for global competition.
Actors, such as the newcomers to the institutional
environment, are not able to calculate all options and
associated uncertainties, therefore, they use institutions and
their rules as guidance.
In recent years, ESA with support of external academic
experts2 developed a methodology to track the national space
policies of its member states and collaborating states. Several
studies published in collaboration with ESA and the Vrije
Universiteit Amsterdam (VU Amsterdam) already focused on
a practical outcome of a broader collaborative investigation on
the ESA member states (e.g., Adriaensen et al., 2015;
Giannopapa et al., 2015; Sagath et al., 2018a & 2018b). The
main outcomes of this collaborative approach represent two
executive studies, referred to as the ‘Countries Overview: Info
Notes on Member States’. These studies were published in
2014 and 2017 in form of ESA internal reports.3 Their main
As part of this PhD project under the title “Valorization in the space
sector: The interplay of institutional pressures, technology transfer
mechanisms, entrepreneurship and innovation” (by Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam, School of Business and Economics, in collaboration with The
Netherlands Space Office and ESA).
3
European Space Agency. (2016). ESA member states national strategies
and plans – Countries overview. ESA/C(2016)37. Paris: European Space
Agency, 52 p.; European Space Agency. (2017). ESA member states
national strategies and plans – Countries overview. ESA/C(2017)109.
2
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purpose is to create a comprehensive information collection
considering space policy and governance trends and make it
available to the member states’ delegates, ESA experts and
employees. These Country overviews provide a guideline for
understanding the complexity of the European national space
strategies, policies and governance.
Presenting the main research outcomes of these
collaborative investigations on ESA member states’ space
policies, the main objective of this study is to identify the
strategy drivers that shape and develop the ESA member states
national space sectors. This study addresses the macroperspective (ESA and national level) of how the industrial,
political and programmatic capabilities of the European space
sector are shaped. The analysis has found several unified
frames that are typical for ESA member states in space activity
governance, priorities, and motivations for engaging in the
space sector. Moreover, to provide insights in how the
European space industry is concentrated, a concentration ratio
of the European space industry is calculated with the
Herfindahl-Hirschman index using the ESA industrial
database from 2013. In sum, this chapter presents both the
macro-perspective (ESA and national level) of public policies
and the concentration of the European space industry, thus
providing the background for the other studies in this
dissertation.
2.2
Research setting
The understanding of complex relations and objectives of
European states in space is crucial for the sector’s
development, especially when it comes to the
intergovernmental organizations responsible for the national
program and industry development such as ESA. One of the
most defining legal provisions that directly affects ESA as the
responsible organization for European space sector
Paris: European Space Agency, 60 p. The Info note on The Netherlands is
presented in Appendix 1.
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development is Article II of the ESA Convention. This article
describes the purpose of the Agency and gives it policy
formulating power.
ESA’s policy formulating power can be achieved “by
elaborating and implementing a long-term European space
policy, by recommending space objectives to the member
states, and by concerting the policies of the member states with
respect to other national and international organizations and
institutions; by elaborating and implementing activities and
programs in the space field; by coordinating the European
space program and national programs, and by integrating the
latter progressively and as completely as possible into the
European space program, in particular as regards the
development of applications satellites; by elaborating and
implementing the industrial policy appropriate to its program
and by recommending a coherent industrial policy to the
member states” (European Space Agency, 2003, p. 13-14).
Since the creation of ESA, the number of its member
states has more than doubled. This constant increase of ESA
member states clearly demonstrates its leading role for the
European space sector’s development. ESA was created in
1975 by ten founding members states and now (2019) there are
twenty-two and its number is still growing. Currently, ESA is
expanding its membership to the countries which have joined
the European Union since 2004. The Czech Republic,
Romania, Poland, Estonia and Hungary have become full
members of ESA between 2008 and 2015. Others like
Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia, or Slovenia are soon to
start their negotiations to become full ESA member.
A current overview of the ESA integration process can
be found in Table 1. To summarize, the ESA integration
process includes a different set of actions on a bilateral basis
(Table 2). Typically, the first step is the signature of an
agreement with the European Space Agency concerning the
Space Cooperation for Peaceful Purposes. Following an
official government request and a positive national industrial
16

and capability assessment by ESA, the subsequent step is the
signature and implementation of a European Cooperating State
Agreement (ECS). This agreement includes a detailed
Programmatic Chart of the Plan for European Cooperating
States (PECS).
Finally, a classification of ESA member states is
established according to their ESA budget contributions and
their Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Figure 1 shows the 2016
budgets of ESA member states compared to GDP, identifying
the eleven smaller member states in the left scatter graph, with
an annual budget below €30 million and typically a GDP
below €300 (except for Poland). The categorization is based
on contribution to ESA in absolute numbers, not relative to the
member states’ GDP.

Figure 2.1: ESA Member States 2016 ESA budget (MEUR)
and 2016 GDP (BEUR) (Sagath et al., 2018b)
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Table 2.1: Cooperation and integration process to ESA including integration to EU (updated from:
Sagath et al., 2018a)

2004

2004

1986
2007

1957
2004
1957
2004

Luxemburg
Malta
Netherlands
Norway
Poland

EU
Accession

EU Association
or Free trade
Agreements
1971
1994
1994

Country

2) European
Cooperating State
Agreement (ECS)

ESA integration
mechanisms
1) Framework
Agreement

-

-

-

-

-

Formal agreement between ESA and state on intention to became an ESA member state.
Only allows the exchange of experts from both signature parties.
No budgetary or programmatic contributions.
After five years a decision to sign an ECS agreement may be made by the state.
This integration step intends to prepare the countries’ space actors for a future successful
accession to the ESA Convention. It focuses on developing concrete collaboration activities
at project level and strengthening the national expertise and capabilities in non-member state
countries.
Provision of political and programmatic guidelines for investments in the national space
sector, support for further development of the national space policy.
Typically for five years with possible extension
Primary aim is to achieve a detailed understanding of the national scientific interest and
capability together with the industrial base of the European space sector.
Contains measures to secure and increase non-member state industry participation during the
ECS period in the supply chain networks of the ESA member states.
ECS countries have the possibility to participate in ESA activities and programs and become
familiar with the ESA rules and procedures.

Description of mechanism

ESA integration
mechanisms
3) Plan
for
the
European
Cooperating State
(PECS)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Purpose is to provide the possibility directly participation of non-member states’ space
industry in ESA projects.
Identification of potential capabilities and guiding it towards the ESA procedures and
standards of industrial and scientific collaboration.
After the ratification of the ECS agreement, ESA conducts an industrial assessment in each
ECS country.
PECS calls for proposals aimed at attracting potential industry and institutes to engage in
ESA projects.
The ESA PECS office with the ESA External Relations office are the Agency’s liaisons with
the ECS country. It is engaged in the selection committee that decides on the projects that
would be awarded after the PECS calls.
The PECS Committee meets twice a year to discuss and approve the new PECS projects in
accordance with decisions of particular ESA Program Boards and Committees responsible
for on-going projects under which the collaboration is foreseen.
The final decision on approved PECS program collaboration is made by the ESA Industrial
Policy Committee together with delegation in order to align PECS projects with the existing
ESA projects.
Once the PECS Programmatic Chart is approved, including the results of the successful
PECS calls on project proposals, all ESA Directorates are invited to present their activities
and provide updates about ESA programs.
The budget to be allocated by an ECS for collaboration within the PECS is at a minimum of
€1 million per year (at 2001 economic conditions) for a minimum period of 5 years. After 5year period of PECS the ECS state can initiate the accession to ESA Convention.

Description of mechanism

5) Accession
Agreement to the
ESA Convention

ESA integration
mechanisms
4) Associate Member
State

-

-

-

-

-

-

Triggered by the respective government’s request to the Director General of ESA.
ESA Council must approve upon proposal by the Director General.
The Accession Agreement contains a number of major provisions including: the amount of
the entry fee, established by ESA Council; the Transitional Arrangements, in particular the
provisions for an Industrial Incentive Scheme (IIS); the reciprocal duties and obligations
during the Transitional Period; and the fact that at the end of the Transitional Period, the
geographic return statistics of the mandatory program and activities for the given new
member state will be discontinued.
This assessment focuses on technology and industrial capacities (past and on-going),
including the size and extension of the industrial landscape involved or interested in space
activities.

Provision of the possibility to flexibly engage in ESA activities and programs.
According to the ESA Convention (Article XIV), the decision on Associate membership
requires two-third majority of the ESA Council.
This type of associated membership in ESA allows to carry out opportunities for participation
in optional programs without the obligation of the mandatory contributions.
The choice of participation is based on national interests, science and technology (S&T) and
industrial capabilities.
The national delegates are represented at the ESA Committees and Program Boards.

Description of mechanism

-

-

-

-

Associated with each new member state and aims to create, support and foster industrial
capacities, in order to achieve stable industrial return for the member state after the transition
period.
Within the IIS, the activities recommended for implementation follow ESA standard
procurement rules and procedures. The transition period is at least five years and the budget
allocated to the IIS is usually fixed to 45% of the mandatory contribution of the new member
state (mandatory contribution is calculated according the GDP of member states).
An IIS Task Force comprised of representatives from ESA and the new member state is
tasked with advising on specific measures to be implemented under the IIS.
The contracts are awarded though Calls for Outline Proposals (CAP). Accepted proposals
must have a solid technical/scientific content, fall within the outlined programmatic
objectives and should be within the budget allocation of the given CAP.

Description of mechanism

Table 2.2: ESA mechanisms for integrating new member states (Sagath et al., 2018a)

ESA integration
mechanisms
6) Industrial Incentive
Scheme (IIS) and
Transition Period

Objective
For the overall industrial return, a tangible value has to be reachable for each new Member State,
including for science and other mandatory programs.
The early definition of a national space strategy provides a tool that prioritize proposals for ESA
programs (mandatory and optional), as well as in national space activities. It introduces
transparency regarding national objectives providing a frame for institutional and private
investment.
There is an essential need of a formal structure acting in support of the delegation for a smooth
participation in ESA. A formal structure, or even a national program, with resources proportional
to respective ESA supports the liaison with industry.
Definition of priorities and of optional programs to which each state decides to participate in, is
an essential element in order to create and foster capacities with the purpose of gradually
achieving a balanced participation of industry to selected ESA programs, and not only to
mandatory activities.
A national space industrial association coalesces disparate national industrial interests and
provides an interlocutor to the national delegation to identify priorities and guidelines. It also
serves as advisor and can be used as an important player in the tasks of industrial liaison.

Domain
Industrial return
including mandatory
activities

National Space Strategy

Formal support
structure

Subscription to optional
programs

Space Industrial
Association

The achievement of this objective is usually easy to quantify: it reflects whether the national
industry and academia were able to acquire the capabilities, facilities and know-how during the
transition period to develop space hardware pertinent to all ESA programs.
The achievement of this objective reflects whether national industry has managed to establish a
stable relationship with other European space industries, on a complementarity basis.

Space hardware

Supply chain

Table 2.3: ESA Guidelines towards full membership (European Space Agency, 2012)

Objective
In a new member state with little experience in space activities, academia tends to play a
disproportionate role due to mature research and scientific capabilities. However, for sustainable
participation in ESA, the participation of industry is essential.

Domain
Academia and industry

A prospective member state joining ESA enters a
transition period lasting between five to nine years with the
aim to meet certain objectives, which are listed in Table 3
(European Space Agency, 2012). Member states that have
joined ESA for a period less than ten years are considered new
member states. ESA has several tools how to develop member
states’ space sectors. For example, ESA is guaranteeing the
return of investments made by its member states’ in form of
annual budget contributions. The application of the industrial
return principle, also known as the geographical return
principle, the ability to choose which optional (selective)
program a country will contribute to, and the recommendation
for a coherent industrial policy by ESA, play together a crucial
role in developing and creating space sector capabilities in all
ESA member states.
2.3
Methodology
Understanding the way of space governance and policy
priority creation and implementation of member states is a
complex issue as there is significant variation across ESA
member states. In this study, they are framed to cover four
thematic areas: space governance; technology domains; areas
of sustainability; and motivation for engaging in the space
sector. Each member state differs on these aspects; some
engage in space activities exclusively through ESA, while
others also have a dedicated national space program. Some
states consider ESA as their primary space agency, while
others establish a dedicated national agency with respective
programs. The examples of ESA Member States’ strategies
considered for the data collection are presented in Appendix 2.
After collecting the data (e.g., national space
strategies) and creating a concise overview of each member
state, a content analysis was performed (e.g., Ahuvia, 2001;
Krippendorff, 2004). The common frames found across the
multiple national strategies were aggregated and organized
according to the differences in management at the level of
national space governance, priorities, domains, and motivators
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for space associated with each member state of ESA.
Furthermore, member states provided additional information
during the workshops that took place in October 2013 and
September 2017 at ESA on ‘Exchange of national strategies
and plans’ and via consultation with stakeholders. These
consultations were conducted when the content of the draft of
a particular ESA member state’ info note was presented to the
stakeholder before the final publication. This approach secured
the accuracy of the information.
2.4
Research results
2.4.1 ESA member states space governance
Each ESA member state has a unique governance structure
when it comes to space (e.g., Giannopapa et al., 2015).
Through framing, policy makers and others select, emphasize
and justify the proper governance and decision-making
processes (Baumgartner & Mahoney, 2008; Daviter, 2007).
The space governance structure determines in particular who
(e.g., ministry or public agency) has decision-making powers
over a certain policy related to space activities. It allows to
visualize how the integration of various stakeholder interests
is facilitated. Each member state participates in number of
organizations engaged in space activities and international
agreements. These organizations in Europe include ESA, the
European Organization for Exploitation of Meteorological
Satellites (EUMETSAT), the European Union Satellite Centre
(Satcen), the European Global Navigation Satellite Systems
Agency (GSA), the European Defense Agency (EDA), the
International Telecommunications Union (ITU), and the
United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer
Space (UNCOPUOS).
Different ministries focus their attention on different
aspects of space policy seeking to support their positions
(Baumgartner & Mahoney, 2008), thus various governance
models are identified depending on the responsible ministries
for space. The analysis has found that the typical ministries
involved in overseeing cooperation via international
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organizations are related to science, technology, research and
education; economy; industry, innovation; transport and
communications; defense; environment; energy; foreign
affairs; and in some cases the prime ministers’ offices.
Figure 2 shows the ministries responsible for space in
ESA member states. Regarding the ministry responsible for
ESA, traditionally, education or science ministries are in
charge. Other states opted to cover space under the ministry of
economy or industry and innovation. Recognizing the
transverse nature of space and its potential role for number of
sectorial policies, transport or environment have been selected
to take the lead in space. Furthermore, ESA space governance
is frequently shared and/or delegated to multiple ministries, for
instance transport and (tele)communications, environment,
energy or defense. In practice, typically a single ministry has
the leading responsibility for ESA space activities with one or
multiple other ministries with secondary space
responsibilities.
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Figure 2.2: Ministries responsible for space in ESA twentytwo member states (European Space Agency, 2017)
Figure 3 shows an archetype model of space
governance, including ministries and other governmental
agencies overseeing collaboration with international
organizations. In many cases the national institute for
meteorology, which is often located under the umbrella of the
Ministry of Environment, constitutes the delegation to
EUMETSAT. Delegations to EDA and EUSC (now Satcen)
are under the responsibility of the ministry of defense, and the
ministries of foreign affairs are charged with UNCOPUOS.
Aspects related to satellite communications often resort under
the competence of the ministry of transport and/or
communications. This is reflected, in turn, by the
implementation
of
policy
and
regulations
by
telecommunications agencies and representation of the
concerned states by these agencies in international
organization dealing with telecommunications.
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Finally, ministerial delegations to the EU dealing with
Galileo and GSA are typically linked with the national
ministries for transport and communications, regardless of
which ministry is responsible for ESA. In addition to the roles
of specific ministries, the role of the ministries of foreign
affairs and the prime minister’s offices in coordinating space
activities at national and international/supranational level may
not be underestimated. The ministries of foreign affairs are
directly involved in the representation of their respective
countries in international organization and complement
specific ministries, for instance through the permanent
representation to the EU.
Implementing entities further manage the space
activities across multiple ministries at the national and or
regional level. These implementing entity types are usually
represented by space agency, office or ministerial department
unit dealing with multiple other public policy issues (for a
summary see Appendix 2).

Figure 2.3: Archetype of space governance (Adriaensen et
al., 2015)
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The first category, the space agency, is typically an
entity which combines the development of policy and strategy,
the management of procurement contracts and in-house
research and development contracts. The power of such
agencies differs, from establishing a national space strategy, to
awarding national contracts, conducting research and
development, making binding commitments vis-à-vis ESA,
and even to representation roles to other organizations. Space
agency generally handle all national, European and
international space activities including for example corepresentation of the country in the United Nations (e.g.,
UNCOPUOS). This type of national space agency is typical
for well-established countries in the sector, with significant
budget contributions to space and with rather independent
space policies as a complementary to ESA activities.
The second type of implementing entity is the space
office. An office fundamentally differs from a space agency,
mainly by being limited in scope to the role of the policy and
strategy maker, the manager of the space budget through own
means or though ESA and with or without procurement
responsibilities of outsourced R&D contracts. The mandate of
such offices is consequently less elaborate than for space
agencies, although similar that of space agencies, their power
is determined and governed by the specific national context.
The third option for space governance implementation
is a so-called unit within a body with larger competence. The
government bodies charged with space affairs are in these
cases also responsible for a variety of other – related – areas,
such as for instance science, technology and innovation. Space
is either fully integrated with other areas in the competence of
the governmental body, or space receives a specific office or
division within that governmental body (such as science,
technology, innovation, industry agencies) or ministry. This
structure typically exists – but not exclusively – in countries
that are relative newcomers in space and/or smaller ESA
member states.
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Each state’s particular governance is based on the own
national environment and specificities. Regardless of the type
of the governance structure chosen by a member state, the
following points must be achieved: coordinated approach
towards the various fields of space activities; no duplication of
efforts; setting out a national space policy/strategy and over
sighting its progress; coordinating representation in space
related bodies; and coordinating a coherent space budget
(Giannopapa et al. , 2015).
The ESA frame and current activities reflect the
tension and consensus between its actors: the ministries
responsible for space and the national space policy
implementing entities (Giannopapa et al., 2015). Space policy,
both at EU, ESA and the member states level, is continuously
in process of development. The following section
demonstrates how this inherent process is driven by underlying
rationales and priorities for ESA member states to engage in
space activities. These reasons in turn are based on and evolve
with the European and national frame for space activities.
2.4.2 ESA member states priorities
Framing can be seen as the process of selecting, emphasizing
and organizing the priorities (Daviter, 2007). The public
priorities in space, thus, have been framed to cover three
thematic areas: technology areas; the areas of sustainability;
and motivation for space. Most member states have a broad
interest in the entire scale of technology domains related to
space activities (see Figure 4). The relative importance of each
technology domain differs from member state to member state.
These technology domains represent activities such as earth
observation, science, telecommunications, integrated
applications, transportation, navigation and human and robotic
exploration (Giannopapa et al., 2015).
It can be observed that all member states see potential
in the development of their respective downstream
(application) space sectors, evidenced by the consideration of
integrated applications by all member states. Furthermore,
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science and exploration are highly regarded by all member
states, which may partially be induced by the foundation of
ESA and by the inclusion of science in ESA’s mandatory
programs (e.g., science or ESA basic activities). All other
technology domains (navigation, satellite communications,
launchers and human space flight including microgravity
research) are well represented, partially due to historical
reasons and industrial interests. The analyses of the periods
2013 and 2017 shows that the development in technology
domains in space is rather stable, with increasing interest in
telecommunications and navigation.
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Figure 2.4: Public policy priorities for space in technology
domains (European Space Agency, 2017).
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Space can serve as an important ‘multiplier’ to the six
areas of sustainability due to its transversal nature (Schrogl et
al., 2009; Giannopapa et al., 2015): security, environment,
energy, resources, knowledge and transport. Member states
foresee the different roles space can have as an enabling tool
in support of these areas (see Figure 5). These are mostly a
logical consequence of the concerned member states’
historical, geopolitical, economical, geographical, financial,
and political position and outlook. For ESA member states
with long land and/or sea borders, border security is an
important area to which space can contribute. In member states
with considerable natural resources (including fisheries,
mining, energy, etc.) priorities tend to coincide with serving
these interests.
It is not surprising, albeit worth stressing, that transport
and communications are generally accepted as an important
area for contributions from space assets. It is evident that
issues of energy security, or knowledge and education play
important strategic roles. Therefore, the issues considering
environment or issues related with exploitation of natural
resources may be of importance to strategic policy for many
ESA member states. This notion confirms the analysis of
trends in areas of sustainability between 2013 and 2017. It
shows that knowledge and education, energy, environment and
climate change and natural resources are domains that get
increasing emphasis in policy priorities when it comes to areas
of sustainability.
Finally, a number of motivators engaging in space were
identified that encourage the involvement of member states in
space activities (Giannopapa et al., 2015): technology
development and transfer, boosting industrial competitiveness,
job creation, social benefits, engagement in international
cooperation, and European non-dependence in space (see
Figure 6). The top motivator for space investments is to
increase industrial competitiveness followed closely by the
notion of promoting and fostering international cooperation.
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ESA member states unanimously perceive investments in
space as means to enhance the competitiveness of their
respective space and space related industries, or high-tech
industry in general. Space is without a doubt an ideal area for
international cooperation, as particularly upstream space
activities are typically outside of the scope of national
territories, a common good and too expensive for one single
state alone to engage in. The motivators for space indicate a
significant increase in all respective policy domains in the
period of 2013 to 2017, with a considerable increase of the
importance of social benefits and technology development and
transfer.
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Figure 2.5: Public policy priorities for space in areas of
sustainability (European Space Agency, 2017)
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Figure 2.6: Public policy motivations for space activities
(European Space Agency, 2017)

2.5
ESA member states industrial structure
In 2013 the European space upstream industry had an annual
turnover of 6.8 billion Euros. The public institutional market
represented 53 % of the final turnover. ESA represented 34 %
of the industry sales and 67 % of the total institutional share
(Euroconsult, 2014). This makes ESA the largest institutional
customer in the space sector in Europe. Thus, ESA plays an
important role in shaping the industrial structure landscape of
its member states industries (e.g., Giannopapa et al., 2015).
Concentration ratios are used to show the extent of
market control of the largest firms in the industry. The
Structure-Conduct-Performance (SCP) paradigm says that
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more firms lead to more competition and lower prices (e.g.,
Ralston et al., 2015; Balfaqih et al., 2016; Ataseven & Nair,
2017). Thus, the market structure, i.e., how far the structure
departs from the perfect competition model, determines the
firms’ conduction terms of pricing and production decisions or
interaction with other firms and this in turn determines their
performance.
Two measures of market concentration used by
economists are the N-firm concentration ratio and the
Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) (e.g., Matsumoto et al.,
2012). The N-firm concentration ratio CR(N) is defined as the
sum of the output proportions of the N largest firms in an
industry. Typically, the first four and first eight largest firms
are used for the calculation of CR4 (the concentration ratio of
the largest four firms) and CR8 (concentration ratio of the
largest eight firms). The HHI is defined as the sum of the
squared market shares of all firms in an industry. A high
market concentration is represented by a high N-firm ratio or
a high HHI index. There are different levels set for the
interpretation of the HHI index. The one used here is HHI
below 1000 indicates an un-concentrated index; between 1000
and 1800 indicates moderate concentration; and above 1800
indicates higher concentration. The table shows CR4, CR8 and
HHI of the European industry and how it has evolved over the
past years. As shown, the HHI index increased by over 200
points between 2008 and 2009, and both CR4 and CR8 showed
corresponding increases. Concurrently, the number of
companies with market shares over 0.5 per cent dropped from
12 to 11, which also had a negative effect on HHI. The
summary of the CRs per ESA member state is presented in
Table 4.
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Country

CRE 4

CRE 8

HHIE

Greece
Belgium
The Netherlands
Ireland
Portugal
Czech Republic
Spain

28%
31%
36%
39%
41%
39%
56%

46%
47%
52%
54%
66%
66%
78%

364
400
459
536
627
664
1245

Italy

54%

69%

1095

France

72%

84%

1577

Great Britain

55%

65%

1630

Finland

67%

80%

1662

Poland
Switzerland
Norway
Denmark
Austria
Romania
Sweden
Luxembourg
Germany

61%
64%
57%
74%
68%
81%
90%
80%
77%

78%
74%
68%
87%
77%
98%
93%
88%
81%

1825
1971
2270
2297
2340
2530
2558
2586
3705

Industry Structure
in ESA Tenders
Un-Concentrated
Un-Concentrated
Un-Concentrated
Un-Concentrated
Un-Concentrated
Un-Concentrated
Moderately
Concentrated
Moderately
Concentrated
Moderately
Concentrated
Moderately
Concentrated
Moderately
Concentrated
Highly Concentrated
Highly Concentrated
Highly Concentrated
Highly Concentrated
Highly Concentrated
Highly Concentrated
Highly Concentrated
Highly Concentrated
Highly Concentrated

Table 2.4: Concentration ratio of the European space
industry (Source: European Space Agency, 2013)
2.6
Discussion
This study aimed to map the existing policy frames at national
levels in Europe and to provide a holistic assessment of
national space governance structures, strategic priorities and
motivations in engaging in space activities as their developed
over time. The main research question of this study was how
European space policies are framed and what the strategic and
motivation elements are for performing a public space
investments. The main objective of this was to identify the
main public frames related to space strategies of the ESA
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member states. Furthermore, a concentration ration of the
European space sector was calculated, using the ESA
industrial database information from 2013. Overall, the
analysis presented in this study allows for a better anticipation
of future space developments in Europe.
2.6.1 Theoretical implications of the study
Framing theory has contributed in understanding of the
political processes and definition of strategic areas for
governance and definition of public policies (e.g., Hoerber &
Stephenson, 2015; Hoerber & Sigalas, 2016; Surel, 2000).
Different discourses are shaping the policy outcomes and those
in turn are shaped by a plethora of actors (Baumgartner &
Mahoney, 2008; Sabatier, 2011). This study was mapping the
European space landscape in terms of the ESA member states’
institutions engaged in the process of policy framing and
implementation and tracked the current trends in European
space policy.
When it comes to integrating new actors and states to
European space sector, newcomers to institutional
environment are not able to calculate all options and associated
uncertainties. To overcome these uncertainties, they use
institutions and the regulative environment they create to guide
them in the new environment. This study assumed that these
institutions act as an ‘agency’ for securing the services and
resources, reducing the uncertainty for new players in the
sector (e.g., Ross, 1973; Shapiro, 2005).
This study supports that for a high-tech sector such as
the space sector, the framing theory represents an important
tool in defining the priorities and strategies of European states.
The institutional and organizational structures (such as ESA)
provide opportunities for integrating and guiding the process
of new entrants, states and industry, into the European space
sector.
The numbers of European member states jointly
composing a space strategy and policy and defining their space
governance are on increasing, whilst others may consider
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revising theirs with the current changing of the European space
landscape. Even though ESA has a long-standing success in
European cooperation in space activities and policy making
power through its convention, the cooperation is typically on a
program-by-program basis. Therefore, a common European
perception of space by member states will likely improve the
decision-making process and allow for a coherent European
approach, once the complexity of the European space policy is
well understood. On the other side, such joint policy making
might also evoke distribution conflicts among competing
actors with similar interests for resources (e.g., large member
states vs. ESA, or ESA vs. EU). This may lead to debates and
trade-offs through the topics were interests are not shared by
everyone (like programs on human spaceflight or launchers).
Through the Europeanisation of space, and the on-going and
rapid enlargement of space engagement of member states,
ESA has to accommodate the different needs, interests and
capabilities of a larger and more heterogeneous member state
base, both for those inside and outside the EU and those who
want to be a part of ESA in the near future.
2.7
Conclusion
This chapter presented an overview of the European space
sector, focusing on the level of ESA and national governments.
The governance structures and policy priorities of the
European space sector were presented. This analysis has
important implications for future policy-making in the
European space sector. Moreover, this analysis provides the
background for the next studies that go deeper into dynamics
around entrepreneurship in this sector.
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Chapter 3
We have lift-off: How
entrepreneurs respond to sectoral logics in the
European space sector
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Abstract
The European space sector is a highly regulated and resource
intensive industry, which makes it hard for entrepreneurial
activities around front-end innovations to emerge and to
become successful. Through a comparative case study design,
we provide a detailed reading of the European space sector, as
a particular entrepreneurial context, and theorize about how
sector-level institutional logics impinge on entrepreneurial
activities, but also create opportunities for savvy entrepreneurs
– in responding to such logics – to gain legitimacy and support
for their innovations and burgeoning ventures. We discuss the
implications of these findings for theory and research on
entrepreneurship in different institutional contexts.
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3.1
Introduction
Whereas studies often stress entrepreneur’s agency in pursuing
opportunities, taking action, and engaging with stakeholders,
these acts are to a large part influenced by the context in which
these entrepreneurs operate. Entrepreneurs need to respond to
continuously changing needs of customers, regulations, and
technological trends, especially those that are typical for the
industry or sector in which they operate. Responding to such
sectoral challenges is crucial for bringing new products to the
market and for entrepreneurs to be competitive with other
outfits (Audretsch et al., 2001), and in turn the entrepreneur’s
responses reproduce given logics but also can bring forth
institutional change (Kalantaridis, 2014). Yet, such a contextspecific focus is not always duly recognized (Greenman,
2013), in part because of the pervasive tendency to abstract
entrepreneurship theory away from contexts (Zahra & Wright,
2011).
This study responds to the need for a contextualized
understanding of entrepreneurship and does so through
studying how institutions that exist abstractly materialize in
context and thus influence entrepreneurial action. We can
grasp the influence of institutions through context, in the form
of sectoral logics and practices, and next we turn to how
entrepreneurs respond in order to let their ventures flourish in
a given context, or in fact to change the rules of the game in
that context. As argued by multiple researchers, such
understanding of entrepreneurship and in particular of how
entrepreneurs deal with institutional logics is needed
(Greenman, 2013; Watson, 2013) and helps to theorize context
(Welter, 2011).
We perform an in-depth study of the development of
space-related businesses in Europe, considering to what extent
and how the policies of nation states and the European space
administration as a whole affect entrepreneurial activity in the
space industry. The European space sector, as a heavily
regulated and highly institutionalized setting, is seen as a
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unique context for entrepreneurial activity. This sector clearly
illustrates the key role of context of the entrepreneurial
environment for the success and failure of entrepreneurial
ventures. In this industrial setting, entrepreneurs appear to be
heavily depending on policy decisions, as well as financial and
infrastructural support provided by national and supra-national
space administrations. At the same time, the individual actions
of entrepreneurs in interaction with these administrations
ultimately influence, once a venture is successful, the
country’s market share in the European space sector. As such,
governments and entrepreneurs co-create their national
sectors, by taking into account the context of enterprise policymaking and formulation and configurations of ideas, policy
tools and resources conducted by domestic and international
actors (Xheneti, 2016). Focusing on this particularly regulated
industry provides an increasing and generative opportunity to
further understand entrepreneurial agency (e.g., the capacity,
condition, or state of acting and engaging in business or
services) as a contextual process that depends on, is influenced
by, and responds to sector-specific policies, values, and
practices (Greenman, 2013; Karnøe & Garud, 2012; Klein et
al., 2010).
The main purpose of this study is to capture the
specifics of entrepreneurship within the space sector, to
understand how sector-specific conditions impact the creation
and exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities, and drive
entrepreneurial responses. For entrepreneurship in public and
technology sectors, governments can in principle set the
boundaries for entrepreneurial activity, making it difficult for
entrepreneurial imagination and action to deviate from policies
and prescribed norms of behavior (Doblinger et al., 2016).
Understanding the interactions between the individual and the
institutional contexts helps to explain observed differences in
entrepreneurial activity in different countries (Schillo et al.,
2016) as well as making a more general interpretation of the
whole sector. Especially in the highly institutionalized space
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sector, governments can affect firm-level innovativeness
because they control regulative instruments used to promote
innovation (see Michael & Pearce, 2009).
This paper adopts an institutional logic perspective
(e.g., Thornton et al., 2012; Thornton & Ocasio, 1999) as an
analytical tool for pattern matching and capturing the
prevailing sectoral logics under which entrepreneurial activity
in the sector takes place. This particularly helps to make sense
of the simultaneous top-down (from government to
entrepreneur) and bottom-up influences on the space sector
(entrepreneurial re-action and change of macro-institutional
environment). The notion of sectoral logics describes more-orless plastic decision-making logics that define a given national
space sector and that simultaneously enable and constrain
entrepreneurial imagination and action. Accordingly, the
research question is: How do sectoral logics in the space sector
enable and constrain entrepreneurial action and what
practices do entrepreneurs employ in dealing with such
logics?
This facilitates a consistent analysis across logics and
practices in a context-specific setting. This paper reports on the
results of qualitative research, applying a cross-country case
study approach corresponding to the national space
environments of The Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden and
the United Kingdom. These four countries are good analytical
examples from the broader European sector, and as such offer
a good basis for generalizable conclusions.
Thus, this study not only provides a practical roadmap
of institutional enablers and constraints for entrepreneurs in
this context, but also addresses the theoretical challenge to
understand the relationship between entrepreneurship and
institutions. The findings show how institutions materialize in
context through sectoral logics and thus constrain and enable
day-to-day entrepreneurial practices, and in turn invoke
responses to these logics.
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3.2
Theoretical background
3.2.1 Context-centric perspective
The field of entrepreneurship now features its own general
theories, for instance explaining entrepreneurial orientation,
entrepreneurial decision-making under uncertainty, or the
discovery, creation and exploitation of entrepreneurial
opportunities (Covin & Lumpkin, 2011; Davidsson, 2015;
Sarasvathy, 2001; Watson, 2013). The development of
entrepreneurship theory shows (analogous to other areas of
management research) a strong focus on generalizable and
stable constellations of factors and explanations at the level of
entrepreneurs, their venture and its success or failure over time
(Zahra, 2007). Yet, as Zahra and Wright (2011, p. 72) note:
“Some researchers seem content to introduce statistical
controls for context, rather than directly looking into its
various dimensions and how they might influence
entrepreneurial activities.” Therefore, this study wants to pay
closer attention to the role of the sectoral context, building on
Plummer's (2010) notion that “entrepreneurial phenomena are
always linked to the cultural, geographical, political and
commercial environment or site in which they occur” (cf.,
Chetty et al., 2014, p. 819).
This context-centric perspective emphasizes the
significance of entrepreneurial contexts and defines agency as
enabled and constrained by institutional structures (Greenman,
2013; Welter, 2011). Such institutional structures mark
industry differences, such as institutional arrangements to
regulate, legitimate and standardize new technologies.
Moreover, these institutional arrangements influence public
resources and financial mechanisms, market mechanisms for
stimulating demand for new technology, and in the end also
influence entrepreneurship in the form of product
development, manufacturing, marketing or distribution (Van
de Ven & Garud, 1987). Similarly, Autio et al. (2014)
highlight that organizational, social, institutional, and
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industrial (technology) dimensions at the level of national
policies influence entrepreneurial activity.
Furthermore, the very context and time in which an
entrepreneur operates has an impact that is not being accounted
for in general theories. Multiple researchers have advocated a
contextual turn, by focusing (again) on the context of
entrepreneurs and ventures, to better understand how
entrepreneurial phenomena and outcomes are shaped by the
specific context. Garud et al. (2014a) reviewed different
strategies for such a contextualization of research, ranging
from agent-centric micro-level approaches to multi-level
approaches. They contributed a narrative perspective which
“departs from atomistic accounts of entrepreneurs,
deterministic accounts of context, and multilevel accounts of
opportunities as being found or made” (Garud et al., 2014a, p.
1185). In other words, context “provides individuals with
entrepreneurial opportunities and sets boundaries for their
action … [and] understanding when, how, and why
entrepreneurship happens and who becomes involved”
(Welter, 2011, p. 165-166).
3.2.2 Institutional logics perspective
In the entrepreneurship research domain, it has become clear
that issues like culture, legal environment, economic
incentives, history and tradition impact entrepreneurial
success (Baumol et al., 2009; Bruton et al., 2010). The
institutional theory perspective has been used by researchers
to explain why certain organizations form existing practices
and what the internal and external influences are on these
practices, including decision-making processes and sectorcultural environments. An institution is typically defined as a
set of social, political, economic and legal practices, norms and
beliefs, that ascertain the basis for production, exchange and
distribution of goods and services (Davis & North, 1970).
Institutions thus form explicit and implicit rules and
requirements to which individuals and organizations must
confirm if they are to receive acceptance and legitimacy
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(Lawrence, 1999; Phillips et al., 2004; Scott, 2008). Moreover,
institutional theory is particularly helpful for understanding
the bottom-up and top-down dynamics of social interaction
(Greenman, 2013; Nigam & Ocasio, 2010; Welter, 2011).
These dynamics are embedded in a plurality of logics
(Besharov & Smith, 2014) supported by distinct groups and
interests (Bertels & Lawrence, 2016) nested in institutional
complexity (Almandoz, 2012; Dunn & Jones, 2010) under
certain constellations of power and authority (Thornton &
Ocasio, 1999).
The institutional logics perspective is a broader metatheory of how institutions through logics of action shape
heterogeneity, stability and change across individuals, groups
and organizations (Thornton et al., 2012) and how
entrepreneurship takes place and is shaped in particular
sectors. Theory on institutional logics has conceptualized the
general institutionalized norms, beliefs and practices
(Greenwood et al., 2010; Reay & Hinings, 2009; Thornton et
al., 2012), for instance as normative, cognitive and regulative
logics (Suchman, 1995). The institutional logics perspective
suggest that markets are shaped by social structure, including
networks of social relationships as well as structures of power,
status and domination (Granovetter, 1985). An institutional
logics approach, as used in this study, emphasizes how
institutions provide social actors – entrepreneurs – with
contingent social norms, pre-structured opportunities, and
symbolic discourses that define a given sector (Jackall, 1988).
The field of institutional logics encounters difficulties rising
from the complexity and structural hybridity of institutional
configurations and their incompatibility, prioritization and
jurisdictional overlap (e.g., Raynard, 2016). It is also
challenging to build understanding within organizational
heterogeneity in business models, governance and
prioritization of institutional logics (Ocasio & Radoynovska,
2016).
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A key concept in institutional theory is legitimacy,
which is “a generalized perception or assumption that the
actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within
some social constructed system of norms, beliefs, and
definitions” (Suchman, 1995, p. 574). Therefore,
entrepreneurs need a certain degree of legitimacy to be able to
operate in established sectors (Aldrich & Fiol, 1994;
Cornelissen & Clarke, 2010) where institutional logics in
effect describe the rules of the game. Legitimacy is central, for
both novel and established technologies and products to
mobilize the resources necessary for entrepreneurial growth
and survival (Markard et al., 2016). For any innovation, an
important aspect is the degree to which attributes of an
innovation are seen to connect with prevailing institutional
logics. Yet, entrepreneurs can occasionally also change
institutional logics (e.g., Kalantaridis & Fletcher, 2012), when
“rhetorical strategies are the ways in which the meaning
systems that underpin institutions are manipulated” (Suddaby
& Greenwood, 2005, p. 60). Awareness of alternative
institutional, or in other words, sectoral logics in an industry
spur the identification of alternatives to shape the landscape of
the industry, when central players are typically privileged by
the prevailing logics and therefore prefer conformance to these
logics (Greenwood & Suddaby, 2006). Here, we suggest that
entrepreneurs can use multiple strategies in response to
prevailing logics, which however depend on their (joint) power
(Kalantaridis, 2014). These strategies include conformance to
the prevailing logics, manipulation of existing institutional
practices, selection of alternative institutional environments,
and the creation of new institutional practices (Suchman, 1995;
Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002).
We believe that this study, by building on the
contextual perspective of entrepreneurship in a (semi)
governmental sector and by using an institutional logics lens,
can contribute a comprehensive analysis of the influence of
context on entrepreneurial practices (and vice-versa).
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Specifically, we provide detailed insight in the shape of
entrepreneurship in the unique context of the European space
sector, which is an exemplary – and thus generative – case of
entrepreneurship.
3.3
Research setting
The space sector is traditionally a heavily institutionally
regulated sector. Only recently commercial (start-up)
companies such as SpaceX have started to challenge the
dominance of well-established firms and agencies like
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) with
potential implications to other regions such as Europe and
industrial prime suppliers. In general, the sector is made-up of
commercial and (inter-)governmental activities, with regulated
and export-controlled technology (similar to the defense
industry). The research setting of this study is the European
space sector. Its first pillar is ESA, consisting of 22 member
states (by 2018) and several states under the European
Cooperating State agreement (ESC) as a tool for further
integration of national and regional industrial capabilities with
ESA (see Chapter 2 and in more details: Giannopapa et al.,
2015; Sagath et al., 2018a & 2018b).
A key feature for each member state is that ESA
guarantees to redistribute the majority of national annual
contribution back to their national industries, a mechanism
known as the geographical return (juste retour) principle. The
EU and its Commission’s (EC) programs (e.g., Horizon 2020,
satellite navigation system Galileo, or the earth observation
and monitoring system Copernicus) form the second, more
recent, pillar of the European space sector. The EU is also the
biggest contributor to the ESA annual budget and is building
and implementing its own strategies, priorities and different
approaches for financial redistribution of investments and
entrepreneurship development as defined by the multi-annual
financial framework of the EC.
Finally, The European states, and particularly members
or cooperating states of ESA, represent the third pillar of the
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sector. For the purpose of this study, our analysis primarily
focuses on four specific countries, with distinct political,
economic and cultural histories: The Netherlands,
Switzerland, Sweden and the United Kingdom. In these
countries, the space sector is well-developed with long-term
balanced redistribution of ESA investments, and they do have
a long-lasting space policy and industry-oriented tradition,
compared to other countries like Greece or Portugal. These
countries also try to focus on technology transfer policies and
entrepreneurship supportive policies; annually allocating
budgets for national and international space activities, while
aiming for sectoral growth and industrial redistribution.
3.4
Data collection
This study adopts a qualitative multiple case study approach
(e.g., Yin, 2013), a research approach very common in
organizational and management sciences. This approach for
investigating the entrepreneurial environment in industrial
sector can provide “thick, detailed description of actual actions
in real-life contexts … (and) production of meanings and
concepts used by social actors in real setting” (Gephart, 2004,
p. 455-457). Studying entrepreneurship using a comparative
perspective (Rousseau & Fried, 2001) and focusing at the
context-rich description can provide important hints to
grounded interpretations as to how context shapes outcomes or
conditions of particular relationship, for example issues such
as governance, change, conflict, or inter-group relations
(Bamberger, 2008).
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1 government
representative
9 companies

Sweden

Switzerland

9 companies

The
Netherlands

2 government
representatives
8 companies

Number of
Interviewees
6 officers

Country or
Institution
European
Space Agency

SME’s focused on clocks and navigation systems, structures and
mechanical solutions, environmental monitoring, launcher

POL-ESA-(1-3)

Representatives of policy department responsible for business
development and relations with ESA Member States
Representative of technology transfer program
Network manager for business incubation
Technology test service officer
SMEs focused on launcher systems, space structures, composite
structures, sub-systems & remote sensing, R&D and data services,
infrastructure monitoring, and consultancy
Large system integrator focused on space structures
R&D Institute focused on space structures
Representatives of national space agency responsible for space
policy, technology transfer and business support
SME’s focused on terrestrial networks, infra-red detectors, image
and airborne sensors management, and material design and
technology transfer management
Large system integrator focused on space structures
R&D Institutes focused on technology design and development,
space weather, and business research and know-how development
Representative of national space policy and funding organization

SME-CH-(1-6)

GOV-SE-1

LSI-SE-1
RDI-SE-(1-3)

SME-SE-(1-4)

GOV-NL-(1-2)

LSI-NL-1
RDI-NL-1

TTP-ESA-1
BIC-ESA-1
TSO-ESA-1
SME-NL-(1-7)

Code

Type and focus of the organizations

2 government
representatives

8 companies

2 government
representatives

Number of
Interviewees

Table 3.5: Interviewee information4

RDI-CH-(1-2)
LSI-CH-1

development, electronics and software, and product management
and interface design
R&D Institutes focused on space structures and space research
Large system integrator focused on space launcher development
and space structures
Representatives of space office responsible for national space
policy, and representative of national space center dealing with
space technologies
SME’s focused on telecommunications, satellite structures and
ground segment, earth observation and data, propulsions and
launchers, satellite-based product innovation and, and space
structures and satellite platforms
Large system integrator focused on space structures
R&D Institute space research and technology development
Representatives of national space agency responsible for
technology innovation and standardization, and national innovation
agency

GOV-UK-(1-2)

LSI-UK-1
RDI-UK-1

SME-UK-(1-6)

GOV-CH-(1-2)

Code

Type and focus of the organizations

4

Each code is indicating the type of the company (Large system integrator – LSI; Small and medium size company – SME, or
Research and development institute – RDI), the country of origin (The Netherlands – NL; Sweden – SE; and Switzerland – CH,
and the United Kingdom - UK), and the type of the ESA affiliated unit (Policy office – POL; Business incubation management
– BIC, Techogy support officer – TSO; and Technology transfer programme officer – TTP).

United
Kingdom

Country or
Institution

Data collection consisted of interviews with
representatives from three different groups of organizations:
entrepreneurial companies, national space agencies, and ESA
(for an overview of interviewees, see Table 5). Thus, our
analysis centers at the micro-individual-level by using semistructured interviews. For each case the same interview criteria
were followed to ensure comparability across the countries.
The first criteria for selecting a company was the size and type
of organization, which we differentiate as follows: small and
medium-size enterprises (SME), large system integrators
(LSI), and research and development institutes (RDI). The
second criterion was the level of investments in space sector
activities and dependence of their business on space markets.
At least eight informants from companies and two informants
from national space administration were a target for data
collection. The final database consists of 34 interviews with
company representatives, 7 interviews with representatives of
national space administrations, and 6 interviews with
representatives of ESA to capture the supra-national
perspective on the sector as a whole.
The interviews with entrepreneurs and companyrepresentatives focused on their experience with space
business and collaboration with ESA, EU, and national
administrations as well as the entrepreneurial environment in
the specific country in which they are situated. The interviews
with representatives of national space administrations
discussed collaboration with ESA and supporting
competitiveness of the national space sector and industry. The
interviews with ESA representatives dealt with the multilateral
character of ESA, its role and programs, to understand how
this organization supports business development in space
sector. For each national case, the same interview guide was
followed to ensure comparability across the different
countries. The complete interview guide is presented in
Appendix 3. After collecting and transcribing interviews, we
also presented our interpretations to a couple of interviewees
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in order to corroborate our interpretations. Once the data was
collected, we created and used specific codes to secure the
confidentiality and anonymity of each sources, and to be able
to present data references.
3.5
Data analysis
We conducted inductive qualitative analysis (Gioia &
Chittipeddi, 1991; Gioia et al., 2013), using software to
document coding and structuring the analytical process and to
easily link and compare the different countries with patterns
emerging during the analytical process. We applied the
constant comparative method (e.g., Corbin & Strauss, 1990;
Locke, 2003) when developing contextualized theoretical
explanations of interactions between the sectoral logics and
micro-level entrepreneurial practices.
Despite the vast volume of qualitative studies on
institutional logics, there is no general common approach for
data analysis. Using qualitative analysis for studying the
concept of institutional logics always poses the challenge for
limiting the bias, increasing the validity and strengthening the
rigor of the analytical outcomes. Recently, Reay and Jones
(2016) identified three techniques that are dominant in the
current literature on researching institutional logics: pattern
deduction, pattern matching, and pattern induction. Our
analysis is similar to the pattern induction approach, as we first
identify patterns of logics and practices by focusing on
analyzing the raw data and then we compared these with the
existing literature. More specifically, we identified these
patterns by focusing on the constraining and enabling factors
indicating the existing institutional logics and specific
entrepreneurial practices as a response to it.
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Governmental
sector logic

Restricted
market logic

Geographical
return

2.

3.

4.

Logics
Market Logics
1. Established
market logic

The
majority
of
public
investments is according to ESA
programmatic needs; limited
national
technology-oriented
programs.
More than 100% of the Dutch
space sector public investments
are redistributed to its industry
and
knowledge
institutes
according to ESA’s geographical
return system.

Mainly established
market.

Established companies do have a
bigger and stainable share of the
contracts available in the sector
than SMEs and early entrants.
ESA as a public organization
plays a primary role.

Exact 100% of the
Swiss space sector
public investments
are redistributed to
its industry and
knowledge
institutes according
to
ESA’s
geographical return
system.

ESA as a public
organization plays a
primary role
Mainly
follows
ESA programs

Switzerland

The Netherlands

ESA as a public
organization plays a
primary role
Mainly
follows
ESA programs, no
national programs;
interest in EU
funds.
Almost 100% of the
Swedish
space
sector
public
investments
are
redistributed to its
industry
and
knowledge
institutes according
to
ESA’s
geographical return
system.

Mainly established
market.

Sweden

Almost 100% of the
UK space sector
public investments
are redistributed to
its industry and
knowledge
institutes according
to
ESA’s
geographical return
system.

Both
established
market
and
commercial market
is important.
Also
space
activities
outside
ESA.
Also
programs
outside
ESA;
technology oriented
incentives.

United Kingdom

Prime
contractor
logic

Infrastructure
logic

7.

8.

Company
Capability Logics
6. Company size
logic

Logics
5. Commercial
sector logic

The
Netherlands
play
a
significant role in the European
sector, including the main ESA
technology facility (ESTEC).

National incentives follow the
prime-sub-contractor logic.

Large companies have a
significantly higher share than
SMEs; SMEs benefit from
incentives.

The Netherlands
There is a potential in the Dutch
industry to act outside of the
institutional market (ESA.

Limited
national
incentives; strong
presence of the
prime-subcontractor logic.
No
ESA
infrastructure
present
in
the
country.

Large companies
have a significantly
higher share than
SMEs.

Switzerland
Following
the
preferences
of
established system
integrators, limited
new
commercial
entrants.

No
national
incentives; strong
presence of the
prime-subcontractor logic.
No
ESA
infrastructure
present
in
the
country.

Large companies
have a significantly
higher share than
SMEs.

Sweden
Dominated by two
established system
integrators, limited
new
commercial
entrants.

Existing
space
infrastructure helps
new entrants to start
up.

Even though large
companies
are
important, SME’s
benefit
from
incentives.
For ESA National
incentives
especially
target
SME’s.

United Kingdom
At the forefront of
commercial sector
development.

Same situation as in
The Netherlands.

Collaboration
with
ESA
emphasizes the quality of the
product,
but
partially
is
restricting early entrants.
European space sector is
traditionally very risk-averse.
Large and established companies
(2/3 of the Dutch space sector)
are capable to overcome
managerial overload more easily
than SMEs.
Additional national programs or
incentives (e.g., NL roadmaps)
supports companies to be more
active at ESA tenders.
Additional national
programs
or
incentives supports
companies to be
more active at ESA
tenders.

Same situation as in
The Netherlands.

Switzerland

The Netherlands

No
national
programs to support
alignment of the
industry with ESA
tenders; focus on
EU funds.

Same situation as in
The Netherlands.

Same situation as in
The Netherlands.

Sweden

Strong presence of
national incentive
programs.

Same situation as in
The Netherlands,
except
the
commercial sector.
Same situation as in
The Netherlands,
except
the
commercial sector.

United Kingdom

Table 3.6: Institutional logics in the Dutch space sector compared to Switzerland, Sweden and the UK

11. Product
incentive logic

10. Bureaucracy
logic

Logics
Product
Development
Logics
9. Technology
Readiness logic

By comparing different codes and seeking similarities
and differences in data, we developed a set of coding clusters,
including variations along the same dimensions, such as one
respondent finding a certain program feature positive whilst
another sees it as a constraining element (cf., Strauss & Corbin,
1998). These clusters in form of codes were afterwards
considered as the first order, informant-centric themes. As the
next step of analysis, we developed second-order constructs,
drawing on the body of work on institutional logics. As the
third analytical step, we distilled the emergent second-order
themes into aggregated dimensions (cf., Gioia et al., 2013).
Table 7-9 shows the data structure that results from our
analytical process, indicating existing institutional logics
grouped into three aggregated sectoral logic constellations
(market, company capability and product development). Each
of the three tables is divided into two vertical layers with
arrows connecting the first and second order constructs. The
left side represents examples of empirical observations of
constraining or enabling factors, and the right side represents
the second-order constructs in form of institutional logics. For
an overview of the different logics in the four countries, see
Table 6.
Finally, we aggregated further and built a grounded
model of three sectoral strategies (see Table 10). First, the
conformance strategy emerges when entrepreneurs do comply
to sector-specific logics. Second, the segmentation strategy of
existing institutional practices is defined by altering and
adjusting entrepreneurial actions as a response to constraining
factors for their business. Third, the creation strategy is
defined by generating of new institutional practices as a
response towards reducing the constraining factors for
entrepreneurial activity.
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Big companies control the space market and work closely together with governments.
Companies in the space sector prefer to work with well-established partners instead of
newcomers.
ESA limits the maximum profit rates.
ESA procures technologies but not end-products from the firms.

ESA guarantees the national contribution to be reinvested in the country.
Company’s participation at ESA tenders is limited by national selection of budget
contributions.
National interests in ESA optional programs follow the national industrial capability.

-

-

-

-

-

-

It is difficult for small companies or start-ups to get ESA projects and enter the space
market.
Space industry prefers standardized procedures and established products.
It is difficult for newcomers to understand what is expected and how to do it.
Companies highly depend on the level of national contribution to ESA optional
programs.
Institutional markets and ESA are retrieving market demand for companies.
ESA and national organizations/programs are depending on each other.
Budget and cost are tightly controlled.

-

Empirical observations

→

→

→

→

order

Geographical return
logic

Restricted market
logic

Governmental sector
logic

Established market
logic

Second
constructs

-

-

-

Table 3.7: Market logics

In the commercial sector, the customer cares only about the final product, not
necessarily about the way how it is built.
Space products have less commercial potential because each technology is almost
unique.
Support for more diverse interest of companies to be competitive in global commercial
markets.

Empirical observations

→

order

Commercial sector
logic

Second
constructs

3.6
Institutional logics of the European space sector
3.6.1 Market logics
In general, there are two types of space technology markets,
both using space technology and programs as a source for
entrepreneurial activity. First is the up-stream market for space
structures, satellite integration, launchers, ground segment and
mission operations. Second is the down-stream market using
the final product of the space assets (satellites), strategically or
practically for use on earth (communications and data,
navigation, earth observation etc.). The market logics mostly
refer to national and European institutional markets, since
these are still dominating the European space sector, as the
majority of the main industrial players are closely connected
to governmental investments (see Table 7).
The market logic is identified in all four country-cases,
whereas the United Kingdom may be more commerciallyoriented environment and opposite to Sweden or Switzerland
where the institutional market is dominating.
3.6.1.1 Established market logic
A specific feature of the European up-stream space sector is
that the institutional market – the market which is dominated
by the role of ESA – prefers established companies that can
prove the capability to sustainably contribute to the supply
chain, with established tested-and-proven products. As such,
this logic is supportive to the sector and long-term
sustainability, but forms a large barrier for new entrants and
smaller companies to participate in this industry. “There are
markets where the big ones have all [the] knowledge and
resources, where it is difficult for new entrants to compete”
(GOV-CH-1). Similarly, RDI-SE-1 remarked that the “space
market is in Europe very much under control and the work is
somehow split between the big companies.” Since the early
beginnings of the European space activities, this logic has
served the state-centric needs, especially when a dedicated
IGO (ESA) was established.
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3.6.1.2 Governmental sector logic
It seems to be taken for granted that the European space sector
still highly depends on collaboration between ESA and its
member states. As ESA-POL-2 pointed out: “The resources
are so large and demanding that there is no country in Europe
that can carry them out by themselves.” A key role of ESA is
in redistributing finances, according to GOV-NL-2: “ESA is
nothing but a passageway for government money in which
governments determine what the money is spent on.”
Therefore, states have a variety of choices for specific
technology needs or national industry support via ESA
programs. As pointed out by SME-NL-4, the influence of ESA
and the state governments “is exceptionally big and drives the
development of my company.”
A related important aspect is the alignment of the
national programs and strategies with the general ESA strategy
(which is the result of a broader compromise), and thus
supporting the national space sectors. In small countries such
as Sweden they do not have too many space-relevant
companies, and therefore, according to GOV-SE-1, “basically,
[what] the bigger companies are good at, that is what we are
focusing on. That is the way we can survive.” In addition, the
EU programs and policies start to play an important role in
regional development. Yet, contrary to ESA, the EU prefers
open competition without geo-return requirements and is
allowing collaboration with partners from the third countries.
In the words of LSI-NL-1: “Among the projects of the
European Commission, it would be natural to have European
collaborating partners. But the competition in the European
Commission is surely worldwide to some extent.”
3.6.1.3 Restricted market logic
In the majority of countries, the principles and needs of ESA
are dominating the space sector. Therefore, the industrial
model implemented by ESA has created a very restricted
environment for new ventures and small enterprises. SMEUK-2 argues that this distribution should be addressed: “There
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should be more focus on having a better distribution over the
other industrial players, which then means that these industrial
players should step up and apply for ESA business.” For wellestablished, rather big companies, it is easier to fulfil the needs
of ESA’s way of working and at the same time to
accommodate and shape the national needs. Yet, individual
companies, including small start-ups, can still be competitive,
according to GOV-CH-1: “If the company is more
entrepreneurial in the sense that they think we can do that,
then, they might win against the big ones, even in direct
competition.” As such, the creation of the LSIs (such as Airbus
Defence and Space, Thales Alenia Space, Arianespace,
RUAG, or Space Systems OHB) as the outcome of the ESA
industrial policy, spread over its member states by
implementing the rules of redistribution, closely binding them
to the ESA system. For decades, many governments have been
considering the space sector so small and inefficient for
national economic growth, that they gave the competences for
space in the hands of ESA. As pointed out by GOV-CH-1,
“Switzerland does not have a specific national space program
so ESA is our agency and manages most of the space activities
for us.” This could support nothing but a centralized market,
supporting a few big companies. For such reasons, the LSIs are
dominating the European market. As LSI-UK-1 pointed out,
“[the space market] is quite ESA hands-on, probably more
hands-on than it actually needs to be.” The result is, according
to SME-SE-2, that “there are so few organizations because the
government policy for decades was that there is only room for
one space company in Sweden.” As a consequence, many
informants noticed that the space sector might not be in
balance and is not that interesting for entrepreneurship. “In
space activities you cannot really earn money, when you are
allowed for example to make only 8% profits according to
ESA rules” (SME-NL-4).
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3.6.1.4 Geographical return logic
The geographical return rule on the national investments is a
key policy of ESA. As pointed out by POL- ESA-1: “We have
to make sure – because we are dealing with public money from
our member states – that the investments that the countries
make have to be equally going back to the member states that
invest.” Furthermore, GOV-UK-1 explains: “You have to
know, as a company, which countries are allowed to bid on a
certain program.” This policy, on the contrary, can become a
major constraint for companies who want to participate in a
specific program, but they cannot, because their country does
not contribute. As SME-NL-4 experienced: “We bid for an
ESA project three times and three times we lost because of the
geographical return politics.” Because of the national interests,
the main contractors to ESA projects and the following
technology and product supply chain experience complex
decision processes. RDI-SE-1 pointed out that selecting subcontractors is mostly a political decision: “You have to accept
and as a consequence of geographical return you may not
always choose sub-contractors of your preference.” The free
market of goods and services is under some control of many
regulative and policy frameworks on which companies must
count when entering the institutional market. Not always are
the chosen subcontractors a company’s preference. On the
contrary, this rule keeps many entrepreneurs and companies
active and alive in the market. POL-ESA-2 pointed that “ESA
can force large system integrators to include companies from
the contributing states.” Yet, the redistribution of national
funds is very attractive at the country-level, but brings
significant challenges for companies and entrepreneurs. As an
effect of the geographical return policy, the LSIs and big
established players usually take the majority of the return,
whereas in contrary, many new companies tend to turn their
attention to less restricted commercial market opportunities.
As pointed out by SME-NL-4: “If you truly want a firm to
think commercially and operate and invest, you should give
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them a position in the market that enables them to compete
reasonably and not only according to geographical
redistribution needs.”
3.6.1.5 Commercial sector logic
Alongside the ESA and national institutional market, the
commercial market provides an alternative for entrepreneurial
activity in the space sector. The development of the
commercial market is relatively new (except the
telecommunication market which has been commercial since
long time) and is creating change. “What is happening now is
that more entrants are coming in from the US to open up
business in the UK and this of course will then also lead to a
less monopolistic position of large system integrators” (SMEUK-2). We observe that the UK is on the forefront of engaging
in the commercial market, following in the footsteps of
transatlantic examples such as SpaceX and Blue Origin (even
though these companies receive a lot of public funding to
perform certain services). In contrast, in Sweden the market is
dominated by two big players (RUAG and Swedish Space
Corporation), and the majority of the government policies and
support are targeted to them. The commercial sector logic
indicates factors enabling more innovative approaches and less
traditional standardization, which is different from the
institutional market: “For commercial market suppliers, rules
of ESA are very rigorous” (LSI-NL-1). SME-NL-4 pointed
out: “We have to work more towards the commercial and
towards product driven thinking, then you are creating more
independence for the ESA process.” Generally speaking,
commercial customers care more about the final product and
less about the process of its development. This logic has
increased entrepreneur’s interests in other than traditional
domains, and is fast emerging in the down-stream sector,
followed by a few European up-stream successful examples of
commercial spin-off ventures in the small satellite market
(e.g., the Dutch ISISpace). Operating in both the institutional
and commercial space market, however, seems to be difficult.
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As pointed out by SME-UK-2: “When you develop something
for an institutional market such as ESA, the quality of your
product is high, but it is not sellable on the commercial market
because it is too expensive.” For example, SMEs in the UK
have more room for collaboration since the governmental
policies have given room for more commercial and less ESA
activities. In contrast, Swedish SMEs typically struggle in
competition with well-established big companies, since there
has been a focus of the government on a few companies that
act as suppliers to ESA. In sum, the barriers for SMEs to enter
the space market depend on the national environments,
government support, and redistribution of resources between
commercial and institutional markets.
3.6.2 Company capability logics
This cluster of logics relates to the companies’ technological
and organizational capabilities as well as to what role a
company plays within the industrial supply chain, and the
proximity to ESA establishments and to regional industrial
clusters (see Table 8). Company capability logics have strong
evidence in all four countries of our selection.
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Hiring high profile people with experience from space sector increases credibility of the
company.
It is a great advantage to have an ESA establishment in the country.
Supporting regional clusters and infrastructure is an important for success of the national
sector.
It is beneficial to work with people with experience from academia or well ESA-integrated
companies in order to gain advantage and better position on market.
Innovation in space sector requires excessive specification requirement.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 3.8: Company capability logics

Working with ESA prime contractors increases credibility of the company.
Collaborating in contractor-subcontractor relationships enables for national return on
investments.
Prime contractor to ESA is responsible for building a supply chain of companies in particular
project.
For many ESA programs company has to be granted as a prime-contractor.

-

-

For small companies it is crucial to collaborate with others because of limited capability in
complex projects.
Big companies take most of the national budget for space.
It is too big and complicated for SMEs to make applications to ESA projects.
Big companies do have more diversification and supply of resources.

-

Empirical observations

→

→

→

Infrastructure
logic

Prime contractor
logic

Company size
logic

Second
order
constructs

3.6.2.1 Company size logic
Space projects are technically and managerially big and
complex ventures. The European space sector is dominated by
big companies, taking the majority of the available financial
resources. SME-CH-6 remarked: “Obviously, there is an
emphasis on bigger companies that can handle big
administrative tasks better than small companies.” LSIs have
many advantages over SMEs, like making them more
competitive to higher requirements or technology processes,
better diversifying resources, and less depending on regular
cash-flow as a typical constraint for a small venture. For the
institutional market, “small businesses are often excluded from
direct invitations to tenders [ITTs] with ESA, simply because
the expectation is based on large company returns [and] this
takes a lot of money and resources for small businesses”
(SME-UK-4). This makes it even more difficult for SMEs to
grow and to be more competitive because they simply lack
equal access to resources. As summarized by SME-UK-1:
“When you are a small company you, however, cannot go for
a prime contractor position, because you are lacking so many
resources.” SME-CH-5 concludes: “An SME is seen as a risk
within ESA business, it is not seen as an opportunity. And this
is the major problem we are facing.” On the other hand, SMEs
can be very well successful in specific technology or product
developments, when a big company can procure their
technology instead of investing effort and finances to produce
it themselves.
3.6.2.2 Prime contractor logic
For many ESA programs, one company has to operate as a
prime-contractor, leading and coordinating the project across
the supply chain of sub-contractors. This is a very typical
feature of the institutional/ESA approach. As explained by
POL-ESA-3: “The primary task for ESA is to set up our
projects to develop the satellites and make them fly and
functional. And for that, we typically of course rely on
established and knowledgeable space industry – big primes
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and their sub-contractors.” The prime-contractor is responsible
to build a supply chain around the project, in which selection
is influenced by the geographical return principle, in order to
secure national contributions to the ESA annual budget.
Therefore, prime-contractors consider ESA-specific needs and
search for sub-contractors from countries which do have
project-required industrial capability. As GOV-UK-1
explains: “In the case of industry you have primes, which are
large based industries and for a place like Europe they don not
have just one member state where they fit in. They will fit in
all member states. They have components on their business in
France, Germany, Italy, Spain, the United Kingdom etc., so
they pretty much quite adapt to working with ESA and there
are no real barriers per individual state.” As a response to these
return-centric conditions, big companies often establish
daughter companies in other countries, to enhance access to
national resources and to enable finding a suitable and/or
preferable sub-contractor. Sometimes, ESA is involved in this
process and choses the preferred sub-contractors instead of
giving a prime-contractor the ability to do so. This specific
ESA measure usually takes place in the new member states
(ESA special incentive schemes). This approach helps to
establish consortia across the national partners, a vital
condition for long term sustainable collaboration.
3.6.2.3 Infrastructure logic
Crucial for success in the space sector is the company’s
financial stability, and managerial and organizational capacity.
Yet, even more important is the existence of mature
technology infrastructure and a well-established working
environment. According to SME-NL-7, “there are a number of
inherent aspects, small firm are always lagging, because space,
especially, is about high technology and infrastructure, which
is a lot more difficult with a small, limited budget.”
Investments in technology and equipment are always high in
the space sector. Examples of such costs are hiring
experienced people, development of research laboratories;
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investments that are needed to increase the credibility of the
company. As explained by SME-NL-1: “You must show that
you are capable and equipped for the job and that you are
offering a good price, that you have appropriate quality, that
you have smart solutions.”
Furthermore, the infrastructure logic indicates the
enabling factor of geographical closeness of entrepreneur or
company to ESA or similar space-technology oriented
establishments or industrial clusters. According to SME-NL6, “it is a great advantage to have an ESA establishment in the
country, this leads to all sorts of S&T [science and technology]
development.” This, at the end, leads to broader research and
development (R&D) activities, transferring technologies,
supporting applications or business as such. For example, the
ESA European Space Technology Centre (ESTEC) in the
Netherlands is providing immediate opportunities for
companies to collaborate, enhances the formation of regional
hubs, and directs supply chains for specific products. At the
end, the infrastructure logic can at the macro-perspective
directly influence the position of the country in the space
market and influence redistribution of its national
contributions to ESA.
3.6.3 Product development logics
The next group of logics relates to entrepreneurs’ and
companies’ technology and project implementation readiness
to build the product (see Table 9). Space, and particularly upstream technology has to conform to very high standards on
product reliability and functionality in a harsh environment.
Product development logics also relate to bureaucratic aspects
and managerial challenges of the space-relating projects, and
to existing incentives or specific technology development
roadmaps as supportive governmental response to these
challenges.
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National agencies give companies the chance to access market and collaborate in
product development.
Companies should show capability at the national level first to get selected.
National programs and financial schemes aim for specific product and technology
domains.

-

-

Table 3.9: Product development logics

Everything at ESA is regulated by protocols, procedures, documents, and check marks.
Reporting to ESA is very detailed and brings managerial overhead.
ESA organizational structure is very hierarchical.

-

-

-

Companies need to have technology ready before bidding for ESA tenders.
No one in the space sector buys a product from companies without experience or flight
heritage.
The threshold for companies in high technology readiness projects is constraining for
newcomers.
Company’s alignment with ESA standards increases credibility of the product.
ESA requires specific standards of technology and engineering processes.
High facility requirements (clean rooms) and technology processes.

-

Empirical observations

→

→

→

order

Product incentive
logic

Bureaucracy logic

Technology readiness
and project
implementation logic

Second
constructs

3.6.3.1 Project implementation and technology readiness
logic
In the space sector, the technology maturity level threshold is
frequently used, especially in the up-stream institutional
market. For ESA projects, the so-called Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) is used as an indicator of required maturity and
advancement of technology. As explained by SME-SE-2, the
role of technology readiness is important for the
competitiveness of their product: “Our current technology is
not mature yet, so we have to lift it to high maturity to be able
to compete with other technologies in the space sector.” The
success of a small company ‘depends very much on the level
of technology focus’, with high level TRL projects being
difficult to handle. This measure of company’s capability to
comply to project requirements is directly implemented in the
ESA Electronic Mail Invitation to Tender System (EMITS).
This typical ESA approach already pre-selects potential
suitable candidates and reduces the number of potential
candidates from newcomers or small companies. To
accommodate for SMEs, ESA maintains programs with high
but also with low TRL thresholds, for example for niche or
integrated application technologies, in the down-stream sector,
or in countries in the integration programs. Usually for the
institutional market, the so-called European Cooperation for
Space Standardization (ECSS) is expected as a way of
working, which usually pushes requirements upon companies,
and potentially constrains the freedom of technological
choices or documentation standards. As pointed out by SMENL-1, “the space industry is very conservative. If there is a
solution to something, mostly it is difficult to come up with
another solution.” For the established partners in the sector,
especially in the up-stream market, the new and not-yetproven-technologies are seen as a potential risk to very
complex, long-term and expensive projects. Technology, once
placed in outer space, cannot be repaired. Therefore, tested and
proved products are preferred. The impact of ESA on
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maintaining this sector logic is remarkable, as pointed out by
SME-UK-6: “Organizations like ESA do struggle with new
concepts in changing approaches. ESA has its own
understanding of procedures and ESA wants its contractors to
do it that way.”
3.6.3.2 Bureaucracy logic
Typical for a high-tech and collaborative industry, and
particularly for IGOs such ESA, is that everything is regulated
by protocols and procedures. For companies, and especially
for SMEs, the procedures of reporting to ESA are experienced
as very detailed and requiring serious management efforts that
they often cannot afford. GOV-CH-2 observed that “the
process for a call or an invitation to tender in ESA is quite
painful for newcomers.” For some companies it simply does
not make any sense, as explained by RDI-SE-2: “I see the point
of all the reporting, and it makes sense if you do some rocket
design or engineering work, but it does not make sense for
more basic research.” Sometimes the management’s flexibility
to manage their projects is disappearing. For instance, to assure
the availability of ESA experts and responsible managers, the
in-detail planning for a long period of time is creating less
flexibility for entrepreneurship and innovation. For up-stream
programs this seems to be acceptable since the LSIs have
capacity to deal with it. Yet, in the down-stream (applications)
sector, basic- or applied research can create a constraint for
technology development and the speed of innovation. In
contrast, in the commercial market, there is less bureaucratic
overload and more freedom. For example, in the recently
emerging small satellite industry, the entrepreneurs can focus
on more innovative and less complex missions. As pointed out
by SME-NL-2, “the way commercial satellite business is run
now is to ‘Fail fast’. Instead of planning 25 years’ life time of
the satellite, you can reuse or innovate technology each third
year or have a new model of satellite ready to be launched
within six months.” Simply by reusing and innovating,
entrepreneurs should rather take the risk of malfunction and
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smoothly replace the previous space asset (satellite or its
payload) for a new, already innovated version, to be launched
quickly in the form of a small satellite mission.
3.6.3.3 Product incentive logic
Representatives of institutional markets create special
programs and incentive schemes to provide and secure funding
for selected technology domains. As pointed out by SME-UK5b: “The government has a great technology which they try to
promote globally and for which they try to stimulate activity
within the country.” According to SME-CH-5, the role of
financial loans is particularly important: “What people fully
underestimate is that coming into the space sector means a lot
of investment and to stimulate entrepreneurship, you can do
investment but only up until a certain level because as
entrepreneurs in this sector you cannot always go further
because banks will not follow.” Governments usually create
so-called technology roadmaps – national technology and
industry potential reflected in further technology needs – for
the domains of product developments they want to support.
Usually, roadmaps are accompanied with a special financial
incentive, such as loans to entrepreneurs and companies. Such
roadmaps and incentives are targeted to decrease the
investment load on entrepreneurs, once entering the space
sector. As pointed out by RDI-CH-1: “A large company can
fund its own research but for small companies it is practically
impossible without external funding from the space agency.”
Indeed, GOV-CH-1 states that they “try to … create boundary
conditions which allow companies to be successful.” Yet, as
SME-CH-1 remarked, usually government money goes to
institutes or universities, but not directly to the industry: “This
creates some problems compared to other countries where the
industry can take some money directly from government for
development instead of research programs.” National
programs and financial incentives could help companies also
to reach higher TRLs, and maintain a position as future
suppliers or primes in the sector. Countries such as the United
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Kingdom have recently developed long term national space
strategies that define the national priorities for the space sector.
These should be followed by entrepreneurs in order to gain
support from the government. Countries such as the
Netherlands or Switzerland rather focus on specific technology
roadmaps that supports certain technology development,
aligned to the national industrial capabilities. Yet, developing
too many roadmaps may create confusion. As expressed by
SME-NL-2: “It does not really help if you call 11-13 domains
all to be important. There should be a certain maximum, so
make choices, or integrate or group things together. In other
words, sometimes the focus is lacking.” As pointed out by
SME-UK-5a: “It would be nice if governments leave more
reactive and responsive headroom for companies [in relation]
to these roadmaps.” In contrast, for countries such as Sweden,
a long-term strategy or clearly defined technology roadmaps
may simply not be existing and they are rather following the
specific needs of the institutional market – ESA.
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3.7
Entrepreneurial practices as responses to sectoral
logics
Next, we discuss five entrepreneurial responses that jointly
form three entrepreneurial responses strategies as presented in
Table 10 (conformance, segmentation and creation).
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Aligning with existing
priorities to get access to
programs.

Building and maintaining
consortia with large and
small companies.

-

-

Joining forces via
horizontal
collaboration
-

-

-

-

Power lobbying

-

-

Seeking ESA and national
financial
support
by
aligning to their rules.
Building consortia with
other companies, preferably
from countries with similar
institutional
market
interests.

-

Vertical collaboration
with governments and
ESA

Diversifying
market
interest.
Acting as prime- or subcontractor in the product
supply chain.

Sharing knowledge to
influence other company’s
decisions.

Acquiring ESA contracts
in line with a firm’s
strengths.
Initiating
collaboration
with space companies and
ESA,
enabled
by
envisioned opportunities.

Segmentation

Conformance

Space sector practice

-

-

-

-

-

Transferring technologies
to others who supply to
ESA.
Adoption of ‘outside’
sector technologies and
risk management.

Influencing ESA and
government programs and
priorities.

Acquiring access to ESA
facilities to create new
products and services.
Facilitation of access
boundary conditions for
SMEs.

Creation

-

Acquiring subsidies for
product
development
leading to the creation of
new opportunities.

Creation
Networking
and
consulting with other
companies to shape new
collaborations.
Modernization
of
organizational structure
and management.

Table 3.10: Entrepreneurial response strategies to sectoral logics

Sharing technology and/or
intellectual
property
rights.

-

or

-

Sheltering
Engaging in ESA
private/semi-private
business incubation.

Segmentation
Educating and mentoring
by experts.
Extending future product
opportunities.

Conformance
Building a better position of
the company for consortia
through knowledge about
other firms.

Space sector practice
Knowledge gathering
and horizontal
networking

3.7.1 Vertical collaboration with ESA and governments
In response to these sectoral logics, entrepreneurs seek ways
to conform, craft their own segments or create new spaces for
entrepreneurship. Collaboration with governmental entities
plays a crucial role for companies active in the space sector,
mainly because it gives access to resources and opportunities
such as new projects. As SME-NL-5 explains: “We need them
[the Netherlands Space Office]. We ask them for support, that
is their function, to support the life in the Dutch space
industry.” By initiating collaboration with ESA and
governments, companies aim to better envision and capture
opportunities. By collaborating closely, entrepreneurs learn
about new calls for projects and programs and can start to
supply for these. Such close alignment also increases the
credibility of the company to be a valuable and sustainable
contractor or sub-contractor, not only to ESA but also to other
product supply chains in the space sector. As SME-SE-2
stated: “Of course you need some kind of experience in
working these types of projects, how to work in these
environments, and how to work with ESA. It is well structured,
so you have to be used to it.” Both ESA and the national-level
policies have a role in envisioning and providing opportunities
for companies. SME-CH-3 stated that the “main motivation to
work for ESA is that they are helping us to build a product.
Not only for financing but they are connecting us with the right
people and pointing us in the right direction.” SME-SE-2
remarked: “They know what they need but they have also
understanding of our problems.” Yet, through this strategy of
conformation through close collaboration, companies also
become very dependent on ESA and national space agencies
(institutional financing), when they are helping to decrease the
constraining factors of venturing in space sector: “If ESA
would no longer be a client, then we would have a big
problem” (SME-NL-5).
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3.7.2 Power lobbying
Entrepreneurs in larger firms use their power to influence
shape their own segments or create new opportunities by
influencing governmental policies and ESA decision-making
processes across the countries. “Through government channels
we have possibilities to send our messages and they help us by
showing us how the cooperation can be beneficial and what
type of adjustments we have to do” (SME-CH-1). A typical
procedure of lobbying is when the entrepreneurs bring certain
ideas, new niches, and new products suitable for business to
their national agency; the governments are often open for these
ideas as they need to get national ESA-funded projects for the
investment redistribution. SME-NL-3 explained the process:
“We present to our national agency certain ideas, new niches,
new products for the space sector and they provide us with the
feedback, if they can support or not, if it fits the national
roadmaps and together we can tune national interests.” As
SME-UK-6 further explains: “What we try is to show the value
of doing things in a different way, but not trying to change
current rules and regulations.” In some cases, the national
roadmaps are modified according to the input from the
entrepreneurs. Lobbying in space sector is often done by highprofile individuals, and typically under the umbrella of a wellreputed organization. As pointed out by SME-SE-2: “There are
some big companies with quite some power. There are some
things going on in the background that we do not have control
over.” As a result, bigger and better integrated companies, with
good products and technology heritage do have a better chance
to steer the decisions of the national or ESA administrators.
3.7.3 Joining forces via horizontal collaboration
One practice through which also small new ventures or startups could in fact organize power is through teaming up or
attending smartly to the priorities of the government; this way
they do not only have to conform, but they can also segment
or create new opportunities (see Table 5). Building and joining
consortia enables companies, and SMEs in particular, to work
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on big and complex projects that are typical for ESA. In fact,
usually, a small company or research institute cannot bid for a
big contract because of the management or other capability
constraints. As explained by RDI-CH-1: “I cannot bid for a big
contract, I cannot write a proposal myself. I have to find
another big company that can add me to the offer as a subcontractor.” LSI-NL-1 further explains: ‘Small companies are
very specialized in some products or processes and of course
we cannot do all the special processes ourselves.” By joining
forces in horizontal collaboration, companies create an
environment for technology and knowledge transfer that helps
them to supply to ESA projects as well as to be a part of
lucrative EU programs or looking for opportunities outside the
European region. Ultimately “companies get legitimacy
through such collaboration (which often also implies
conformation), when considered as an acceptable player since
they worked with ESA and as part of consortia”, as GOV-CH1 explained. Acting as a prime-contractor and being a subcontractor to space programs, increases the credibility of a
company and its ability to be more successful and attractive.
As pointed out by SME-NL-5: “We almost always do it in
consortium of firms. And it is almost a must at ESA, because
ESA is a very international club, and if you truly want a
chance, then your consortium has to consist of firms from the
right countries and you have to gather the right expertise.”
Furthermore, horizontal collaboration brings opportunities for
diversification of products and may play a significant role for
its quality and the sustainability of the business as such. “You
cannot develop mature technology if this technology has only
been designed and produced for space” (SME-CH-1). “If you
have multiple customers you can have multiple opinions. If
you have only one customer, you have only one opinion”
(SME-CH-5). Horizontal
collaboration also
helps
entrepreneurs to spread the risks, by not only focusing on
space: “We try to have at least three different field of activities
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because we never know if space sector goes up or down”
(SME-CH-2).
3.7.4 Knowledge gathering and horizontal networking
Through creating cooperative networks helps entrepreneurs to
build better and more relevant positions and utilize such
positions to shape their own segment in the sector or in the
supply chain. In the words of SME-CH-6: “What is important:
you know the people that work there and you can obviously
bid for a larger contract.” Knowledge gathering and increasing
visibility and company’s capabilities are important for further
collaboration. As SME-CH-4 says, “we want to partner with
the best companies to benefit from their know-how, to get
access to their systems, so for us we wanted to be able to
partner with the best around.” Such knowledge and
relationships are essential. In the words of SME-NL-5:
“Before you can get into the ESA projects database, you
should have spoken to the right people already and you should
know who the right people are.” Such knowledge and
relationships are important for business development in many
industrial sectors, but foremost in the space sector, due to very
practical reasons as explained by SME-NL-4: “We have a lot
of intense contact because we are trying not make the same
mistake again. [..] That is how we invest in growth and
knowledge gathering, by immediately taking the next step with
other SME’s or people with certain knowledge that we find
interesting for us.”
3.7.5 Sheltering
To seek shelter for the institutional logics and related forces,
which are often overwhelming for new entrepreneurs in the
space sector, entrepreneurs sometimes seek help from business
incubation or special initiatives for start-ups or SMEs
(sometimes specific for the space sector). While in the partially
protected environment of such an incubator, entrepreneurs can
find suitable responses, mostly in the form of conformation to
the prevailing logics. The partial protection often relates to
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favorable financial conditions, as a Dutch incubatee (SMENL-6) explained that the space incubation facility “helps us
lower the costs for investing in this technology and making it
ready for commercial application.” These programs thus
provide a shelter for start-ups in the early stage of their
business against the many constraining factors such as
bureaucracy and technology readiness, and enhance closer
cooperation and networking with established players. This
approach supports newcomers to further develop their targeted
products or services, providing with important financial
support and with extensively needed expertise. In particular,
ESA’s Business Incubation Centers (BICs) provide start-up
companies with working space, starting budgets and lowering
the costs and managerial overhead, stimulating product
development, and securing access to ESA knowledge,
facilities and patents. These incubation practices further
support the innovation, spin-out space technologies and help
to relate to products outside of the space sector. Recently,
many member states of ESA (including The Netherlands,
Switzerland, Sweden as well as the United Kingdom) are
supporting ideas of a regional space clusters, business
incubation centers, or special programs for SMEs and new
start-ups (e.g., spin-off university hubs). As such, sheltering
and business incubation have the potential to decrease the
constraining aspects for business venturing in this sector and
may provide future opportunities for entrepreneurs to
legitimate their venturing, and help national administrations
for a better redistribution of investments.
3.8
Discussion
The aim of this study was to understand how sector-specific
logics impact the creation and exploitation of entrepreneurial
opportunities and in turn drive entrepreneurial responses. We
argue that contextual variation produces more nuanced and
contingent explanations of entrepreneurial behavior. Our
findings show how particular sectoral logics – enacted by
agencies, governments and companies – as well as
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entrepreneurial responses together explain the overall contours
of the space sector as well as the entrepreneurial activity that
takes place. The space sector is dominated by large companies
and smaller entrepreneurial companies that have to choose
between a sub-contractor role or going at it alone for the
commercial market.
Following the call to contextualize entrepreneurial
theories and to search for sectoral factors that shape variation
(e.g., Zahra, 2007; Welter, 2011), we followed the strategy of
direct observation and analysis of contextual effects (Rousseau
& Fried, 2001). This approach was warranted by the specifics
of the European space sector. Unlike other sectors, this sector
is heavily regulated, especially for ‘up-stream’ market
products there is only one end-customer, namely ESA. Many
products are one-off products, and the market is restricted by
national, international and ESA regulations. Yet, in view of the
dominating role of established, large companies, the national
governments and ESA are searching for ways to involve small,
innovative and entrepreneurial ventures. Here, complementing
earlier quantitative work pointing at the lack of effect of
entrepreneurial policies (Murdock, 2012), our study shows
that the current sectoral logics in fact sustain the existing
sectoral layout and that a breakthrough of start-ups in this
setting is very unlikely. They do not conform to the high
standards, do not have the track record and do not have the
time, money and facilities to participate in the ESA tenders in
a leadership role. They will thus remain much smaller
compared to already established companies and seem destined
to specialize in technologies that are complementary to others
in the industry – with of course the exception of the occasional
full-scale commercial product.
The entrepreneurial practices in response to the
sectoral logics – which are constraining new and not yet
established players – show a large degree of conformation
strategies while segmentation and creation strategies appear in
fact very difficult for small players (cf., Suchman, 1995;
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Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). The options for transformation of
the institutional environment are in the space sector largely
limited to large established companies who can use their power
to shape the rules of the game through ‘vertical’ collaboration,
while small firms are often only listened to if they wisely try
to fit into government priorities. Entrepreneurs running
smaller firms can join forces with such larger organizations
and thus garner power and legitimacy to shape their own
opportunities (Johannisson et al., 2002; Kalantaridis, 2014).
Yet, in our findings point out that in this sector such
‘horizontal’ collaboration mainly leads to small firms
conforming to the larger firms, and sometimes becoming very
dependent on these incumbent organizations. At the same
time, such collaborations can be very effective and profitable
for the smaller firms, and entrepreneurs with better networks
have important advantages in this sense.
The strategy of segmentation is observed in a few
cases, where companies opt to work only in the commercial
sector (e.g., by launching small satellites for telecom or earth
observation data providers via commercial launch suppliers
such as SpaceX) or by deciding to work for NASA or other
space programs (e.g., Russia, China, India) instead of
collaborating with ESA. Yet, most start-ups are triggered by
the big programs and sums of money available in the European
space sector, decide to conform to the existing logics and then
fulfil a supplier/subcontractor role.
Finally, we only observed the strategy of creation of
new practices at a small scale, at a larger scale it seems to be
only done by new start-ups with large resource reservoirs and
that are mostly active outside the European scene like SpaceX
and Blue Origin. Indeed, these companies create and shape
new environments, and other small companies are attracted by
these examples.
For entrepreneurial theory, the insights that we offer
into entrepreneurship in the European space sector imply that
entrepreneurial opportunity discovery and opportunity
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creation is very different for small firms and large firms.
Opportunity discovery is dependent on the contacts and
position that a company has in the space sector (large
companies have thus more and more significant opportunities).
Moreover, the space for opportunity creation (Alvarez &
Barney, 2007; Sarasvathy & Dew, 2005), is very limited for
small companies and start-ups as the national and/or ESA
programs need to formally acknowledge and incorporate the
opportunities that they may be promoting. This is again easier
done (through lobbying and market power) by larger firms.
This struggle is also epitomized by start-up companies such as
SpaceX and Blue Origin that highlight that only the financially
well-resourced start-ups seem to be able to create some change
in the space sector.
Instead of trying to beat the large incumbents, most
start-ups decide to join them and conform to the prevailing
logics. In this sense, there appear to be two types of
collaborations. First, to facilitate their innovation process,
companies build up consortia horizontally with partners
essential for the innovation process. By identifying knowledge
gathering and horizontal networking as common practice for
SMEs, we contribute to the notion that networking is not only
a protective mechanism but also an active way to engage in
some form of creation of entrepreneurial opportunities in high
technology innovation (Johannisson et al., 2002; Moensted,
2007). The practice of joining forces and horizontal
collaboration highlights the strategy of private persuasion (Li
et al., 2006) as creating strategic connections with wellreputed actors, which at the end increases a company’s chance
for gaining ESA contracts. As such, this is, indeed, a key
strategy to gain legitimacy. Furthermore, considering the topdown vertical ESA-dictated innovation process, companies
collaborate vertically in that they try to work together as close
as possible with governmental bodies and ESA.
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3.8.1 Limitations
This study has a number of limitations. First, we analyzed four
countries, representing only partly the European space sector.
Further research on different ESA member states, as well as
space sectors in other regions and continents, may be useful to
further extend and enrich our findings. Second, although we
tried to reconstruct the processes in this sector, we did not
incorporate a longitudinal element into our study. This
provides another opportunity for further research, to further
explore the origins as well as the maintenance practices for
each of the sectoral logics.
3.9
Conclusion
In sum, this study contributes detailed, direct observations of
the effect of the sectoral context on the shape of
entrepreneurial activities. Shaped by supra-national actors like
ESA, as well as national governments, the space sector
privileges well-established actors by a number of different
logics, whereas new start-ups primarily only have the option
of conforming or self-selecting themselves into a different
sector or (commercial) space market. As a result, the
identification, creation and exploitation of entrepreneurial
opportunities is radically different for starting entrepreneurs
compared to those running already established companies. For
policy makers, the identified logics and practices provide a
landscape they can act upon; if they want to change contours
of the sector, these logics need to be targeted.
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Chapter 4
Identifying design principles
for business incubation in the European space
sector5

5

This chapter was published in the following article: Sagath, D., Van Burg,
E., Cornelissen, J. P., & Giannopapa, C. (2019). Identifying design
principles for business incubation in the European space sector. Journal of
Business Venturing Insights, 11, 13.
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Abstract
Organizations and policy makers seek mechanisms for
supporting business and entrepreneurship through facilitating
new product and service development, for instance in business
incubators. Taking stock of existing research and combining
this with practitioner’s insights, the objective of this study is
to identify a comprehensive set of design principles for
incubation practices in a particular sector, the European space
sector. We provide a synthesis of business incubation
practices, resulting in a set of actionable design principles that
also serves to tailor solutions for other contexts.
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4.1
Introduction
The impact of business incubators on successful business
venturing has received increasing attention over the last
decades (e.g., Albort-Morant & Ribeiro-Soriano, 2016;
Baraldi & Ingemansson Havenvid, 2016; Bruneel et al., 2012).
Incubators typically seek to provide a nurturing setting
(Bøllingtoft & Ulhøi, 2005; Markovitch et al., 2017) and a
sheltered environment (Allen & Rahman, 1985) by actively
ensuring that start-up firms get the resources, services, and
assistance (Vanderstraeten & Matthyssens, 2012). As a result,
incubators can contribute to economic growth by boosting
innovation and strengthening new entrepreneurial projects
(e.g., Barbero et al., 2014; Roig-Tierno et al., 2015).
Incubation centers, accelerators and business support
brokers may play important roles in finding new
entrepreneurial opportunities and are considered as strategic
actors for early entrepreneurial activities (e.g., Albort-Morant
& Oghazi, 2016; Mas-Verdú et al., 2015; Patton, 2014;
Pauwels et al., 2016; Schwartz, 2013). They can facilitate early
product development (e.g., Bøllingtoft & Ulhøi, 2005; Patton,
2014), promote nascent entrepreneurship in particular
industrial sectors and regions (e.g, Abetti, 2004; Schwartz &
Hornych, 2010; Sofouli & Vonortas, 2007; Thierstein &
Wilhelm, 2001), support development of disruptive
technologies (e.g., Barbero et al., 2014; Löfsten & Lindelöf,
2005; Roig-Tierno et al., 2015; Tsai et al., 2009), guide market
entry (Rong et al., 2015) or support commercialization of
products and services (e.g., Chen, 2009; Clarysse et al., 2005;
Clausen & Korneliussen, 2012; Cooper & Park, 2008;
Wonglimpiyarat, 2010). As a result, incubators can contribute
to economic growth by boosting innovation and strengthening
new entrepreneurial projects (e.g., Barbero et al., 2014; RoigTierno et al., 2015).
Yet, differences in organizational structures, practices
and objectives of business incubation programs have
hampered the development of a united conceptual framework
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for research on incubators (Albort-Morant & Ribeiro-Soriano,
2016). This not only hampers scientific understanding of
incubators,
but
also
hinders
devising
practical
recommendations suitable for a specific context (cf., Berglund
et al., 2018). Therefore, this paper focuses on developing
design principles that can help to integrate the literature and
help to redesign existing practices or design new solutions for
incubation and technology transfer in specific contexts
(Berglund et al., 2018; Van Burg & Romme, 2014). The main
research question is: What are the key elements of design
principles for business incubation according to the literature
and how are these design principles contextualized in space
sector incubation practices?
Design principles prescribe possible changes to
achieve certain aims (Baldwin & Clark, 2000; Romme &
Endenburg, 2006) in the form of context-specific and
pragmatic heuristics that explain that “to achieve Y in situation
Z, then something like action X will help” (Van Aken, 2004,
p. 227). These principles should ideally draw on both scholarly
knowledge and practitioners’ expertise (Van Burg et al., 2008).
Underlying these design principles are generative
mechanisms, as micro-theories of the ‘how’ and ‘why’ of the
interventions proposed in the principle may work out as
intended (Denyer et al., 2008; Van Burg & Romme, 2014).
The objective of this study is to provide design
principles as hands-on tools for designing solutions that trigger
key incubation mechanisms. This paper adopts a science-based
design approach to link theory and practice (e.g., Berglund et
al., 2018; Romme & Endenburg, 2006; Van Aken, 2004) and
starts with a review of incubation practices from the existing
body of literature as pointers towards underlying theoretical
mechanisms. Next, following the design framework proposed
by Van Burg et al. (2008), a couple of business incubators are
studied to codify the emerged practical insights and to
contextualize theoretical mechanisms. Finally, insights from
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both theory and practice are synthesized in a set of design
principles.
This study provides a deeper understanding of key
design principles of business incubation practices and
contextual dependencies of these principles in the setting of
the space sector. This set of design principles not only helps to
design incubation solutions in this sector, but also enriches
incubation theory with a coherent design framework. Next,
following a similar approach, these principles can also be
adjusted and become fruitful for designing incubation solution
in other sectors.
4.2
Elements for business incubation design principles
The generalizability of insights on technology business
incubators is limited, due to idiosyncrasies of the types of
incubators and the lack of generalizable definitions of
incubation practices. As a result, the literature is quite
dispersed and unifying frameworks are lacking. Therefore, we
use a pragmatic science-based design approach that has the
potential to cut through different disciplines and paradigms in
order to collect key insights from different streams of research.
This paper now turns to a review of business incubation
practices. Following the science-based design approach, this
study first performed a systematic literature review of the
current body of knowledge. The review focused on collecting
common elements for business incubation, as pointers to
developing design principles and getting insights in underlying
theoretical mechanisms. The results of this review form six
clusters, representing six elements for business incubation
design principles (see Table 11). The summary of selection
criteria for including articles in this review is presented in
Table 12. The studies were analyzed using systematic coding
of practices and design principles.
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e.g.: Lai & Lin, 2015; Ratinho & Henriques, 2010;
Scillitoe & Chakrabarti, 2010; Soetanto & Jack, 2013;
Somsuk & Laosirihongthong, 2014.

Access to funding
- Providing start-up with initial financing assistance and support;
- Enhancing the access to venture capital.

Strategic partnering and networking
- Supporting strategic networking and access to events;
- Enhancing cooperation with mature or large enterprises;
- Intensifying industrial relations and international institutions
networks;
- Mediation of the incubation process;
- Supporting business alliances and access to business contacts.

e.g.: Bøllingtoft, 2012; Bruneel et al., 2012; Lai &
Lin, 2015; Mian et al., 2016; Ratinho & Henriques,
2010; Schwartz, 2013; Scillitoe & Chakrabarti, 2010;
Wonglimpiyarat, 2010.

e.g.; Berbegal-Mirabent et al., 2015; Bøllingtoft,
2012; Bruneel et al., 2012; Lai & Lin, 2015; Ratinho
& Henriques, 2010; Schwartz, 2013; Scillitoe &
Chakrabarti, 2010; Soetanto & Jack, 2013; Somsuk &
Laosirihongthong, 2014; Wonglimpiyarat, 2010.

Access to facilities
- Access to professional services and shared resources with
flexible space and affordable rents;
- Access to equipment and infrastructure, laboratories, workshop
space, conference facilities.

B. Facilitating networking, brokering, and collaboration

Examples from contemporary literature

Description of practices and services
A. Providing access to facilities and financial resources

e.g.: Bruneel et al., 2012; Clarysse et al., 2005;
Ratinho & Henriques, 2010; Sofouli & Vonortas,
2007.

Brokering
- Identifying new technology or market opportunity activities,
- Networking with potential customers and partners;
- Increasing awareness among entrepreneurs;
- Dissemination of technology, product, or service information;
- Creating and connecting business angels’ network and fostering
of new technology transfer activities.
Collaboration with start-ups
- Supporting with management and administrative or customized
service of tenant companies;
- Establishing selection process of the tenants and admission
rules, including the exit policy;
- Assisting in horizontal (competition for customers) and vertical
(up-stream and down-stream) collaboration;
- Engaging in the services of incubated companies.

e.g.: Bergek & Norrman, 2008; Bøllingtoft, 2012;
Bruneel et al., 2012; Cooke et al., 2006; Etzkowitz et
al., 2005; Grimaldi & Grandi, 2005; Lai & Lin, 2015;
Ratinho & Henriques, 2010; Soetanto & Jack, 2013;
Sofouli
& Vonortas,
2007; Somsuk &
Laosirihongthong, 2014.

Examples from contemporary literature
e.g.: Carayannis & Von Zedtwitz, 2005; Grimaldi &
Grandi, 2005; Hackett & Dilts, 2004; Lai & Lin,
2015; Zedtwitz & Grimaldi, 2006.

Description of practices and services
Alumni networking
- Supporting collaboration with current and former alumnae,
including post-incubation collaboration;
- Supporting incubation experience consultancy;
- Acting as a forum to create a dissemination of knowledge.

Description of practices and services
C. Enhancing regional, national and industrial embeddedness
Clustering
- Stimulation of endogenous growth and regional strength;
- Improvement of location factors for entrepreneurship and
regional economy development, including geographic
proximity market, research centers, or universities;
- Faster integration and application of research resources and
technology transfer within regional innovation clusters and
high-technology agglomerations;
- Attracting local human capital and skills;
- Supporting emergence of complementary industry.
National technology policy
- Exploitation of research and technological services in the
region;
- Promotion and support sustainable local and regional
development;
- Supporting expansion of employment and knowledge intense
sectors;
- Supporting national economic and innovation systems
development;
- Dissemination and support of government technology and
business policy.

e.g.: Bruneel et al., 2012; Lai & Lin, 2015; Lee &
Osteryoung, 2004; Roig-Tierno et al., 2015; Sofouli
& Vonortas, 2007; Tsai et al., 2009.

e.g.: Cooper & Park, 2008; Chan & Lau, 2005;
Grimaldi & Grandi, 2005; McAdam & Marlow, 2007;
Ratinho & Henriques, 2010; Schwartz & Hornych,
2008; Sofouli & Vonortas, 2007; Tsai et al., 2009.

Examples from contemporary literature

Description of practices and services
Market credibility
- Improving credibility and support of new potential products and
technologies of start-ups during their development and
incubation process;
- Supporting flexibility in research, technology or product
development according to the current market or industrial sector
needs.
- Improving the start-ups credibility by developing of selfsustaining and thriving companies.
- Enabling buyers and sellers to interact.
Public Relations
- Public awareness creation and promotion of the incubator
organization into the market place;
- Enhancement of the tenant’s public visibility and credibility;
- Advertising and attention, including trans-regional visibility;
- Supporting to build-up company image and community-related
effects;
- Organizing press conferences and supporting the public
outreach of incubated start-ups.

e.g.: Bøllingtoft & Ulhøi, 2005; Chan & Lau, 2005;
Clarysse et al., 2005; Ratinho & Henriques, 2010;
Schwartz & Hornych, 2008; Sofouli & Vonortas,
2007; Tsai et al., 2009.

Examples from contemporary literature
e.g.: Bøllingtoft & Ulhøi, 2005; Bruneel et al., 2012;
Cooke et al., 2006; George et al., 2002; McAdam &
Marlow, 2007; Schwartz, 2013; Somsuk &
Laosirihongthong, 2014; Totterman & Sten, 2005.

E. Facilitating technology protection and transfer
Intellectual property
- Securing access to specific intellectual property and licensed
technologies;
- Providing intangible assets service (IP assessment, advising and
protection);
- Supporting patent citations, absorptive capacity and incubator
firm performance.
Licensing of technology
- Mediating the licensing process of new technology and
complement existing technology;
- Securing exclusive licensing of novel technology of start-ups.

Description of practices and services
D. Supporting technology and product development
Technology and product development
- Focusing on product, technology or service commercial
capability
- Acceleration of new dynamic technology and companies;
- Improving the start-up competence, skills and technology
validation.

e.g.: Clarysse et al., 2005; Cooke et al., 2006; Marlow
& McAdam, 2015; McAdam & Marlow, 2007;
Rothaermel & Thursby, 2005.

e.g.: Bruneel et al., 2012; Clarysse et al., 2005; Cooke
et al., 2006; Lai & Lin, 2015; Rothaermel & Thursby,
2005; Scillitoe & Chakrabarti, 2010; Sofouli &
Vonortas, 2007.

e.g.: Bøllingtoft & Ulhøi, 2005; Bruneel et al., 2012;
Carayannis & Von Zedtwitz, 2005; Chen, 2009;
Clarysse et al., 2005; Cooke et al., 2006; Cooper &
Park, 2008; McAdam & Marlow, 2007; Sofouli &
Vonortas, 2007; Wonglimpiyarat, 2010.

Examples from contemporary literature

F. Supporting venture development
Business modelling
- Assistance in developing marketing plans;
- Concentration of entrepreneurial efforts on narrow defined
market segments and market focused strategy;
- Help with future opportunity search and recognition;
- Sensitizing researchers to market needs, including markedoriented form of networking and strategies.

Description of practices and services
Rules and procedures
- Supporting start-up’s alignment with sectoral or industrial
norms, regulations and procedures;
- Providing consultancy, including e.g. insurance, services in
accounting and other legal matters.

e.g.: Bøllingtoft & Ulhøi, 2005; Clarysse et al., 2005;
Cooper & Park, 2008; Grimaldi & Grandi, 2005; Lai
& Lin, 2015; Pauwels et al., 2016; Ratinho &
Henriques, 2010; Schwartz & Hornych, 2008;
Scillitoe & Chakrabarti, 2010; Sofouli & Vonortas,
2007.

Examples from contemporary literature
e.g.: Bergek & Norrman, 2008; Bøllingtoft & Ulhøi,
2005; Carayannis & Von Zedtwitz, 2005; Lee &
Osteryoung, 2004.

Description of practices and services
Mentoring and business support
- Providing with professional management services and building
up management teams;
- Diagnose of business needs;
- Encouraging the formation and growth of knowledge-based
business of resident start-ups;
- Entrepreneurial counselling and training;
- Education in leadership marketing and sales;
- Providing competition assessment and business management
designs;
- Education in executive strategy, including staff and team
composition.
Training
- Providing in-house experts hands on assistance, including R&D
activities and technology or product development;
- Support and assistance in knowledge management and
technology transfer;
- Supporting cultivation and incubation of knowledge;
- Securing human resources and personnel with expertise;
- Establishing capabilities for entrepreneurs faster learning and
creation of solutions to problems;
- Technical support and consultation, including coaching.

e.g.: Bruneel et al., 2012; Lai & Lin, 2015; Ratinho &
Henriques, 2010; Somsuk & Laosirihongthong, 2014;
Soetanto & Jack, 2013; Wonglimpiyarat, 2010.

Examples from contemporary literature
e.g.: Bøllingtoft, 2012; Bergek & Norrman, 2008;
Chan & Lau, 2005; Clarysse et al., 2005; Cooke et al.,
2006; Grimaldi & Grandi, 2005; Lai & Lin, 2015;
Mian et al., 2016; Ratinho & Henriques, 2010;
Schwartz & Hornych, 2008; Schwartz, 2013; Scillitoe
& Chakrabarti, 2010; Somsuk & Laosirihongthong,
2014.

Examples from contemporary literature
e.g.: Bruneel et al., 2012; Cooke et al., 2006; Lai &
Lin, 2015; Sofouli & Vonortas, 2007; Somsuk &
Laosirihongthong, 2014.

Table 4.11: Business incubation practices and mechanisms identified in the literature analysis

Description of practices and services
Progress monitoring
- Providing monitoring and validation of the tenant performance;
- Demands for verification of the tenant performance during the
incubation period;
- Establishing milestones with clear policies and procedures.

The Harzing Journal Quality List (18 April, 2016, fifty-seventh edition)
http://www.harzing.com/download/jql_journal.pdf
peer reviewed only
2000-2016
business incubation AND incubator AND incubation
Models and common key words determinants; business incubation conceptual and
empirical studies
125 papers
82

Journal impact factor selection

Selection criteria
Publishing period
Key words
Abstract criteria

First selection
Final selection for literature
analysis

Table 4.12: Journal representation in the literature analysis

ProQuest, Science Direct, Web of Science

Search destination

4.2.1 Providing access to facilities and financial resources
This first cluster covers practices such as access to facilities
and shared resources, and the availability of affordable office
space (e.g., Bruneel et al., 2012; Clarysse et al., 2005; Somsuk
& Laosirihongthong, 2014). This further involves access to
equipment and other (social) infrastructure, such as
laboratories, workshops, or other facilities suitable for
networking or organizing conferences and meetings with other
entrepreneurs, customers, or partners (e.g., Mas-Verdú et al.,
2015; Roig-Tierno et al., 2015; Zedtwitz & Grimaldi, 2006).
This cluster also includes the access to funding and financing,
intended to provide incubated start-ups with initial financial
assistance and support, including seed funding, venture capital
investments, or bank loans for initial venture funding (e.g.,
Chen, 2009; Schwartz, 2013; Scillitoe & Chakrabarti, 2010).
4.2.2 Facilitating networking, brokering, and
collaboration
This second cluster gathers practices of strategic partnering
and networking, for instance, incubators can support start-ups
with access to events, and leverage cooperation with mature or
large enterprises and international institutions. As a such, this
supports building up business alliances and gives access to
potential business contracts (Rice, 2002). Alumni networking,
another practice in this cluster, supports collaboration with
current and former tenants (Lai & Lin, 2015). It strengthens
dissemination of knowledge and supports advisory networks.
Brokering, as another practice, supports identification
of new technology or market opportunities (e.g., Bruneel et al.,
2012; Cooper & Park, 2008). It involves creating connections
with business angel networks and fostering technology
transfer activities (e.g., Peters et al., 2004; Ratinho &
Henriques, 2010; Schwartz & Hornych, 2008). Finally,
facilitating collaboration with other start-ups represent the last
practice of incubation practices in this cluster. An incubator’s
activities can support start-ups to collaborate, for example
through shared activities and physical proximity (Cooper &
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Park, 2008). An important condition for collaboration is the
selection process of tenants, including admission and exit
policy rules (Schwartz, 2009; Adegbite, 2001; Patton et al.,
2009) that help creating a coherent and complementary set of
tenants (e.g., Bøllingtoft, 2012; Bruneel et al., 2012; Soetanto
& Jack, 2016).
4.2.3 Enhancing regional, national and industrial
embeddedness
Regional clustering stimulates endogenous growth and
appears to strengthen entrepreneurship and economic
development (e.g., Cooper & Park, 2008; Ratinho &
Henriques, 2010; Tsai et al., 2009). Clustering attracts local
human capital and skills and supports emergence of
complementary industries (e.g., Peters et al., 2004; Ratinho &
Henriques, 2010). Besides regional embeddedness, incubators
can help ventures to embed nationally, through aligning with
national technology policy, which increases opportunities for
funding and technology dissemination (e.g., Bruneel et al.,
2012; Lee & Osteryoung, 2004; Sofouli & Vonortas, 2007).
Such alignment also supports expansion of employment and
sustainable local and regional development and is crucial for
knowledge intense sectors (e.g., Schwartz & Hornych, 2008;
Totterman & Sten, 2005), especially for those for which
governments have specific support programs (e.g., the space
sector).
Furthermore, industrial and market embeddedness
relates to building reputation of new and potential products and
services (e.g., Bøllingtoft & Ulhøi, 2005; Bruneel et al., 2012;
George et al., 2002), which also includes helping new ventures
to gain flexibility in research, development, or technology
transfer so that they can adjust their activities to industry and
customer needs (e.g., Chan & Lau, 2005; Peters et al., 2004;
Ratinho & Henriques, 2010). Incubators can also support
public relations of new ventures (e.g., Chan & Lau, 2005;
Clarysse et al., 2005; Ratinho & Henriques, 2010); the
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promotion of the incubator organization and its tenants
positively enhances public visibility and credibility.
4.2.4 Supporting technology and product development
This fourth cluster of incubation practices centers on the role
of the incubator in technology and product development aimed
at improving start-up’s competence, skills and technology
validation (e.g., Cooke et al., 2006; Cooper & Park, 2008;
McAdam & Marlow, 2007). Through tailor-made training and
advise, as well as through their networks, incubators can help
start-ups to develop product, technology or service
commercial capabilities (e.g., Soetanto & Jack, 2016;
Wonglimpiyarat, 2010).
4.2.5 Facilitating technology protection and transfer
Securing access to intellectual property and licensed
technologies can help new ventures to build up a sound
technology basis and product range. Once new technology is
created, an incubator may provide start-ups with services such
as intellectual property assessment and advise on protection of
knowledge and technology (e.g., Bruneel et al., 2012; Clarysse
et al., 2005; Lai & Lin, 2015). Usually, incubators help to
mediate the process of licensing of technology or
complementing with existing technology (e.g., Cooke et al.,
2006; Marlow & McAdam, 2015; Rothaermel & Thursby,
2005). Furthermore, by aligning with rules and procedures,
incubators support new ventures in understanding and
application of specific norms, regulations or procedures
typical for the sector (e.g., Bergek & Norrman, 2008;
Bøllingtoft & Ulhøi, 2005; Lee & Osteryoung, 2004). As a
practice, incubators may provide specialized consultancy, for
example regarding insurance, services in accounting or other
legal matters (e.g., Clarysse et al., 2005; Schwartz & Hornych,
2008).
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4.2.6 Supporting venture development
Incubators can support start-ups in business modelling,
through help and advice in setting up and aligning the different
components and aspects of the venture, including market,
supply, and value proposition aspects. It also helps start-ups to
get alert to future opportunities, while on the other hand often
facilitating a concentration of entrepreneurial efforts (e.g.,
Grimaldi & Grandi, 2005; Lee & Osteryoung, 2004). This
often involves mentoring and business support, for instance in
helping building up a good management team (e.g., Chan &
Lau, 2005; Zedtwitz & Grimaldi, 2006). Additionally,
incubators may provide start-ups with competitive assessment
and educate entrepreneurs in executive strategy. Training is an
important incubator practice, which helps start-ups develop
essential competencies in, for example, problem solving (e.g.,
Cooke et al., 2006; Rice, 2002; Soetanto & Jack, 2013). With
this aim, incubators usually employ experienced personnel to
provide start-ups with practical hands-on assistance in
knowledge management and technology transfer (e.g.,
Berbegal-Mirabent et al., 2015; Tsai et al., 2009). Finally,
incubators usually perform progress monitoring, often using
milestones, and policies of qualification procedures for
monitoring and validating the tenant performance (e.g.,
Barbero et al., 2012; Bøllingtoft, 2012; Lai & Lin, 2015).
Monitoring the progress of the tenant incubation helps
entrepreneurs to reflect on their progress and to speed up if
necessary (Bruneel et al., 2012).
4.3
Qualitative methodology
The qualitative part of the study aims at identifying and
codifying managerial practices as well as their underlying
mechanisms related to potential design principles (e.g., Denyer
& Tranfield, 2006; Myers, 2013; Yin, 2013). This study
focuses on incubation practices in the European space sector.
This sector is a very specific setting, with a highly
government-driven and regulated character, and a recent focus
on business incubation. This study is gathering insights from
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both managers as well as start-ups at the ESA Business
Incubation Centers (BICs) in Noordwijk and Harwell, and we
compare these two similar cases to the semi-private UK
government initiative Satellite Applications (SA) Catapult in
Harwell. The ESA BICs depend on financial support by ESA
through member state budget contributions. ESA BIC’s are
primarily focused on technology transfer from the space to
non-space sectors, using space data and space-technology. In
collaboration with other programs such as ESA’s broker
network, these centers partly work as ‘brokers’ which identify
technologies in any industry and facilitate adaptation of space
technology in other industries. The SA Catapult, on the other
hand, is an independent, private innovation and technology
development company established by the national UK
innovation agency, partially also supported by public
investments. Table 13 summarizes the three incubation
programs.
Studying business incubation in the space sector is in
particular interesting as business venturing in the space sector
is facing a number of specificities. It requires access to
relatively closed networks, to specific knowledge, high levels
of standardization, and often demands high managerial
workload. Entrepreneurs have to confirm to these specificities
in to become suppliers of ESA and incumbent firms. This
represents radical challenges for entrepreneurship, and
incubators could play a role in dealing with these challenges.
Semi-structured interviews were conducted, accompanied by
archival sources of particular business incubation
organizations. Three related interview protocols were used, for
representatives of start-ups, governmental institutions, and
ESA interviewees. In total, forty-eight interviews were
conducted. An overview of all interviews is presented in Table
14. After collecting the data and transcribing the interviews,
the text was inductively coded and clustered into twenty-one
incubation practices. Next, these practices were connected to
six design principles for incubation in the space sector.
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Prevailing type of
incubation

Facilities

Funding

Ownership

- Technology
incubation

ESA BIC NL
- Public Organization
(ESA)
- Operated by external
private entity (Space
Business Innovation
Centre)
- ESA Member State
contribution
via
General
Support
Technology Program
(GSTP)
- Direct
government
investment
- Office and space
- ESA ESTEC Centre

- Technology incubation

- Office and space
- STFC laboratories

- ESA
Member
State
contribution via General
Support
Technology
Program (GSTP)
- Direct
government
investment

ESA BIC UK
- Public Organization (ESA)
- Operated by external public
entity
(Science
and
Technology
Facilities
Council)

- Office and space
- Virtual space environment
monitoring and 3D projection
facilities
- Satellite communication and
security centres
- Antenna test range
- Business acceleration

- UK government
- Own commercial and R&D
activities
- Start-ups as clients

SA Catapult UK
- Semi-private business company
- Supported by Innovate UK
agency

Product and market
orientation
Services portfolio

Technology transfer
direction
- Preferably
downstream
- Incentive
funding
(€50K)
- Business
development
loan
(€50K)
- ESA
technical
support (80h)
- IP Consulting
- Business
development & and
financial
administration
support
- Networking
- Access
to
ESA
technology facilities
- Access to ESA Broker
network

ESA BIC NL
- Spin-out

-

-

-

-

- Incentive funding (£40K)
- STFC Seed funding (£25500K)
- Access
to
technology
facilities
- Business support
- Networking
- Access to ESA Broker
network

Business venturing collaboration
Mission platforms
Remote sensing
Data access
Local
based
services
&
communications
Applications solutions & use of
data
Knowledge transfer & Research
development
Business and design support
Market reporting

- Up-stream & Down-stream

SA Catapult UK
- Spin-in & Spin-out

- Preferably down-stream

ESA BIC UK
- Spin-out

ESA BIC NL
- Navigation & mobile
services
- Earth observation
- Transportation
&
communication
- Agriculture
- Energy sector
- Robotics
&
Mechatronics
- Materials
- 10 per year
- 10 per year

ESA BIC UK
- Hardware
&
design
development
- Data gathering & services
- Navigation & mobile
- Communications
- Earth observation
- Energy sector
- Agriculture
&
Urban
planning
- Approx. 50 per year

SA Catapult UK
- Intelligent transport systems
- Sustainable economy
- Sustainable living
- Platforms and information-based
services
- Government services

Table 4.13: Summary of the three space incubation programs in the Netherlands and the UK

Number of start-ups

Technology transfer areas

Abbreviations: BIC: Business Incubation Centre; COMP: Company; CSPO: Corporate Strategy Policy Office; ESA: European
Space Agency; GOV: Governmental Agency; NL: The Netherlands; NMS: New Member States Office; POL: Policy Office; SAC:
Satellite Applications Catapult; SPC: Strategic Planning Coordinator; TTPO: Technology Transfer Program Office; UK: United
Kingdom.
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Code of Reference
NL_COMP2, NL_COMP3, NL_COMP_4, NL_COMP6a, NL_COMP6b,
NL_COMP7
UK_COMP1, UK_COMP2, UK_COMP3, UK_COMP4, UK_COMP6,
UK_COMP7, UK_COMP8, UK_COMP10
NL_COMP1, NL_COMP5a, NL_COMP5b, NL_COMP8, NL_COMP9a,
NL_COMP9b, NL_COMP10, UK_COMP5, UK_COMP9
NL_BIC_ESA1, UK_ESA1
UK_SAC1, UK_SAC2, UK_SAC3, UK_SAC4
NL_GOV1, NL_GOV2a, NL_GOV2b, UK_GOV1, UK_GOV2, UK_GOV3,
UK_GOV4
ESA_CSPO1, ESA_NMS1, ESA_POL1, ESA_POL2, ESA_POL3a,
ESA_POL3b, ESA_SPC1, ESA_TTPO1a, ESA_TTPO1b, ESA_TTPO2,
ESA_TTPO3

Table 4.14: Empirical data collection6

Non-affiliated/independent
entrepreneur
Representative of the ESA BICs
Representative of the SA Catapult
Representative of the government
agencies
Representative of the European Space
Agency

Informant’s role
Entrepreneur from ESA BIC in
Noordwijk
Entrepreneur from ESA BIC in Harwell

2. Increase
product
development
capability and
provide
resource access

Design
principle
1. Generate
awareness for
new
entrepreneurial
opportunities

Collaboration with
start-ups
Access to
intellectual property
Licensing of
technology
Data access
Seed funding

-

-

-

-

-

Market orientation

-

Practices pointing at
design solutions
Commercial
viability

Providing and securing access to and utilization of ESA-related patents gives
the ability to access protected technology and enhances the efficiency and
quality of technology-transfer.
Supporting start-up’s product or technology licensing secures the
competitive position of the incubate.
Free or easy access to space assets and utilization of these data for
applications is crucial for product development.
Providing initial business venture funding or facilitating a loan partnership
with banks enable risky product development and increases venture survival
chances in the short run.

The incubator helps to assess commercial viability - in a broader perspective
of national and European markets – through market analysis and feedback
to find an opportunity that has the potential for a long-term contribution to
the future success of the venture and supports the competitive position of the
company and its product.
Orienting on down-stream applications and/or up-stream markets by giving
information on the existing players and supply chain. The incubator also
gives information and exemplars for applications in non-space technologies
and applications as disruptive innovation usually occurs in commercial and
non-ESA affiliated business environments.
Affiliation to the incubator and its network gives new ventures early
experience in business and helps see new opportunities.

Empirical description from the case studies

Training

Mentoring

Progress
monitoring

Clustering

-

-

-

-

3. Develop
venturing skills

4. Enhance
collaborative
networking

Practices pointing at
design solutions
Access to facilities

Design
principle

Offering working space (offices or laboratories) and access to technological
facilities of associated research centers and institutions enables prototyping
and reduces start-up costs.
Expertise support and training in business development skills (e.g., business
model design, marketing and sales) provides an important advantage for new
ventures.
Professional mentoring by diverse experts helps to reflect on venture and
product development and identify strengths, weaknesses and new
opportunities, strengthening technology transfer, innovation and product
quality.
Conducting frequent progress reports on product development supports
early identification of potential product development or technology transfer
obstacles and provides a vital tool for self-reflection and self-regulation.
Properly defined duration of the incubation period and exit strategy provide
new ventures sufficient time but also helpful progress- and time-pressure for
necessary technology transfer, product development and business strategy
preparations.
Geographical proximity of business incubation facilities and technology
centers contribute to vital collaboration between the incubates. It also
provides access to and diversification of resources.

Empirical description from the case studies

6. Develop
company
reputation and

5. Familiarize
with norms and
exemplars for
successful
venturing

Design
principle

Alumni networking
Rules and
procedures

National technology
policy

Public relations

-

-

-

-

-

Institutional market
participation
Brokering

-

Practices pointing at
design solutions
Strategic partnering

Horizontal collaboration between companies supports technology transfer
partnerships between new ventures. It fosters the creation of future strategic
alliances for innovation.
Incubator-facilitated collaboration with ESA and government-led programs
provides vital experiences and prestige for companies.
The incubator’s brokering with venture capitalists and other potential key
partner strengthens start-up’s post-incubation position.
Networking during and after the incubation period gives companies a strong
network with comparable peers.
Early support in aligning with rules and procedures in the space sector
provides important understanding of established policies and regulations. It
also decreases the managerial, bureaucratic, and technological constraints in
future collaboration in the sector.
Alignment with national strategic objectives or technology roadmaps
strengthens start-ups’ ability to spin-in or spin-out of technologies. It also
supports their particular interest in technology and development as they get
access to funding as part of the roadmap programs.
The public relationships and outreach of the incubator give the incubated
business ventures the ability to draw on the reputation of the incubator and
affiliated organizations (e.g., ESA) thus enhancing their future position in
market and business collaboration.

Empirical description from the case studies

Lobbying

Practices pointing at
design solutions
Legitimacy

By being part of an ESA-related incubation program, product and company
legitimacy and compliance with existing procedures and norms is enhanced.
The incubator’s active lobbying and communication with for instance
national government representatives increases the firm’s reputation.

Empirical description from the case studies

Table 4.15: Synthesis of business incubation design principles and practices in the space sector

Design
principle
product
legitimacy

2. Increase product
development
capability and
provide resource
access

Design principle
1. Generate
awareness for new
entrepreneurial
opportunities*

Collaboration with
start-ups

Access to intellectual
property
Licensing of
technology
Data access
Seed funding

-

-

-

-

Focus on transfer of
space
technology,
creating market value
in other sectors

Market orientation

-

Available

Facilitator
only,
further potential for
development
to
become a co-creator
Independently
by
incumbents
Licensing as business
model
is
not
supported
Free to ESA Database

ESA BIC NL
Acts as facilitator,
potential for further
development

Practices
Commercial viability

Available

Facilitator
only,
further potential for
development
to
become a co-creator
Independently
by
incumbents
Licensing as business
model
is
not
supported
Free to ESA Database

Focus on transfer of
space
technology,
creating market value
in other sectors

ESA BIC UK
Acts as facilitator,
potential for further
development

Provided
from
multiple resources
Limited

Receives support

Limited access

SA Catapult UK
Implemented by
searching for new
commercial
applications and
sectors
Focus on value
creation inside and
outside the space
sector,
through
business
relationships
Implemented via
business
partnership

Mentoring

Progress monitoring

Clustering

Strategic partnering

-

-

-

-

Potential for further
development as cocreator

Regional
and
established
facility
proximity but distant
from other sectors

Implemented

Training

-

3. Develop venturing
skills

4. Enhance
collaborative
networking

ESA BIC NL
Collaboration
with
ESTEC,
further
diversification outside
ESA is an option
Additional
entrepreneurial
training is an option
for
further
development
Local
and
ESA
experts provided

Practices
Access to facilities

Design principle

Potential for further
development as cocreator

Regional
and
established
facility
proximity but distant
from other sectors

Implemented

Additional
entrepreneurial
training is an option
for
further
development
Local
and
ESA
experts provided

ESA BIC UK
Access via other space
related R&D facilities

on

by

Regional
and
established facility
proximity
but
distant from other
sectors
Implemented via
business
partnerships

Limited
external
partnerships
Based
partnerships

Implemented

SA Catapult UK
Access to multiple
facilities

6. Develop company
reputation and
product legitimacy

5. Familiarize with
norms and exemplars
for successful
venturing

Design principle

Alumni networking

Rules and procedures
National technology
policy

Public Relations

-

-

-

Active,
positive
impact of ESA BIC
affiliation

Active alignment and
implementation
Collaboration
with
ESA member state
government

Brokering

-

ESA BIC NL
Limited in objective,
focuses on technology
transfer from space to
non-space sectors
Technology
brokering,
less
business focus
Established
and
provided

Practices
Institutional market
participation

Active,
positive
impact of ESA BIC
affiliation

Active alignment and
implementation
Collaboration
with
ESA member state
government

ESA BIC UK
Limited in objective,
focuses on technology
transfer from space to
non-space sectors
Technology
brokering,
less
business focus
Established
and
provided

Alignment
to
national
innovation policy
and commercial
interests of private
and
public
stakeholders
Active

Both
for
the
technology as well
as for the business
Established via the
former
business
ties
Active alignment

SA Catapult UK
Commercial focus

Design principle

Room for more proactive lobbying

-

Room for more proactive lobbying

ESA BIC UK
Compliance
with
existing procedures

Table 4.16: Design principles and practices observed in the three cases

Lobbying

ESA BIC NL
Compliance
with
existing procedures

Practices
Legitimacy

SA Catapult UK
Supports
conformance
to
established
practices including
support
of
innovative
approaches
Limited
to
commercial and
specific sector or
technology
interests

4.4
Incubation design principles and practices in the
European space sector
This section presents the results of the inductive analysis of the
interviews. It focuses at respective business incubators’ design
principles and the practices through which these design
principles are implemented in the cases we studied. The
summary of design principles and related practices is
presented in Table 15. Practices as observed in the three cases
are presented in Table 16. Thus, the main aim of this section is
to find out whether the incubation practices in the space sector
are aligned with the incubation elements previously identified
practices in literature and how these incubation elements are
contextualized in the space sector.
4.4.1 Generating awareness for new entrepreneurial
opportunities
This first empirical cluster presents findings around practices
that generate awareness for new entrepreneurial opportunities.
These findings can be related to the literature aggregated in
cluster B (Table 11) on strategic partnering and networking as
well as to some literature from cluster F on business modelling
and training.
4.4.1.1 Commercial viability
The spin-in into the space sector has peculiarities that make
venturing quite challenging. One of the ESA interviewees
characterized this vividly: “The space industry is like the
Adams family. They are pretty cool, they have a lot of tricks,
but for the outside world they are freaks” [ESA_TTPO1b]. For
instance, developing something for space requires a long-time
span and decreases the commercial viability of the product.
The primary task of the ESA BICs is to help start-ups
with their technology development in the spinning-out from
the space sector into the other sectors. Furthermore, the role of
the ESA BICs is not yet the following commercialization of
the product, thus it acts only as a facilitator of the technology
transfer. “The ESA program gave us the opportunity to realize
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the idea (…) and then, of course, you still need to industrialize
by your own” [UK_COMP2]. The transfer process consists of
extracting and marketing space technologies, services and
applications by analyzing the needs of non-space applications
and identifying suitable space technologies to meet these
needs. Additionally, ESA’s brokers network supports the
transfer process in the ESA BICs by attracting entrepreneurs
that might find a match between space technologies and nonspace sectors. The SA Catapult’s has a stronger focus on
supporting commercial viability. “What we are trying to do is
to have a number of target market areas where we think where
space technology has proven to be a significant enabler
[UK_SAC4].
4.4.1.2 Market orientation
ESA BIC’s incubation program helps to overcome mental
barriers for newcomers, especially in orienting towards
potential markets. New start-ups may fully focus on
technology development, but often not yet on the business side
of their venture. The role of the ESA incubators is to support
with developing this business thinking. Therefore, the goal of
the ESA BIC is to create a situation in which all parties benefit,
the technology transfer is successful and provides something
that is not only commercially valuable but has a broader socioeconomic impact. SA Catapult is going a step further towards
commercial opportunities. SA Catapult tries to facilitate
collaboration between small and large businesses, building up
new business connections and creating opportunities for future
potential customers. They do so through collaborative
projects, acting as a R&D organization and this often helps to
find new markets.
4.4.1.3 Collaboration with start-ups
ESA BIC provides basic conditions for business nurturing
such as office space or access to various technology facilities.
ESA BICs are normally not involved in the co-creation of
business opportunities, thus ESA BICs do not generate
services in collaboration with start-ups. The application
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process for collaboration between ESA BIC and start-ups is
aligned to the ESA procurement procedures and another
sector-specific practices, yet ESA BICs help translate them to
the local conditions.
SA Catapult goes further and offers sales support to the
ventures. SA Catapult targets later stage ventures and give a
sort of SME business assistance for a stake. First, they check
the company ideas regarding the use of a satellite data and help
to find the technical expertise. Second, SA Catapult looks for
connections in the sector and industry. Third, there is a
collaborative and commercial funding scheme. Thus, ESA
BIC acts more as a facilitator of opportunities that are allocated
at ESA or another local research and development centers. On
the contrary, the SA Catapult provides start-ups with more a la
carte approach, targeting specific sectors or technologies
according to its stakeholder preferences.
4.4.2 Increasing product development capability and
providing resource access
These case-based findings center on practices that increase
product development capability and provide resource access.
They relate to literature in cluster E (Table 11) on facilitating
technology protection, cluster D on supporting technology and
product development, and cluster A on providing access to
facilities and financial resources.
4.4.2.1 Access to intellectual property
Access and use of industrial or ESA intellectual property (IP)
is a crucial asset for entrepreneurs that develop technologies.
The expectation of newcomers to the space sector is to have
free access to data and technology from ESA, as it is
government-funded. However, IP rights are regulated and
owned by companies or national agencies, and access and
usage are limited and expensive. To smoothen the technology
transfer process from the space sector, applicants to ESA BIC
are required to submit a technology transfer and business plan,
indicating upfront what kind of patents or licensing are
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planned to be used. It is important that the IP can indeed be
exploited and that technical support is secured in case it is
required at an early stage of the technology transfer. In fact,
ESA BICs accept proposals from potential incubates only if
the access to IP (ESA or other industry) is secured before the
incubation period begins. Yet, ESA BICs help to handle in the
identification of IP opportunities: “We showcase what is in the
ESA patent portfolio, and invite people to come forward with
ideas and how they might exploit that in creating new
business” [UK_GOV2]. Here, also the ESA broker network
plays a significant role in identifying new and niche
technologies, products and applications, including the
potential use of ESA or party’s IP.
ESA owns the IP of ESA-funded technology but shares
it with the technology developer (the one who provided the IP
instrument via ESA tenders), and ESA is willing to support reuse of the technology and to share it with entrepreneurs. ESA
BIC’s database of the space industry is open for incubates
developing products or technologies and “all ESA member
states have rights to the data that emerges from ESA activities”
[NL_GOV1]. In contrast, at SA Catapult, any IP generated
from projects remains property of the company if not
independently produced by the Catapult. SA Catapult may ask
for a limited IP license or non-commercial (R&D) license if
needed for further projects. If the IP is generated together
under a collaborative project with SA Catapult, the IP license
is shared between the partners.
4.4.2.2 Licensing
Licensing technologies is important to introduce new space
technologies into a commercial (non-space) environment.
Especially the SA Catapult focuses on licensing: “We do a lot
more licensing than we do patenting” [UK_SAC4]. SA
Catapult is assisting companies to develop technologies and
subsequently licensing some of those technologies to other
companies. The ESA BIC’s do not directly assist in licensing
of technology developed by start-ups: “We encourage industry
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to take up the patents and then to make those patents available
and do business with space and non-space (entrepreneurs)”
[ESA_TTPO2].
4.4.2.3 Access to facilities.
A strategic asset of ESA BIC is to secure access to ESA
establishments for its tenants and to secure the supply of
technical support by ESA experts. Yet, several entrepreneurs
expressed concerns that there is no real commitment from ESA
technical staff. “The barrier now is that the entrepreneurs have
to describe very thoroughly why is it relevant that they perform
their tests at ESA facilities” [NL_ESA_BIC1]. The working
hours of ESA experts, for example, are limited to 80 hours
(jointly paid by ESA and the Dutch government) for
consultancy and test preparations per year, which also includes
quite a bureaucratic burden. Moreover, start-ups from ESA
BIC face stringent security measures in order to access ESA
facilities and contact the right people. As an entrepreneur put
it: “The main room for improvement that I see at the moment
is relaxing the security measures at ESA, to get more access to
people and knowledge base” [NL_COMP3]. As an ESA BIC
manager stated: “We should have more commercial labs and
testing facilities for small companies, because if you use the
test facilities of ESA, then you are really overqualified and it
takes a time before you can use it” [NL_BIC_ESA1].
In the Harwell Cluster, a campus where both SA
Catapult as well as ESA BIC are situated, facility access may
be as simple as providing office space or even just a desk for a
limited amount of time to a start-up in a very early stage. These
incubation facilities also include labs and workshops,
facilitating the maturation to another stage of the business
maturity life cycle. To make their facilities more accessible for
start-ups, SA Catapult employs different rates for SMEs or
large corporations for usage of facilities such as an operation
center or a satellite communication facility. SA Catapult may
also act as a partner to technology or product development to
decrease the financial requirements for usage of facilities.
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4.4.2.4 Seed funding
The incubators also help the entrepreneurs through providing
access to seed funding. “You need the resources to be able to
fill the space where the research funding does not go to and
where the investment community thinks that it is too risky”
[UK_BIC_ESA1]. As one of the entrepreneurs said, seed
funding is “very important unless you have a product that is
(…) immediately funded and is immediately able to be paid”
[UK_COMP4]. The proper investment of the seed funding,
according to ESA BIC, should be spent mainly by doing
research and working with equipment and cannot be spent on
office rents, business plans, or anything that could be covered
by internal resources. Yet, incubates can combine seed funding
from ESA BIC with funding from other ESA programs. At
ESA BIC, the incubates have the possibility to get another
€50.000 as a bank loan.
4.4.3 Develop venture skills
Here, we present practices that support the development of
venturing skills. These findings primarily relate to literature
from cluster F (Table 11) on supporting venture development.
4.4.3.1 Training
Training is often helpful, in particular for the commercial side
of the ventures. “An issue is how do you have to sell it. This is
where most of the companies have the problem”
[ESA_TTPO1a]. Another interviewee added: “One of the
underlying issues with the incumbents we have is that they are
very technically focused. They know a lot about the
technology they are involved with but what they are less good
at is understanding how businesses work, how businesses
grow, how the investment community works, how to access
markets, how to open business offerings” [UK_ESA_BIC1].
Therefore, ESA BICs provides start-ups with a so-called
investor-readiness program. Such a program provides training
in accessing potential investors, provided by those potential
investors themselves, as well as hands-on introductions to IP125

management, accounting or marketing. SA Catapult supports
new entrepreneurs in similar ways. “We help them to make the
necessary transitions that they need to go through to grow from
idea to concept, from concept to prototype, from prototype to
the first development, including scaling up to the market”
[UK_SAC4].
4.4.3.2 Mentoring
For many start-ups, access to mentoring may represent a
crucial opportunity to participate in the business incubation
program. A Dutch entrepreneur pointed out that it is very
valuable to find a mentor or senior scientist within the
incubating or collaborating organization. ESA BICs, for
example, provide technical mentoring by ESA experts. In
particular, “they use the knowledge in Noordwijk to guide the
firms that are located in ESA BIC Noordwijk”
[NL_COMP6a]. In contrast, but stressing its importance, other
tenants actually lacked professional mentoring. “I think what
is missing at present is that there is no directing kind of
mentoring sort support in place” [UK_COMP9]. Usually the
professional mentors come from different organizations like
ESA technology establishments, but are not an integral part of
the business incubation program. Their limited availability
limits the potential impact on entrepreneurs’ technology or
business ideas. For the SA Catapult, this lack of access to
expertise is solved by providing experts from other
governmental agencies.
4.4.3.3 Progress monitoring
Progress monitoring is an internal part of ESA’s business
incubation programs and its main purpose is to track the
incumbents’ progress in their business and technology
development. A UK entrepreneur explained that progress
reporting is crucial to get further funding. “Unless we
demonstrate our progress then we do not get any funding”
[UK_COMP10]. Such reports include information on
technology or product development, how time and resources
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were used, on further planning, and on financial resources the
start-up has used and planning to use. Furthermore, ESA BIC
also requires post-incubation reporting in order to track
entrepreneurs’ success in the market. Despite positive aspects
like enhancing reflection on venture development, such
reporting requirements may also increase the bureaucratic
burden. “Entrepreneurs are (…) put off by the amount of
bureaucracy during the incubation process” [UK_GOV3].
4.4.4 Enhancing collaborative networking
This section presents findings related to the design principle of
enhancing collaborative networking. These findings connect
to literature in cluster B (Table 11) on facilitating networking,
brokering and collaboration, as well as cluster C on enhancing
regional, national and industrial embeddedness. The practice
of institutional market participation is unique for the space
sector.
4.4.4.1 Clustering
Clustering and proximity to relevant business and institutions
spur the creation of quality ideas and concepts. ESA assesses
the local conditions and existing local capabilities: “What we
do for every ESA BIC is: we look in the areas and the regions
where there are more synergies. It is all about networking,
think local and act global” [ESA_TTPO2]. For example, the
reason of establishing the ESA BIC and SA Catapult in the
Harwell Space Gateway cluster was because of the existing
located expertise and facilities (e.g., RAL Space, STFC
facility), which becomes an attractive environment for other
business. It creates a “vibrant area where the interesting
business comes together” [UK_SAC1]. Similarly, at ESA BIC
in Noordwijk it is an important advantage to have ESA’s
ESTEC development facility at close proximity. It gives access
to many sorts of science and technology development, as well
as to knowledge and developing techniques, and spurs
understanding of what space technology is. Yet, some see also
disadvantages, because of the somewhat remote locations of
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both the Dutch and UK incubators: “If you are fully depending
on what ESA has to offer it is maybe a great place to be, but if
you have an idea to do something in media or healthcare, it is
completely the wrong place” [NL_COMP5b].
4.4.4.2 Strategic partnering
Collaboration supports technology development and efficient
production. The role of the business innovation teams in the
BICs is to develop relationships with other organizations that
are doing similar technology or business activities, by using
connections between people throughout the organization. A
strategic connection to ESA is crucial for many space-oriented
new ventures. When a company enters the BIC, it not only gets
access to the local BIC staff, “but the idea is to have a family.
Our job is to pave the way” [ESA_TTPO1b].
Technology transfer often requires a long and good
relationship. Therefore, SA Catapult is doing joint projects
with space companies and non-space companies to help share,
transfer or deliver information and awareness. A close
relationship with a potential future customer gives to new
companies the route to market and facilitates modifying a
company’s initial plan to fit with the expectations of the
customer. In contrast, ESA BIC managers wait for the
established industry to take their responsibility in fostering
collaboration: “The next step would be also that industry takes
responsibility, that industry who receives a lot of big contracts
from ESA is also going to take responsibility and to support
accelerators or incubation centers” [ESA_TTPO2]. Yet, the
potential negative effect might be that the collaboration
between small and big company can lead to the extinction of a
start-up, which gets “swallowed” by a large company.
4.4.4.3 Institutional market participation
In Europe, government support is one of the main drivers of
space sector development. “80 % of the revenues of industry
comes from institutional clients, and among the institutional
clients ESA is the biggest one” [ESA_POL2]. Furthermore, “if
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you look at the space market, 99% of the things happening are
government related. (…) The government is the largest client
of the firm” [NL_GOV1]. Thus, governments or governmental
organizations like ESA act very much as a facilitator in the
space area. ESA, for example, tries to stimulate the big
companies to collaborate with SMEs on ESA tenders and also
stimulates the development of new ventures via business
incubation programs. Also SA Catapult helps to raise
awareness and provide an environment in which entrepreneurs
can link up to the community and to national strategic
initiatives.
4.4.4.4 Brokering
Technology and business brokering represent two main
practices identified in the analysis, differently applied by ESA
BICs and SA Catapult. In collaboration with ESA’s broker
network, ESA BICs focus their attention more on technology
than business brokering, while the latter is more evident in SA
Catapult. ESA established a network of technology brokers
(ESA Technology Transfer Network) across its member states
to assess market needs in areas with potential for applying
space technologies. The network hosts an online market place
where requests for technologies are matched with available
space technologies. ESA BIC acts as a conduit between the
businesses and facilities and the people, brokering deals
between the businesses and access to technical expertise. “We
also broker the connections with the other players in the space
sector who are networked. We spread the word across the
whole of the ESA-network, across Europe, about what
businesses are joining” [UK_BIC_ESA1]. Moreover, they
spread also to connections with the investment community.
Yet, SA Catapult engages more in business brokering,
probably since it is a semi-private venture activity with rather
limited technology resources. It runs monthly networking
events, providing updates on SA Catapult activities to the
companies. At this networking events, during which
“everybody is only allowed to a 60-seconds time-slot, to
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introduce themselves and explain what they do or if they are
looking for a potential collaborative partner or they can just
say what success they had” [UK_SAC1]. Furthermore, SA
Catapult organizes what they call the Supply Chain event for
UK Space. This is an important networking opportunity to the
small businesses to meet the big prime companies in the space
sector.
4.4.4.5 Alumni networking.
Both ESA BICs and SA Catapult bring alumni into the
network, including alumni who have experiences of how to
manage the equity investment process, how to get products
into the market and develop sales. Interaction with alumni is
deemed important, as “there is nothing quite like hearing
things first-hand from someone who has been through the pain,
so the people do not suffer the same pitfalls”
[UK_BIC_ESA1]. Alumni networking builds a collective
knowledge base that resides within the business incubator.
These activities are useful “in the sense that they stop you from
getting tunnel vision. (…) I have never run any business before
so it helps to get someone experienced in business to come in
and chime in about a certain business decision that we are not
too sure about, forming partnerships for example, or taking
legal action” [UK_COMP8]. Also alumni value this
networking. “Probably 50 percent of our companies want to
stay after their incubation. (…) They actually enjoy the fact
that they give something back to the wider network (….) Some
will even offer services to other incubates at reduced rates”
[UK UK_GOV4].
4.4.5 Familiarize with norms and exemplars for
successful venturing
A number of practices point at the design principle on
familiarizing with norms and exemplars for successful
venturing. These findings can be connected to literature in
cluster C (Table 11) on market credibility and national
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technology policy, and to literature in cluster E on rules and
procedures.
4.4.5.1 Rules and procedures
New business ventures in the space sector often have
difficulties to align with the space sector’s many and tight
procedures. Especially in the ‘upstream’ (space technology)
development, ESA applies its own technology and engineering
processes or has its own definitions on product readiness,
known as the Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs). As
pointed out by a SA Catapult manager, the start-ups are in
many cases “pretty unaligned, the space industry works in a
particular and peculiar way and they do not interface very well
with the non-space world as part of the communication barrier
that we are helping to overcome” [UK_SAC4]. A Dutch
entrepreneur stated that they had to learn and adapt to some
procedures “because they were useful for us. We were mainly
in the low TRL development. (...) Because if you are really
going into the flight software development, then you need to
apply to all the rules for critical systems” [NL_COPM1].
For ESA policy representatives it is more a matter of
competence and less of the regulative aspects. “Firms that
work with ESA are, in general, large firms who know how to
find their way home. They are familiar with standards, they
know how to manage them” [NL_COMP9a]. Thus, if
entrepreneurs want to supply space technology, they need to
align to these rules and procedures, which is something where
the incubators prove to be important to the new ventures. ESA
BICs, for example, apply the ESA style of procurement and
monitoring. Thus, once start-ups collaborate with ESA BICs,
they get familiar with and aligned to the space sector’s
processes.
4.4.5.2 National technology policy
Due to the central role of governments in the space sector,
alignment to national technology policy is vital, and
sometimes crucial for business success. The objective of
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national governmental funding in the space sector, as well as
in other sectors, is aimed at socio-economic issues and
benefits. To achieve these benefits, both, the Dutch an UK
government have created national technology development
roadmaps, and securing funding aligned with these roadmaps.
For example, “at this moment [in the Netherlands] we have 14
up-stream roadmaps and we are currently working on 10
down-stream roadmaps. One of the strategies is to have as
much recurring production as possible” [NL_GOV1]. Yet,
some entrepreneurs are confused by the multiple priorities
reflected in national space technology roadmaps. “A current
set of 14-15 roadmaps with many topics does not lead to a
focused allocation of resources” [NL_COMP5b].
4.4.6 Developing company reputation and product
legitimacy
This last empirical cluster presents practices related to
developing company reputation and product legitimacy. These
findings connect to literature in cluster C (Table 11) on public
relations and market credibility, while the practice of lobbying
is rather novel.
4.4.6.1 Public relations and outreach
Affiliation to ESA BICs or space-oriented business clusters
such as the Harwell Cluster provides new companies with a
positive image. “As more and more people hear about the
incubation process and how others have benefited from it, it
kind of generates people’s interest of making an application”
[UK_BIC_ESA1]. The affiliation to ESA BICs brings
prestige. “Now companies think that we are more serious and
our product is more genuine” [UK_COMP2]. “You do not get
much better publicity than to have your company affiliated
with ESA incubator” [UK_COMP10]. A UK government
representative pointed that because the direct affiliation of
ESA BIC to ESA, it brings more attention and visibility to new
potential start-ups compared to the SA Catapult program.
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4.4.6.2 Legitimacy
One of the constraining factors that new business ventures may
come across is the lack of legitimacy and reputation of the
technology or product. Here, the incubator has a crucial role in
increasing the legitimacy of the incubates by aligning new
entrepreneurs with the nuances of the space industry already
during the early stage of their venture. Small and mediumsized enterprises and start-ups are very often seen as a big risk
to collaborate with, especially by large organizations such as
ESA. Thus, a Dutch entrepreneur pointed to the importance of
technological quality and compliance. “You just need to work
hard, and you need to build trust, and listen to ESA. Once there
is a trusted relationship it opens doors to continue and to
collaborate in other projects” [NL_COMP1].
A representative of the SA Catapult pointed a problem
with prejudice and misunderstanding about what space sector
is: “We spend a lot of time working with organizations to
establish trust in what we are doing and then establishing our
relationship as a neutral convener or trusted advisor”
[UK_SAC4]. As a result, if a company really wants to get into
space, it needs to have a very appealing product to be able to
enter the space sector, or the venture can benefit from the
legitimacy of the incubator. “As an entrepreneur getting access
to the technology in space, I think this is easier. Especially
once you are part of the ESA BIC community then there are
already some links established” [NL_GOV2b].
4.4.6.3 Lobbying
The last important practice of incubation is that the incubator
helps to get incubates involved in the lobbying processes in the
space sector. Lobbying in the space sector is done between
companies and governments, between governments and
governmental organizations, and between the different
companies, including the small and large industrial players.
National delegations are the stakeholders of ESA, and are
responsible for making decisions about the main directions of
ESA and, at the end, should take particular care for return on
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investments to their national industries. A Dutch government
representative explained this process as very direct: “We are
member state, we are in the ESA council (...) and that simply
means that there is a lot of lobbying involved” [NL_GOV1].
ESA is involved in industrial policy and keeps direct contact
with the industry via the ESA contract officers. The industry
representatives can share their needs, observations as well as
frustrations with ESA. Sometimes ESA through its contractual
mechanism can force, for example, large industrial
organizations to include SMEs in the supply chain. But
sometimes large organizations can see it as a burden, as they
feel they can develop the technology without the SMEs as
well.
Although companies are consulted or directly included
in the creation of national technology roadmaps or future
strategies, some expressed that national policy-makers should
be more pro-active in advertising the small companies in to the
broader community of industrial representatives. “The policy
makers should be a little more proactive to make a list of
companies and then try to what kind of small companies and
small institutes are actually around in the space sector in the
Netherlands” [NL_COMP1].
4.5
Discussion
To address our research question, we first focused on
identifying the key elements for design principles for business
incubation according to the current literature and next we
analyzed how these elements relate to contextualized practices
in space sector incubation. Subsequently, we turned these
findings into design principles for business incubation in the
space sector.
4.5.1 Theoretical contributions
This study contributes by synthesizing concepts of business
incubation practices in a comprehensive set of six design
principles and related practices, pointing at underlying
theoretical mechanisms that could integrate the literature and
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cut through different research paradigms and traditions (Van
Burg & Romme, 2014). Only by adding the qualitative case
analysis we got to the related design principles, and we
describe important practices for each of them as practical helps
for designing solutions. Each of these design principles and
related practices provide actionable design interventions with
key insights in what an incubator does, but more importantly,
they add understanding of why (and when) incubators can have
an effect on the tenants.
As such, these six design principles form a contribution
to understanding business incubation, which is hindered by the
lack of unified theoretical frameworks. Our results provide a
coherent set of design principles and practices, and the
underlying mechanisms form micro-theories of business
incubation. Next to that, each of the principles have its own
potential to provide new insights. In particular, our study
shows that in a highly institutionalized setting incubation
practices that add to developing legitimacy, as well as
practices that help to familiarize with this setting, are very
important. This calls for further development of these aspects
in research on business incubation, attending to developing
reputation and legitimacy, building on established theories that
address this mechanism already in general (e.g., Cornelissen
& Clarke, 2010; Markard et al., 2016; Suchman, 1995;
Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002).
By choosing the space sector as a specific research
setting we found new practices, pointing at lesser explored
mechanisms. First, the incubator’s support of institutional
market participation plays an important role for new ventures
in accessing rather restricted government-led markets. As a
such, incubators should strengthen their support for brokering
new opportunities and partnerships (e.g., Aernoudt, 2004;
Albort-Morant & Oghazi, 2016). Moreover, a specific practice
in the space sector relates to securing unique data access, such
as data created and owned by ESA, which could be
strengthened as well.
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Moreover, our design principles provide important
practical insights, and they can easily be used by practitioners
to design the own contextual solutions. The six design
principles help to (re)design technology business incubation
programs (see for instance Table 16 for an application to the
three cases). The practices reviewed from the literature and
described from our three cases provide sufficient examples of
how detailed solutions can be designed in a particular context
(Autio et al., 2014; Bamberger, 2008; Garud et al., 2014a). In
particular, the results from this study suggest that business
incubators in highly institutionalized sectors should focus
more on assessing and increasing commercial viability of
products, technologies or services. Moreover, incubators can
help with easy access to test- and development facilities and
focus more on business brokering with companies and
organizations outside the (space) sector to enable a smooth
launch of the incubates. Similarly, the six design principles and
constituent practices can help to (re)design incubation and
technology transfer solutions in other settings.
4.5.3 Limitations and suggestions for further research
This study has two specific limitations that we want to discuss.
First, we only studied three business incubators in two
countries. The variety of mechanisms and practices could be
different across different incubators, also among ESA BICs, as
each of these incubators have their own idiosyncrasies. In
order to establish the empirical generalizability of our findings,
similar studies need to be conducted in other countries, with
different governmental structures, public interests, or space
sector traditions. Second, we focused on the space sector as the
context for our study, and our findings might be particularly
applicable to that sector or sectors with similar characteristics.
Key characteristics of the space sector are the role of
government support and intra-governmental regulations, as
well as the fact that most technology development is mediumto high tech and capital intensive. A comparative analysis with
other similar – as well as dissimilar – sectors and industries is
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important to establish similarities and differences. In
particular, we find that in the space sector mechanisms related
to legitimacy and familiarizing are crucial, given the highly
institutionalized character of this sector. Thus, studying other
technology sectors with much government influence like the
aerospace or energy sector could help to identify the boundary
conditions of our findings and bring deeper understanding to
the identified business incubation design principles.
4.6
Conclusion
This study contributes detailed observations of incubation
practices and provides important pointers to the underlying
theoretical mechanisms found in literature. This study shows
that business incubators facilitate mechanisms related to
entrepreneurial
opportunities,
resources,
networks,
capabilities, and legitimacy. The success of the incubation
process is, therefore, influenced by many aspects, most
importantly by the enactment of incubation practices. The
results of this study point to a need to consider sectoral and
contextual differences in business incubation practices in order
to enrich understanding of technology business incubation.
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Chapter 5: Can incentives build legitimacy?
Industrial dynamics and entrepreneurship in the
Dutch space sector
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Abstract
The objective of this study is to shed light on overcoming
legitimacy problems in high-tech sectors. This study focuses
on the role of public incentives for entrepreneurs in small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). This study hypothesizes
that public subsidies get new entrants better aligned to hightechnology oriented sectors, supporting establishing a
reputation and fostering strategic partnerships with other
companies. Resource acquisition is seen as a key legitimacy
indicator of companies and especially SMEs. This study
analyses the effect of resources acquired via the European
Space Agency (ESA) and national schemes in the Dutch space
sector, in order to support Dutch companies and to shape
opportunities in the space industry. In the case of the Dutch
space sector, it was demonstrated that companies with more
national public funding do have a significant higher chance of
getting ESA contracts, pointing at a positive effect of these
incentive programs on building legitimacy.
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5.1
Introduction
Entrepreneurs in high-tech and science-based sectors
undertake technology and product innovation. As small
companies and new start-ups, they have to establish legitimacy
which in turn serves to attract resources required for survival
and growth (Garud et al., 2014b). Such sectors in particular
feature technology-based venturing, which differs from
mainstream entrepreneurship by emphasizing its focus on
science- and technology-driven innovation as the basis of new
entrepreneurial opportunities (Beckman et al., 2012). Yet,
despite the role of new and innovative start-ups, high-tech
sectors often create multiple barriers for entry for new players,
due to a high emphasis on track record and credibility for
companies.
The notion of entrepreneurial legitimacy is important
here as it “can provide the means by which a nascent
organization becomes an operational organization”
(Tornikoski & Newbert, 2007, p. 314). While well-established
organizations have past performance which provides
legitimacy, others, in particular new ventures, have a
significant need for legitimacy (Dacin et al., 2007). Lacking
legitimacy presents them with difficulties to attract resources
required for survival and growth (Aldrich & Fiol, 1994;
Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). At the
same time, legitimacy is dynamic, as it is neither given nor
purely emergent but created in a collective, social processes
(Johnson et al., 2006), including a wider institutional context
of entrepreneurial organizations and prospective resource
providers (Navis & Glynn, 2010; Markard et al., 2016) .
Countries can support entrepreneurial legitimacy by
providing financial resources for their entrepreneurs (e.g.,
Díez-Martín et al., 2016). Governments have considerable
influence on an industry’s development and companies’
transition trajectories by implementing and or withdrawing
subsidies or by picking national champions (Bohnsack et al.,
2016). Yet, many empirical questions in social science relate
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to the causal effects of programs and policies (Imbens &
Wooldridge, 2009), which have important implications for
policy making. For instance, in innovation-driven countries
(e.g., Switzerland, The Netherlands, Sweden, the United
Kingdom, Finland, Denmark or Germany)7, entrepreneurship
policies may be still driven by and limited to a few high-impact
entrepreneurs (e.g., Acs, 2008). At the same time, in high-tech
sectors the trend has now shifted from science carried out by a
few large firms (Mueller, 2007) to supporting R&D by
regional (small) firms and institutes (Czarnitzki et al., 2007).
The objective of this study is to shed light on what
drives industrial patterns in overcoming the legitimacy
problem for new entrants in a high-tech sector and to further
understanding of the role of public R&D incentives as
resources for entrepreneurial venturing. The argument of this
study is that public subsidies work to get companies (new
entrants and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
aligned to high standards and requirements for industrial
collaboration and help to build up a reputation in high-tech
sectors. Thus, entrepreneurship-oriented public programs and
international participation manage the new venture
entrepreneurial legitimacy dilemma. The main research
question in this study is, therefore: How do the national
industry and entrepreneurship incentive programs support
industrial participation and legitimacy of new entrants,
especially SME’s?
This study focuses on the Dutch space sector and
studies a Dutch industrial participation and incentive program
targeted at increasing the participation of Dutch companies –
with a special focus on SMEs – in this sector. Resource
acquisition is a key legitimacy indicator (Stringfellow et al.,
2014). European states use the European Space Agency
(ESA), an international government organization, as their
7
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at:
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main space industry development and entrepreneurship
enabler. By giving a leading role in industry development in
the hands of an intergovernmental organization, the space
sector has a character of a public driven and highly
institutionalized environment.
Yet, despite the important central top-down influence
from ESA, its member states can also build their own public
programmatic initiatives to support national participation at
ESA and thus influence the competitive environment and their
national industry. Analyzing the industrial performance in
both ESA tenders and national incentives (e.g., preparatory
programs) provides an important indication of the current
trends in entrepreneurship development in the space sector.
This ultimately leads to particular patterns in the redistribution
of public investments into this sector.
The history of the Dutch space industry dates back to
the 1960’s, and its main institutionalization happened in the
early 1980’s when ESA was established as the European space
program and industry development agency together with
another European countries. This study quantitatively analyses
the resources acquired via ESA-contracts by Dutch companies
in the period 2000-2016 and the impact of a public incentive
program implemented between 2003 and 2012. This analysis
provides a deeper insight into the type of actors’ (SME or large
companies) that collaborate with ESA and gives important
insights in the results of national incentives targeted at
increasing the participation of Dutch companies in this sector.
A descriptive analysis of contractual performance of
the Dutch space industry is provided according to the type of
actors and programs involved. Moreover, by applying Tobit
regression analysis (e.g., Tobin, 1958; Hair et al., 1995) this
study tracks the influence of Dutch national incentives in
enabling entry into the sector. This study contributes by testing
the role of public incentives on market participation, thus
shedding light on how these incentives help to overcome the
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legitimacy problem of new ventures and SMEs in high-tech
sectors.
5.2
Theoretical background and hypotheses
5.2.1 Legitimacy for new ventures
Legitimacy is often studied in relation to novelties such as new
ventures, technologies or industries (e.g., Markard et al.,
2016). Traditionally, legitimacy is viewed as “a generalized
perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are
desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially
constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions”
(Suchman, 1995, p. 574). Prior literature on legitimacy already
provides an essential understanding of what entrepreneurs
might do to establish legitimacy for new ventures (Fisher et al.,
2017). According to Fisher's et al. (2017) broad literature
analysis legitimacy mechanisms can be clustered around the
concepts of identity (e.g., storytelling, sensegiving, impression
management, analogies and arguments, cultural agency,
collective framing, or symbolic action), association (e.g.,
organizational ties, top management ties, and individual ties)
and organizations (e.g., internal milestones or structures,
leaders background, and external validation). Respectively,
legitimacy can be enhanced by strategic entrepreneurial
actions related to these legitimacy mechanisms (e.g., Alvarez
& Barney, 2007; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002).
As an example of such strategic actions, Zimmerman
and Zeitz (2002, p. 424) defined four: conformance (adhering
to government rules, norms, ideas, or practices), selection
(e.g., selecting a geographic location, acceptable domains for
product and services), manipulation (e.g., lobbying, changing
existing regulations, altering existing ideas or practices), and
creation (e.g., creating rules and regulations, developing
norms and values, and creating new operating norms, models
or practices). Moreover, Überbacher (2014) systematically
reviewed literature concerned with legitimacy specifically
focused on (nascent) new venture and identified conceptual
gaps in understanding the interaction between actors (new
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ventures or entrepreneurs) and audiences “who control the
legitimation process and who screen new ventures for
legitimate attributes” (Überbacher, 2014, p. 686). According
to Überbacher, there is still a limited understanding of “how
audiences and new venture representative’s motivation
enables and constraints actors in directing legitimation process
in their favor [when] the ability of both parties co-varies with
their skills, experiences, and resources [and] how these are
accumulated and deployed.” (Überbacher, 2014, p. 687).
Entrepreneurial ventures often depend on resources
and support form range of audience, including individual
supporters, venture capital, corporations or government
agencies (Fisher et al., 2017). Especially in high-tech and
science-driven sectors, new as well as well-established entities
may still depend on resources and continuous support by their
environment, for which they require legitimacy (e.g., Pfeffer
& Salancik, 1978). Legitimacy in high-tech sectors thus is cocreated by R&D performers, entrepreneurs, firms, sectoral
ministries, financing agencies, advisory bodies, professional
associations,
and
internationaland
supranational
organizations (e.g., Lemola, 2002, p. 1482). Thus,
governments, entrepreneurs and other parties jointly shape
sectors, in particular through enterprise policy-making and
formulation and configurations of ideas, policy tools, and
resources (Xheneti, 2016). As a result, such sectors often get
the character of a collective enterprise (Vasudeva, 2009) of
entrepreneurs, firms and governments, seeking legitimacy for
new technologies and mobilizing resources necessary for
entrepreneurial growth and survival (Markard et al., 2016).
5.2.2 Public incentives and legitimacy
To stimulate entrepreneurship in high-tech sectors and to help
entrepreneurs overcome legitimacy problems, national
governments often use targeted national-level incentives for
business, technology and innovation support (e.g., Cumming,
2007; Obaji & Olugu, 2014; Preuss, 2011). For example,
objectives of such entrepreneurship- or technology-targeted
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public policies may aim at supporting new entrepreneurs in
their early stage of survival and growth (Martinez, 2009).
Governments design and control regulative instruments to
promote innovation policies on taxation, education,
legislation, employment, and government subsidies. In turn,
these instruments may influence the ability of new
entrepreneurs and SMEs to acquire the resources to create new
businesses (Michael & Pearce, 2009; Ribeiro-Soriano &
Galindo-Martín, 2012). As a such, “it is necessary to ease of
doing business to facilitate entrepreneurial development” (cf.,
Ribeiro-Soriano & Galindo-Martín, 2012, p. 862).
The positive effect of these instruments on
entrepreneurial activity is that the governments co-create an
environment of increased knowledge creation, support of
regional policies, including reduced or coherent regulation
(e.g., Ribeiro-Soriano & Galindo-Martín, 2012: 862). In
contrast, Murdock (2012), in her study on the impact of policy
actions on entrepreneurship found that business regulation
may also have a negative or insignificant impact on
entrepreneurship activity. Nonetheless, the regulative
dimension of the institutional context may influence the ability
of entrepreneurs to acquire the resources to create new
businesses (Busenitz et al., 2000).
Besides providing resources, and maybe more
importantly, such government incentives provide signals that
firms are acting up to certain standards and therefore worth
investing in. Investors and collaborators seek for such signals
(e.g., Moss et al., 2015) to decide where to invest and with
whom to collaborate. For instance, research has shown that
business plans have an important signaling function (Honig &
Karlsson, 2004; Hopp, 2015), and also technology and social
capital have signaling effects (Fisher et al., 2016). In line with
research on signaling, we argue that if new firms get to acquire
public incentives, this helps them to be recognized as a firm
with a decent reputation. This way, these incentives may help
firms to overcome the initial legitimacy problem that faces
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new firms, and they may easier get follow-up contracts (e.g.,
see Chapter 3.6).
This study considers the effects of public technologytargeted roadmap policies when entrepreneurs perceive semipublic sector opportunities and apply confirmation as the
strategic action for increasing their legitimacy in the sector by
participating in incentives for technology development.
National incentive programs thus can support entrepreneurial
legitimacy and industry participation by providing financial
resources for entrepreneurs (Díez-Martín et al., 2016) and may
provide lean signals to others about the reputation of a firm
(Moss et al., 2015). Thus, we hypothesize:
H1: National sector-specific technology incentives
increase legitimacy and resulting participation of SMEs in that
specific sector.
5.2.3 Accumulating legitimacy
Organizations that are well established tend to get resources
easier and better or cheaper. Durand and McGuire (2001)
pointed that the theoretical discussion about legitimacy is
congruent with resource-based theory (e.g., DiMaggio &
Powell, 1983). “A legitimate organization can be defined as
one whose values and actions are congruent with the values
and expectations of its larger environment” (Durand &
McGuire, 2001, p. 166). Following the resource-based
perspective (e.g., Alvarez & Busenitz, 2001; Barney & Wright,
2011; Conner, 1991; Grant, 1999), resources are critical aspect
for industrial partnerships, including the new venture creation
and operation.
Very often the decision of investors on which venture
to fund relies on social relationship and ties (Venkataraman,
1997). Likely, entrepreneurs may possess different
information than those investors and may recognize
opportunities that others do not see (yet) (Shane, 2000). This
information asymmetry problem (e.g., Shane & Cable, 2002)
makes it difficult for new entrepreneurs to obtain external
financing. Increasing and strengthening social ties and
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relationships provides entrepreneurs with attributions of
quality and at the end influence information transfer and
venture capital decisions (Shane & Cable, 2002). Through
acquiring different contracts and collaborating in consortia,
entrepreneurs expand entrepreneurs their networks and as
result legitimacy will be further increased (e.g., see Chapter
3.7).
As soon as new companies have entered a sector, their
legitimacy often starts to increase with accumulation of
contracts as well as partnerships. They can increase their share,
and the better they get established, the more they will get from
the resources and opportunities available (Eckhardt & Shane,
2003; Oliver, 1997).The more resources and contacts they
accumulate, the higher their legitimacy as well as the better
their alignment to sectoral logics typical for the sector (e.g.,
see Chapter 3.6 and 3.7).
This study considers the effects of continued
participation in and selection of programs (e.g., confirmation
and selection as the strategic action) as an indicator of
sustainable participation of entrepreneurs – and especially
SME – in a sector. We argue, that in a high-tech sector new as
well as well-established companies seek sustainable
partnerships and contractual arrangements that also help to
establish, hold or gain more trust and legitimacy. Industrial
organizations, such as for example ESA, provide firms and
entrepreneurs with opportunities for sustainable partnerships
through repeated contracts and continued consortia. Via
repeated participation, entrepreneurs thus can access more and
repeated opportunities for growth and innovation. Based on
our literature review we hypothesize:
H2a: The participation in a particular sector is
influenced by legitimacy built up through the number of
previous participations.
H2b: The participation in a particular sector is
influenced by legitimacy built up through the size of previous
participations.
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5.3
Methods
5.3.1 Research approach
This study represents a multivariate (Tobit) regression analysis
of longitudinal cross-sectional datasets. It analyses the number
and sum of ESA and national incentive contracts that
companies registered between 2014 and 2016. The unit of
analysis of this study are ESA contracts earned by companies
active in the Dutch space sector. A statistical analysis software
and the Tobit regression analysis (i.e., truncated regression of
limited dependent variable) of contractual data is applied to
correlate the effect of longitudinal contractual performance
and the effects of additional incentive programs aiming at
technology support and development, thus, increasing the
legitimacy of companies in the sector.
The Tobit analysis, or the model of limited (truncated)
dependent variable (Amemiya, 1984; Tobin, 1958) is a
frequently used statistical tool for modelling with limited
variables in areas such as econometrics or engineering fields
(Koul et al., 2014). The Tobit technique obviously includes all
observations and “it is assumed that the dependent variable has
a number of its values clustered at a limiting value, usually
zero.” (McDonald & Moffitt, 1980, p. 380). This study applies
a multivariate regression model where the dependent variable
is truncated (Amemiya, 1974; Heckman, 1976), a nonnegative integer value, consisting of the monetary value of all
ESA contracts each unit acquired in a certain year as well as
the total count of contracts allocated per year.
5.3.2 Research setting and data collection
For the purpose of this study, there are three different sources
constituting the main dataset. The first dataset consists of the
total industry contractual redistribution of the Dutch public
budget contribution to ESA between 2000 and 2016. This
dataset includes company name, the type of ESA programs in
which it was contracted, and the amount allocated per each
contract. Figure 7 describes the total contractual distribution to
the Dutch industry via ESA tenders in particular ESA
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programmatic domains between 2000 and 2016. Figure 8
shows the total Dutch annual contribution to ESA budget and
the total ESA contract value distribution to the Dutch industry
between 2000 and 2016. According to the ESA geographic
return principle, the annual member state contribution to ESA
is to be redistributed back to the national industry according to
the amount of the member state’s contribution.
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The second source of the dataset consists of company
contract data in the national roadmap incentive “Preparatory
ESA Program” (PEP). This program was implemented by the
Dutch government between 2003 and 2012 in order to support
and prepare Dutch companies in future ESA projects, to
increase participation in supply chain consortia with other
companies, and to attract new entrants to the space sector.
Figure 9 shows the PEP subsidy distribution according to the
Dutch space sector’s technology road-maps.
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Finally, the third source consists of general company
data. We gathered for each venture data for the type of the
venture according to its size in terms of the number of
employees (e.g., SMEs or large companies) and the year of
establishment of each company to calculate the age of the
venture. This collection was established using information
available from the Amadeus database and registrations with
the Dutch Chamber of Commerce. As company size data
(number of employees) from these databases was not available
for all companies (or not consistently available for the same
year), we combined the data from Amadeus and the Chamber
of Commerce with the crude size classification provided in the
ESA dataset if available, in which most companies were
classified based on its size (SME, Large, or Large System
Integrator-LSI). Thus, each company was classified based on
its size (SME, Large or LSI) among which are 330 SMEs
(below 250 employees).
Figure 10 and 11 show the level of participation (total
financial value of contracts and subsidies) according to the
type of company in ESA programs as well as in the PEP
program. As Figure 10 shows, the financial redistribution via
contracts at ESA is almost evenly distributed between SMEs
and large companies, representing together 71%; with the
important caveat that there are much more SMEs than large
companies, so that in fact SMEs are underrepresented.
Together, Large System Integrators (LSIs) gets 17% and R&D
institutions 11%.
When it comes to incentive redistribution in the PEP
program, LSIs dominate at the level of 41% of the total value,
especially when it comes to the role of prime-contractor of
well-established LSI’s (e.g., the Dutch subsidiary of Airbus
Defence and Space). ESA contractors are almost always a part
of a larger consortia (prime-contractor and sub-contractor
relationship). Figure 12 shows the distribution in consortia or
standalone PEP contractual arrangements. The consortia
arrangements represent 74% of the total number of contracts
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issued between 2003 and 2012. This is partially caused by
explicit requirement for the technology incentive or project, in
order to strengthen cooperation between well-established and
new companies.
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Figure 5.10: Total ESA contract value distribution according
to type of company (2000-2016)
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Figure 5.11: The Preparatory ESA Program (PEP) subsidies
redistribution according to the type of company (2003-2012)
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Figure 5.12: The Preparatory ESA Program (PEP)
contractual arrangements
In a sum, the complete data collection represented
20460 contractual arrangements (observations) with 535
companies and other organizations, counting both ESA and
PEP arrangements between 2000 and 2016. Table 17
summarizes the number of and type of entities, in both ESA
and PEP, including the total Dutch contribution to ESA and
the total distribution of contracts with ESA and PEP
incentives. The participation in ESA General budget program
is separated as this program domain represents very low-level
or non-technology contracts (e.g., cleaning services).
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Table 5.17: The Dutch space industry overview (2000-2016)

Total amount of Dutch budget contributions to ESA (2000-2016)
€ 1.389.740.158
Sum of total ESA contracts between 2000 and 2016
€ 2.097.511.936
€ 1.034.887.895
Sum of total ESA contracts excluding the General budget program
Sum of total PEP subsidies between 2003 and 2012
€ 59.746.459
Total number of contracted companies (ESA and PEP) 2000-2016
535
Number of units for Tobit regression analysis*
419
243
Total excluding ESA General budget program
330
Total SMEs (< 250 employees)
190
SMEs excluding ESA General budget program
82
Total Large (> 251 employees)
46
Large excluding ESA General budget program
7
Total Large system integrators (LSIs)
7
LSIs excluding ESA General budget program
*Excluding R&D institutions, government institutions, non-profit organizations or foundations, and bankrupted companies
until 2017.

After harmonizing and cleaning up the dataset,
including only companies and no semi-government research
centers (R&D institutions) and removing companies that went
bankrupt in this period, the final sample for the Tobit
regression analysis included 419 units and a total of 16125
observations.
5.3.3 Variables
The dependent variable sum of ESA funding 2014-2016 of the
regression analysis represents the total sum of ESA contractual
values (in Euros) earned by each company in period of 20142016. We predicted the sum of ESA funding 2014-2016 first by
variables that relate to the share of the participation of a
company in ESA’s space programs were created. The number
of ESA programs 2000-2013 represents the total count of
programs in which a company got a contract between 2000
through 2013. The sum of ESA funding in 2000-2013 is the
total sum (in Euros) of the contracts that a company earned in
ESA programs in the period 2000 through 2013. The number
of ESA contracts 2000-2013 variable represents the count of
contractual arrangements that each company was granted by
ESA in period of 2000 and 2013.
Moreover, to test for the effect of national incentives
we created two independent variables. The number of PEP
subsidies 2003-2012 is the count of contractual arrangements
that each company was granted during the Dutch national
space sector PEP program from 2000-2013. The sum of PEP
funding 2003-2012 is the sum of contractual values (in Euros)
that a company received via PEP incentives in the period of
2003 and 2012.
Finally, to control for heterogeneity in our sample, we
created control variables for the age and size of the company.
Age represents the age of the company in 2013 and size refers
to the size of the company in classes ranging from 1 to 3 (1 for
SME; 2 for Large companies; 3 for Large System Integrator).
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5.4
Empirical results
The summary of descriptive statistics and correlation matrix of
the predictors and the independent variables is presented in
Table 18. The p-value for the correlations is in all cases smaller
than 0.5. The results of the Tobit regression analysis are
presented in Table 19. The dependent variable for the
regression analysis is sum of ESA funding 2014-2016 which is
the sum of the ESA contractual values in that period. We first
test Hypothesis 1, stating that national sector-specific
technology incentives increase participation of SMEs in that
specific sector. Our results show that the number of PEP
subsidies the firm received in the period 2003-2012 has no
significant relationship with ESA funding. But when it comes
to the sum of PEP funding received by a firm in 2003-2012, it
shows a positive and significant relationship to the dependent
variable (p<0.001). Thus, there is partial support for
hypothesis one, as the sum received through the national
incentive program has an effect on receiving subsequent ESA
funding.
Hypothesis 2 states the participation in a particular
sector is influenced by the number (number of ESA contracts
2000-2013) and size (sum of ESA funding 2000-2013) of
previous participations. Indeed, the results show that both the
number of previous ESA contracts as well as the total sum of
funding through these contracts in 2000-2013 has positive and
significant relationship (p<0.01 and p<0.001) with receiving
ESA contracts in 2014-2016. This lends support to both
Hypothesis 2a (the number of contracts) and Hypothesis 2b
(the sum in these contracts)
Regarding the control variables, the age of the
company shows a negative significant relationship (p<0.01)
with earning ESA contracts in 2014-2016, implying that
younger companies have a higher chance of getting ESA
contracts. When it comes to the size of the company, the
analysis shows a positive and significant relationship to the
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dependent variable (p<0.01) implying that larger firms get
significantly more funding compared to smaller firms.
In sum, if a firm has earned ESA contracts in the past,
this forms a strong predictor for getting contracts in the future.
Moreover, the Dutch Preparatory ESA Program (PEP) funds
companies that later indeed get ESA contracts; yet this effect
does not hold for SMEs (see Table 18 for a robustness check
regression analysis only for SMEs). Established firms in the
sector (according to the contractual performance over the
period 2000-2013) have indeed a higher chance of earning
ESA contracts, but their position is not mainly based on their
age. Yet, company size is an important factor in getting more
and larger ESA contracts, confirming that company size plays
an important aspect in gaining a legitimacy in the sector.
Moreover, visually comparison of the graphs (ESA
programs and PEP programs) with the priorities in the same
period indicates that the Dutch technology roadmaps are
largely in line with the actual contracts earned in this period.
For instance, the roadmap for navigation in 2005-2008 results
also in an increased share in ESA programs for navigation; the
same probably applies for other technology and science
investments. At the same time, analysis observed one
deviation: there were ESA contracts earned in Earth
observation program in the period from 2005-2016, which was
not in a roadmap during that period. It is however difficult to
draw very clear conclusions regarding the fit between the PEP
programs and ESA contracts, as the level of detail in the ESA
contracts is different than in PEP.
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Sum of ESA funding 20142016
2 Age
3 Size
4 Number of ESA programs
2000-20013
5 Number of ESA contracts
2000-2013
6 Sum of ESA funding 20002013
7 Number of PEP subsidies
2003-2012
8 Sum of PEP funding 20032012
N=419

1
23.9
0.5
8.9
7.8
1559367
0
1.1
1223787

21.4
1.2
4.5
4.0
307949
1
0.2
109558

0.1650*

0.1073*

0.4483*
0.8201*

0.2553*

0.2616*

1.0000
0.3897*
0.2561*

2

0.9218*

0.7200*

0.1658*
0.2336*
0.7195*

1
1.0000

0.1790*

0.0992*

0.2859*

0.2571*

1.0000
0.2504*

3

0.6304*

0.5068*

0.8098*

0.9908

1.0000

4

0.6272*

0.4964*

0.8092*

1.0000

5

Table 5.18: Descriptive statistics and correlation matrix

Std. Dev.
4962226

Mean
793989

0.7857*

0.4310*

1.0000

6

1.0000

8

legend: * p<0.05

0.6280*

1.0000

7

419
0.003

8.9e+06**

-1.1e+07*

-2.0e+04
5.1e+06*

Model 2

419
0.029

5.9e+06***

-7.8e+06***

-5.1e+04**
2.4e+06*
5.0e+05***

Model 3

419
0.029

5.9e+06***

-7.8e+06***

5.7e+05***

-5.2e+04**
2.3e+06**

Model 4

419
0.062

3.3e+06***

-2.6e+06***

0.328***

-4.4e+04***
6.9e+05

Model 5

419
0.030

5.8e+06***

-7.8e+06***

8.1e+05

-5.0e+04**
2.4e+06**
4.5e+05***

Model 6

419
0.030

5.8e+06***

-7.8e+06***

8.5e+05

5.1e+05***

-5.1e+04**
2.4e+06**

Model 7

419
0.063

4.5e+06***

-5.4e+06***

2.318***

3.1e+05**

-4.3e+04**
1.8e+06**

Model 9

4.5e+06***

-5.4e+06***

2.311***

-4.2e+04**
1.8e+06**
2.7e+05**

Model 10

419
419
0.042
0.043
legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001

3.2e+06***

-2.7e+06***

5.2e+05

0.313***

-4.4e+04***
7.2e+05

Model 8

Table 5.19: Tobit regression on ESA financial performance in 2014-2016

419
0.000

Statistics
N
r2_p

-6.1e+06*

2.1e+04

9.2e+06**

Age
Size
Number of ESA
programs 200020013
Number of ESA
contracts 20002013
Sum of ESA
funding 2000-2013
Number of PEP
subsidies 20032012
Sum of PEP
funding 2003-2012
Constant

Model 1

Sigma
Constant

7

6

5

4

1
2
3

Variables

5.4.1 Robustness check
In order to check the robustness of the regression analysis
results presented in the previous section, an additional
robustness checks were performed. We tested the effect only
for SMEs (Table 20), limiting the number of units of analysis
only fore SMEs. Analysis shown a negative but significant
effect (p<0.05) between the age of the firm and the sum ESA
funding acquired by the company. The effect of number of ESA
programs remains with a positive significant relationship
(p<0.05). Same applies for sum of ESA funding (p<0.001) and
number of ESA contracts (p<0.05). On the contrary, sum of
PEP funding and number of PEP subsidies do not show a
significant relationship, probably due to the size of the sample
limited only for SMEs.
Secondly, we tested the effects of the regression
analysis excluding the ESA General budget program (Table
21). This program is specific for a low- or non-technology
related contractual arrangements. The control variables of age
and size of the company show no significant relationship.
Positive and significant relationship remains with the number
of ESA programs (p<0.05), sum of ESA funding (p<0.001), and
number of ESA contracts (p>0.05). Furthermore, the sum of
PEP funding remains with significant positive relationship
(p>0.001) while the number of PEP subsidies remains with no
significant relationship. A similar test was performed
including only SMEs (Table 22). The firm age remained with
negative and significant relationship to the dependent variable
(p>0.05). Sum of ESA funding and number of ESA contracts
remain with positive and significant relationship (p>0.001 and
p>0.05). In this case, the number of ESA programs, number of
PEP subsidies and sum of PEP funding remains with no
significant effects.
Finally, we compared the effects of different periods
specific for dependent and independent variables in the
principal regression analysis (Table 23). For this purpose, a
new dependent variable was established, namely the sum of
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ESA funding in the period from 2012 to 2014. The predictors
were accordingly adjusted to present the total sum of
contractual values (sum of ESA funding 2000-2011) and the
total count of contractual arrangements (sum of ESA contracts
2000-2011). According to this analysis, the control variables
of age and size of the firm show no significant relationship.
The number of ESA programs the firm has participated in
2000-2011 has consistently a positive and highly significant
effect (p<0.001) with the main regression analysis. Similar
applies to number of ESA contracts received between 2000 and
2011 (p<0.001). Also the sum of ESA funding (in Euros) that a
firm received during 2000-2011 has still a positive and
significant effect (p<.001). On the other hand, the effect of the
PEP (sum of PEP funding the firm received in 2003-2011) it is
not robust without a significant relationship. This result might
be due to the fact that two years of data (2012-2013) could not
be included in this robustness as the timeframe of dependent
and predictors was moved. The number of PEP subsidies
received between 2003 and 2011 has also in this analysis no
significant relationship with acquiring ESA contracts.
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330
0.010

3.5e+06***

-2.1e+06**

-5.0e+04*
1.8e+05**

Model 2

330
0.010

3.5e+06***

-2.1e+06**

2.1e+05*

-5.1e+04*

Model 3

330
0.026

2.7e+06***

-1.5e+06**

0.343***

-4.0e+04*

Model 4

330
0.010

3.5e+06***

-2.1e+06**

1.4e+05

-5.0e+04*
1.8e+05*

Model 5

330
0.010

3.5e+06***

-2.1e+06**

1.8e+05

2.0e+05*

-5.1e+04*

Model 6

3.5e+06***

-2.1e+06**

0.028

2.1e+05*

-5.1e+04*

Model 8

3.5e+06***

-2.1e+06**

-0.132

-5.0e+04*
1.9e+05*

Model 9

330
330
330
0.026
0.010
0.010
legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001

2.7e+06***

-1.5e+06**

-3.9e+04

0.345***

-4.0e+04*

Model 7

Table 5.20: SMEs-only Tobit regression on ESA financial performance in 2014-2016

330
0.002

Statistics
N
r2_p

-1.8e+06**

-4.5e+04*

3.9e+06***

Age
Number of ESA
programs 2000-20013
Number of ESA
contracts 2000-2013
Sum of ESA funding
2000-2013
Number of PEP
subsidies 2003-2012
Sum of PEP funding
2003-2012
Constant

Model 1

Sigma
Constant

6

5

4

3

1
2

Variables

243
0.003

9.7e+06**

-1.0e+07

1.6e+04
4.6e+06

Model 2

243
0.026

6.6e+06***

-6.8e+06**

-4.0e+04
1.9e+06
5.5e+05**

Model 3

243
0.026

6.6e+06***

-6.8e+06**

5.5e+05**

-4.0e+04
1.9e+06

Model 4

243
0.061

3.6e+06***

-1.8e+06**

0.326***

-4.3e+04***
3.7e+05

Model 5

243
0.027

6.5e+06***

-6.9e+06**

6.9e+05

-4.1e+04
2.1e+06
5.0e+05***

Model 6

243
0.027

6.5e+06***

-6.9e+06**

6.9e+05

5.0e+05***

-4.1e+04
2.1e+06

Model 7

243
0.062

3.5e+06***

-1.9e+06**

4.2e+05

0.313***

-4.4e+04***
4.5e+05

Model 8

243
0.041

4.9e+06***

-4.4e+06***

2.372***

2.9e+05*

-3.6e+04
1.5e+06

Model 9

Table 5.21: Tobit regression on ESA financial performance in 2014-2016, excluding ESA General budget
program

243
0.001

Statistics
N
r2_p

-5.2e+06

5.8e+04

1.0e+07**

Age
Size
Number of ESA
programs 200020013
Number of ESA
contracts 2000-2013
Sum of ESA funding
2000-2013
Number of PEP
subsidies 2003-2012
Sum of PEP funding
2003-2012
Constant

Model 1

Sigma
Constant

7

6

5

4

1
2
3

Variables

243
0.041

4.9e+06***

-4.4e+06***

2.372***

-3.6e+04
1.5e+06
2.9e+05*

Model 10

190
0.007

3.8e+06***

-1.3e+06*

-5.3e+04*
1.8e+05*

Model 2

190
0.008

3.8e+06***

-1.4e+06*

1.5e+05*

-5.2e+04*

Model 3

190
0.024

3.0e+06**

-1.0e+06*

0.333***

-4.1e+04*

Model 4

190
0.007

3.8e+06***

-1.3e+06**

7.0e+04

-5.3e+04*
1.8e+05

Model 5

190
0.008

3.8e+06***

-1.4e+06**

4.3e+04

1.4e+05*

-5.2e+04*

Model 6

3.8e+06***

-1.3e+06*

-0.219

1.5e+05*

-5.2e+04*

Model 8

3.8e+06***

-1.3e+06*

-0.113

-5.3e+04*
1.9e+05

Model 9

190
190
190
0.024
0.008
0.007
legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001

3.0e+06**

-9.5e+05*

-1.5e+05

0.342***

-4.0e+04*

Model 7

Table 5.22: SMEs-only Tobit regression on ESA financial performance in 2014-2016, excluding ESA
General budget program

190
0.001

Statistics
N
r2_p

-9.6e+05*

-4.5e+04

4.2e+06***

Age
Number of ESA programs
2000-20013
Number of ESA contracts
2000-2013
Sum of ESA funding 20002013
Number of PEP subsidies
2003-2012
Sum of PEP funding 20032012
Constant

Model 1

Sigma
Constant

6

5

4

3

1
2

Variables

419
0.003

9.5e+06***

-1.2e+07**

3599.670
4.4e+06*

Model 2

419
0.029

6.4e+06***

-7.9e+06***

-4.4e+04
1.9e+06*
5.7e+05***

Model 3

419
0.029

6.4e+06***

-7.9e+06***

5.7e+05***

-4.4e+04
1.9e+06*

Model 4

419
0.039

5.1e+06***

-4.1e+06***

0.384***

-4.4e+04*
8.2e+05

Model 5

419
0.029

6.4e+06***

-8.0e+06***

5368.343

-4.4e+04
1.9e+06*
5.7e+05***

Model 6

419
0.029

6.4e+06***

-8.0e+06***

5368.343

5.7e+05***

-4.4e+04
1.9e+06*

Model 7

419
0.039

419
0.030

6.4e+06***

-7.7e+06***

0.361

5.3e+05***

-4.3e+04
1.9e+06

Model 9

419
0.030

6.4e+06***

-7.7e+06***

0.361

4.3e+04
1.9e+06
5.3e+05***

Model 10

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001

5.1e+06***

-4.1e+06***

7.5e+04

0.382***

-4.4e+04*
8.2e+05

Model 8

Table 5.23: Tobit regression on ESA financial performance in 2012-2014

419
0.000

Statistics
N
r2_p

-7.0e+06***

3.7e+04

9.8e+06***

Age
Size
Number of ESA
programs 2000-20011
Number of ESA
contracts 2000-2011
Sum of ESA funding
2000-2011
Number of PEP
subsidies 2003-2011
Sum of PEP funding
2003-2011
Constant

Model 1

Sigma
Constant

7

6

5

4

1
2
3

Variables

5.5
Discussion
The objective of this study was to shed light on the role of
public incentives and company track records in industry
participation, as this could help to better understand what helps
to overcome the legitimacy problem for new entrepreneurs.
This study focused on technology-based venturing where
science, technology and innovation are the basis for
entrepreneurial opportunities (Beckman et al., 2012). We
argued that public subsidies get new entrants better aligned to
high-technology oriented sectors, supporting establishing a
reputation and strategic partnerships with other companies.
The resource acquisition through public incentives and ESA
was seen as a key legitimacy indicator (e.g., Stringfellow et al.,
2014), for companies and especially SMEs, in the high-tech
space sector. This study supports the notion that legitimacy is
created in collective social processes (Johnson et al., 2006),
including a wider institutional context of entrepreneurial
organizations (Navis & Glynn, 2010; Markard et al., 2016). In
the case of the space sector, governments have a considerable
influence on industry development by providing financial
resources for entrepreneurs (Díez-Martín et al., 2016). For the
purpose of this study we collected and analyzed a dataset
capturing Dutch industry performance in ESA and in the Dutch
PEP incentive program between 2000 and 2016.
The main question was how the national industry and
entrepreneurship incentive programs support industrial
participation and legitimacy of new entrants, especially
SME’s. We focused on new ventures and SMEs that are in a
need for support in transiting from a nascent organization to an
operational organization (Tornikoski & Newbert, 2007). The
first hypothesis of this study proposed that the national roadmap incentives increase participation of SMEs in high-tech
sector. Application of such public instruments creates
opportunities that help entrepreneurs to align with a certain
institutional environment. The space sector has shown a
significant level of confirmation strategies (see Chapter 3.7)
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towards the institutional context, such as consortia
participation between new and established companies. This is
a result of the traditional way of how resources are
redistributed and the role that company track records play in
getting new contracts, giving a preference to establish a
consortium of companies around the projects. Furthermore,
the national incentive (PEP) dataset showed a high number of
consortia between large companies and SMEs in contractual
arrangements, supported by the rules of the incentive
redistribution. Thus, the Dutch government incentive program
demonstrated that government incentives can help to shift
focus from solely large companies to partnerships that include
SMEs (Mueller, 2007; Czarnitzki et al., 2007).
Governments, therefore, create public instruments to
overcoming constraining factors for resource acquisition for
new entrants and SMEs (e.g., Cumming, 2007; Obaji & Olugu,
2014; Preuss, 2011). Furthermore, such technology incentives
provide entrepreneurs with a signaling function, and signal
legitimacy for instance towards potential investors and
customers (cf., Honig & Karlsson, 2004; Hopp, 2015). We
argued that if new firms get to acquire public incentives, this
helps them to be recognized as a firm with a decent reputation.
The regression analysis considering the impact of preparatory
program PEP and the performance of companies in ESA
programs confirmed this hypothesis when it comes to the sum
of PEP funding a company received.
This study supports the notion that organizations that
are better established acquire resources easier. As soon as a
company enters the sector is in need to get aligned to the
industrial norms and social structure in order to gain resources
(Eckhardt & Shane, 2003; Oliver, 1997). This study assumed
that gaining legitimacy in a high-tech sector is based on a
company’s track record: previous contracts thus should
increase the legitimacy and reputation of a certain company.
Furthermore, strengthening social ties and relationships
between industrial organizations and entrepreneurs via
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repeated participation provides, especially for SMEs, an
attribution of quality which increases ability for venture capital
or new opportunities (Shane & Cable, 2002). Therefore, the
second hypothesis argued that participation in (ESA) programs
is predicted by previous participations. The analysis
demonstrated that there is indeed a positive effect of the
contractual performance of companies in previous years.
Similarly, the analysis had shown that the total size of the
contracts a company acquired, influenced the chance of getting
subsequent contracts. Thus, companies that have participated
in ESA tenders before have a higher chance of getting
subsequent ESA contracts. This study indicates that
confirmation strategic actions (Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002)
increase the venture’ legitimacy in the institutional context
defined by ESA, as companies that align to the sector and get
subsidies and partnerships are able to get subsequent ESA
contracts.
Finally, this study showed that established firms have
indeed a higher chance of earning contracts, but their position
may not be mainly based on their age but on the capability to
continue their contractual performance. According to the
analysis, a higher age of the company means a lower
performance in terms of financial value of the contracts. This
could be an effect of the diversification of markets and lack of
manipulation and creation as the strategic actions (Zimmerman
and Zeitz, 2002) by these firms. Rather than keeping or
increasing the contractual participation in institutional
markets, the venture focuses on transferring of gaining
knowledge and using its experience and reputation in other
fields of technology and product development. In other words,
companies established their legitimacy by successfully
attracting resources for survival and growth (Garud et al.,
2014b).
5.5.1 Practical Implications
This study explored the industrial dynamics of the high-tech
(institutional) space sector of The Netherlands and studied the
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effect of national incentives in support of entrepreneurship in
this sector. It illustrated that legitimacy in high-tech sectors is
co-created by multiple actors, including government and
entrepreneurs (e.g., Lemola, 2002). This study indicates that
entrepreneurs, SMEs as well as well-established companies,
may depend on resources and support from the institutional
environment (Fisher et al., 2017). These resources are
necessary in order to overcome the institutional environmentor technology-specific constraining factors of legitimizing
themselves in the sector (e.g., Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978).
Countries, together with other international governmental
organizations, that seek more entrepreneurship in a high-tech
sectors may allocate more financial and diverse resources
available for their entrepreneurs (Díez-Martín et al., 2016) to
overcome such constraints. Thus, it is important to realize the
important role of government instruments as key resource
providers in the process of legitimizing and during the early
stage of venturing or technology development. Overall, the
data analysis provides a deeper insight in what drives company
participation in the form of contract size and number of
contracts in a high-tech sector. For practitioners such are
government agencies and policy makers, this study provides
proof of significant influence of incentive programs for
entrepreneurial legitimacy. For entrepreneurs, this study
showed that it may be important to capture ‘preparation’
subsidies in order to build legitimacy and line up for larger
programs.
5.5.2 Limitations and future research
The first limitation of this study is that it is based on companies
active in the space sector in a single-country setting (The
Netherlands), with its own peculiarities. Similar studies in
different countries should be performed in order to test the
external validity of our findings, which may also result in more
generalizable practical implications for entrepreneurs and
policy-makers. Especially countries that have similar public
incentive policies may be of a special interest.
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The second limitation is in the selection of only one
type of high-tech sector where the country performs its public
policies and incentives. For getting at more generalizable
conclusions, other high-tech sectors with a significant
institutional influence of public policies may be suitable.
These sectors may be for example the defense or aircraft
industries.
5.6
Conclusion
This study explored how public policies and previous
industrial performance of companies’ impact legitimacy in a
high-tech entrepreneurial environment. In the case of the
Dutch space sector, it was shown that capturing available
resources does have a significant effect on entrepreneurial
legitimacy and in creating more entrepreneurial opportunities.
Governments and entrepreneurs co-create their national
sectors, especially the high-tech space sector, when taking into
account the context of enterprise and technology policymaking and resources provided by domestic and international
actors.
By giving a leading role in industry development in the
hands of an intergovernmental organization (ESA), the space
sector has a character of a public driven and highly
institutionalized environment. In a such environment, the
legitimization process of new ventures can be very
challenging. Entrepreneurial policies, in the form of
technology-oriented financial incentives together with
previous participation in (ESA) programs, shape
entrepreneurship and significantly influence the legitimacy of
new ventures that enter the sector and want to become an
operative organization.
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Chapter 6: Discussion and conclusion
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6.1
Discussion
The main objective of this study was to deepen understanding
of the European space sector, as a high-tech industry, in
relation to entrepreneurship and business venturing, with a
special focus on small and medium size enterprises (SMEs) in
The Netherlands. This study showed that established actors in
the space sector highly emphasize credibility and compliance
to high standards of companies, which creates barriers for new
entrants. In turn, small companies, and especially new ventures
and start-ups, are in a special need for legitimacy to attract
resources necessary for survival and growth. Furthermore, in
the space sector as a high-tech and highly institutionalized
sector, national and international organizations – probably
unintentionally – create multiple barriers for innovation as
well as entry into the sector by controlling regulative
instruments, or by regulating access to resources and business
opportunities. Therefore, this study took into account the
impact of a broad spectrum of actors, including national
agencies, ESA and entrepreneurs, and set out to provide a
picture of the sectoral logics and the constraining factors for
entrepreneurs and the entrepreneurial actions as responses to
these factors.
Currently, the European space sector is rather limited
to a few large companies (or LSIs) and relatively few SMEs.
Yet, there is a trend in high-tech sectors to support more SMEs
as they are important to bring breakthrough innovations. Given
the focus on LSIs in the space sector, the level of ‘independent’
innovation and entrepreneurship is under debate. This study
argued that entrepreneurial potential could be unleashed by
targeted measures to facilitate entrepreneurship, business
development and innovation. The main research question was
thus formulated as: How does institutionalization impact
entrepreneurship in the context of the Dutch space sector, and
how can entrepreneurship be enhanced in this sector?
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To answer the main research question, four subquestions were specified in the studies presented in Chapters 2
to 5:
(1) How is the European space policy (the macroperspective of the space sector) framed and what
are the strategic and motivation elements for
performing public space investments?
(2) How do sectoral logics in the space sector enable
and constrain entrepreneurial action and what
practices do entrepreneurs employ in dealing with
such logics?
(3) What are the key elements of design principles for
business incubation according to the literature and
how are these design principles contextualized in
space sector incubation practices?
(4) How do the national industry and entrepreneurship
incentive
programs
support
industrial
participation and legitimacy of new entrants,
especially SME’s?
The final chapter of this PhD study will first answer the subquestions based on the results of the four studies. This will be
followed by a discussion on the theoretical contributions, as
well as practical and policy implications. Lastly, this
discussion will address limitations of the study and will
provide suggestion for further research.
6.1.1 Main findings and answers to the sub-questions
The first study, presented in Chapter 2, explored how
European public space policies are framed and what the
strategic motivators are for space investments in different
European countries. The analysis was performed at the level
of ESA member states’ governance structures and space
strategies, including a picture of industry concentration ratios
for each member state. The European space sector is becoming
more and more mature and acts as multiplier in other policy
areas, such as security and defense, transport and
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communications, energy or international cooperation (for
more details see Chapter 2.4.2) (e.g., Schrogl et al., 2009). This
study found that when it comes to motivation for space
activities and redistribution of public resources, the ESA and
current national space activities reflect the tension and
consensus between the country’s ministries responsible for
space and the national space implementing entities (agency,
office, or department unit). Furthermore, economic and
business development policies are of large importance when it
comes to policy motivations for space. Industrial
competitiveness, technology development, together with job
creation and international cooperation are strategically framed
in public policies in almost all member states of ESA.
Knowing the industry concentration ration of ESA
member states provided an additional tool for developing a
more generalizable understanding of the European space
sector’s patterns. Considering the policy implications, the lack
of developing an industry concentration may be based on
strategic choices made by responsible public entities, or by the
regional division of a state, including the redistribution of
resources. Some member states prefer space technology as a
tool to support non-space industries, resulting in lower space
industry concentration, as they see space technology
development mainly as technology transfer to other domains.
Some states depend on a few companies or research institutes,
and some may lack a track record of entrepreneurship in the
space sector. As a consequence, these countries are in favor for
more but smaller contractual arrangements, especially when it
comes to ESA tenders.
The second, empirical, study of this PhD thesis
(Chapter 3) responded to the need for a contextualized
understanding of entrepreneurship in the space sector by
studying how sectoral logics enable and constrain
entrepreneurial action and what practices entrepreneurs
employ in dealing with such logics. This study uncovered
sectoral logics (i.e., market, product development and
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company capability logics) and entrepreneurial practices (i.e.,
vertical collaboration with governments and ESA, power
lobbying, joining forces via horizontal collaboration,
knowledge gathering and horizontal networking, and
sheltering) which provide the landscape where policy-makers
can act upon, if they want to change the contours of the sector.
For entrepreneurs, and especially for SMEs and start-ups, the
description of sectoral logics and practices help them to craft a
position in the context of a very complex and highly regulated
high-tech sector. This study showed that the entrepreneurial
responses to sectoral logics mostly respond to the need of
establishing entrepreneurial legitimacy, preferably following
the strategies of conformance to the sectoral logics (cf.,
Suchman, 1995; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). Entrepreneurs
from this group of ventures preferably join forces with larger
organizations and thus garner power and legitimacy to shape
their own opportunities (e.g., Johannisson et al., 2002;
Kalantaridis, 2014). To become a legitimate actor in the sector,
new ventures and start-ups regularly seek shelter, usually in
collaboration with existing business incubation centers.
Therefore, the objective of the third study (Chapter 4)
was to provide in-depth understanding of existing business
incubation practices and mechanisms in three different
technology incubators in The Netherlands and the United
Kingdom. By applying a design-science approach including
empirical analysis of interviews and combining it with an
extensive literature analysis, this third study provided
comprehensive examples of the key elements of design
principles for business incubation. The results from this study
suggested that business incubators in the space sector should
focus more on helping assessing and increasing commercial
viability of products, technologies or services incubated.
Incubators may play at the same time an important role in
accessing technology facilities and could focus more on
business brokering also outside the space sector.
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Six design principles typical for business incubation
were identified: (1) generating awareness for new
entrepreneurial opportunities, (2) increasing product
development capability and providing resource access, (3)
developing venture skills, (4) enhancing collaborative
networking, (5) familiarizing with norms and exemplars for
successful venturing, and (6) developing company reputation
and product legitimacy. Besides giving a comprehensive
overview of business incubation design principles and
underlying mechanisms for the space sector, these design
principles and constituent practices can help to (re)design
incubation and technology transfer solutions also in other
settings.
Finally, the fourth study (Chapter 5) shed light on the
role of public incentives and company track records in industry
participation, which in particular facilitates to better
understand what helps to overcome the legitimacy problem for
new entrepreneurs, start-ups and SMEs. This study argued that
public subsidies get new entrants better aligned with the
sectors’ requirements, and support establishing a reputation
and strategic partnerships with other entrepreneurs. The key
legitimacy indicator (e.g., Stringfellow et al., 2014) was the
level of contract acquisition through ESA. Through national
incentive programs governments have a considerable
influence on industry development by providing financial
resources for entrepreneurship (e.g., Díez-Martín et al., 2016).
Thus, this study provided a quantitative regression analysis of
16 years of the Dutch industry participation in ESA and the
influence of national incentive programs on this participation.
The results indicated that entrepreneurs, including
SMEs, as well as well-established companies, in the high-tech
sectors may partly depend on resources and support from the
institutional environment. These resources help to overcome
the institutional environment and technology-specific
constraining factors in legitimizing ventures in the sector. For
overcoming the constraining factors, this supported the notion
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that countries, regardless the participation in other
entrepreneurial institutions such as ESA, may allocate more
financial and other resources available for their entrepreneurs
if they want to increase industry participation in sectors like
the space sector (e.g., Díez-Martín et al., 2016). By empirically
testing three hypotheses considering the effects of previous
participation in ESA tenders and in national incentives, this
study showed that incentive programs do have a significant
effect on entrepreneurial legitimacy in high-tech sectors, and
especially in the space sector.
In a sum, this dissertation showed that strategic
objectives across national policies focus on job creation,
industrial competitiveness, knowledge and technology
transfer, and innovation. The redistribution of public resources
is aimed at supporting business venturing and creating new
entrepreneurial opportunities. Moreover, Chapter 3 pointed at
multiple sectoral logics, related to the market, product
development, and company capabilities, that constrain
entrepreneurs but also might sometimes enable new venturing.
This study found that entrepreneurs in the early stage of the
venture rather comply to the prevailing logics or seek for a
shelter from other (incubating) organizations. Regarding such
shelter, especially in the space sector, incubators could focus
more on commercial aspects, providing more business
mentoring and create more easily accessible facilities
necessary for technology development. Finally, the public
incentives in technology and membership in international
organizations such as ESA, do impact legitimacy for business
venturing and resulting industrial participation.
6.1.2 Theoretical contributions
This PhD study builds on and contributes to several theoretical
concepts in studying entrepreneurship in high-tech sectors,
such as framing theory, the role of the institutional context and
logics, business incubation practices, and the concept of
entrepreneurial legitimacy.
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First, to understand how public policies in the space
sector can be interpreted, this study considered framing theory
(Baumgartner, 2015; Mörth, 2000; Sabatier, 2011; Wallace &
Young, 1997). Cognitive or normative frames are associated
with the capacity to make sense of the world, established
interactions in society and define the limits of social
interaction (e.g., Surel, 2000). This theory was applied to the
space sector in order to understand different discourses that are
shaping policy outcomes and are further shaped by plethora of
actors (e.g., Baumgartner & Mahoney, 2008; Sabatier, 2011),
including the ESA member states and their space
administrations. ESA, as the responsible organization for
European space policy and industry development (European
Space Agency, 2003) applies mechanisms to support European
space program development, industry and entrepreneurship.
This study assumed that ESA acts as an ‘agency’ securing
services and resources and reducing the uncertainty in the
sector (e.g., Ross, 1973; Shapiro, 2005). ESA’s role is to
implement its rules and practices, as defined for example in the
ESA Convention, ministerial conferences or decisions made
by the ESA Industrial Policy Committee. Thus, ESA can
significantly influence business and technology development,
as well as the integration of new entrepreneurial players, and
ideas for innovation and technology transfer.
Second, this PhD study responded to the call to
contextualize entrepreneurial theories and to search for
sectoral factors that shape entrepreneurial variation (e.g.,
Zahra, 2007; Welter, 2011). In doing so, the empirical study
presented in Chapter 3 followed the strategy of direct
observation and analysis of contextual effects (e.g., Garud et
al., 2014a; Rousseau & Fried, 2001) with an emphasis on
institutional logics theory (Greenwood et al., 2010; Reay &
Hinings, 2009; Thornton et al., 2012). We found that
entrepreneurial opportunity discovery and opportunity
creation (e.g., Alvarez & Barney, 2007; Sarasvathy & Dew,
2005) are very different for small firms and large firms in the
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context of the European space sector. The study found that the
current sectoral logics (aggregated around market, product
development and company capabilities dimensions) sustain
the existing sectoral layout and that a breakthrough of start-ups
in this setting is unlikely. SMEs and start-ups may not have the
capability to conform to the high standards, do not have the
necessary track record, or resources to participate in ESA
tenders in a leadership role. To overcome these constraining
factors, organizations such as ESA or national administrations
create shelter organizations for early ventures and start-ups in
the form of business incubation centers.
Third, giving the important role of sheltering from
constraining aspects for early ventures and start-ups, the third
study contributed by providing a comprehensive and unifying
overview of concepts of business incubation practices. A broad
literature analysis was performed and was synthetized in a
comprehensive set of six clusters of practices underlying the
theoretical mechanisms that could integrate different streams
of literature, research paradigms and traditions (cf., Van Burg
& Romme, 2014). Each of these six clusters of practices gives
understanding of why (and when) incubators can have an
effect on the tenants (e.g., Hackett & Dilts, 2008; Schwartz &
Hornych, 2010; Soetanto & Jack, 2013). In particular, this
empirical study shown that in a highly institutionalized setting
incubation practices help to familiarize with norms and
exemplars (e.g., Sarasvathy & Dew, 2005; Scillitoe &
Chakrabarti, 2010) and to develop legitimacy (e.g.,
Cornelissen & Clarke, 2010; Markard et al., 2016; Zimmerman
& Zeitz, 2002).
The focus of the last empirical study was on new
ventures and SMEs that are in a need for support in transiting
from a nascent organization to an operational organization
(Tornikoski & Newbert, 2007). As soon as a company enters
the space sector – or other high-tech sectors – it is in a need to
get aligned with the industrial norms and social structures in
order to gain resources (Eckhardt & Shane, 2003; Oliver,
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1997). This study primarily tested the effect of firm size, firm
age, and the effect of national incentive programs. This fourth
empirical study indicated that confirmation as a strategic
action (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002) increases the legitimacy of
a venture in institutional context defined by ESA. Companies
that align to the sector and get subsidies and partnerships are
able to get subsequent ESA contracts. This study supported the
notion that legitimacy is created in a collective social processes
(e.g., Johnson et al., 2006) including a wider institutional
context of entrepreneurial organizations (e.g., Markard et al.,
2016). Governments and their public policies play significant
role in overcoming constraining factors for resource
acquisition for new entrants and SMEs (e.g., Obaji & Olugu,
2014; Preuss, 2011). In particular, the Dutch government
subsidies in the space sector appear to help to shift focus from
solely large companies to partnerships that include more SMEs
(e.g., Mueller, 2007; Czarnitzki et al., 2007).
6.1.3 Practical and policy insights
This PhD study provides important insights for
entrepreneurship in the space sector, both for entrepreneurs as
well as for policy makers. The practical insights of the study
presented in Chapter 2 are as follows. The current activities
under the ESA institutional environment reflect the tension
and consensus between its actors: the ministries responsible
for space and the national space implementing entities. As the
importance of space for industry grows, a shift of
responsibilities to the ministry dealing with economy or
industrial competitiveness and innovation is observed. When
it comes to space administration at the public level, three types
of implementing entities are found: space agency, office or
department unit. The choice varies according to the member
states’ needs and maturity of their space sector, including
public priorities and traditions in governance models. The
common denominator is the existence of a government entity
to which the ministerial level delegates a number of space
related responsibilities and objectives. The second part of
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Chapter 2 focused on the priorities of ESA member states.
These have been framed to cover three thematic areas: priority
areas for space; the areas of sustainability; and motivation for
space. Space strategy, traditionally used for framing the space
public policies, is either published and communicated in a
dedicated strategic document or is framed as a part of a larger
national science/technology/innovation or research and
development policy. Examining the industrial participation of
member states industries in ESA tenders provided an
indication of the member states’ industry capabilities and
structure (see Chapter 5 in more details considering The
Netherlands). Additionally, it can be used to show the extent
of market control of the largest firm in ESA public tendering
and in each member state. Since the ESA is the largest public
tender it provides information on how ESA’s policy decisions
can affect the industrial structure in Europe.
Chapter 3 has practical implications related to the
uncovered sectoral logics and entrepreneurial practices that
have shaped and still shape this high-tech sector. For policy
makers, these sectoral logics and entrepreneurial practices
provide the landscape they can act upon; if they want to change
the contours of the sector, these logics need to be targeted. As
pointed out by Doblinger et al. (2016), governments’ decisions
affect the firm-level innovativeness by using various supplypush and demand-pull instruments (e.g., the product incentive
logics hereby identified by a financial support for certain
preferred technologies). For entrepreneurs, the description of
sectoral logics and entrepreneurial practices provided in this
Chapter is helpful to devise strategies in how to craft a position
in this complex and highly regulated sector.
Following a science-based design approach, Chapter 4
provided a comprehensive overview of design principles for
business incubation programs, which can help to (re)design
technology business incubation programs. The practices
reviewed from the literature and described from our three cases
provide sufficient examples of how detailed solutions can be
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designed in a particular context (Autio et al., 2014; Bamberger,
2008; Garud et al., 2014a). In more detail, the results from this
study suggest that business incubators, in the particular context
of the space sector, but maybe also in other highly
institutionalized sectors, should focus more on assessing and
increasing commercial viability of products, technologies or
services incubated. Moreover, incubators can do more to help
with easy access to test- and development facilities and focus
more on business brokering with companies and organizations
outside the traditional (space) sector to enable a smooth launch
of the incubates. Similarly, the six design principles and
constituent practices can help to (re)design incubation and
technology transfer solutions in other settings.
Finally, the practical implications of the last empirical
study presented in Chapter 5 are as follows. This study
explored the industrial dynamics of the high-tech
(institutional) space sector of The Netherlands and studied the
effect of national incentives in support of entrepreneurship in
this sector. It illustrated that legitimacy in high-tech sectors is
co-created by a multiple actors, including government and
entrepreneurs (e.g., Lemola, 2002). This study indicates that
entrepreneurs, SMEs as well as well-established companies,
may depend on resources and support from the institutional
environment (Fisher et al., 2017). These resources are
necessary in order to overcome the institutional environmentor technology-specific constraining factors of legitimizing
themselves in the sector (e.g., Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978).
Countries, together with other international governmental
organizations that seek more entrepreneurship in a high-tech
sectors may allocate more financial and diverse resources
available for their entrepreneurs (Díez-Martín et al., 2016) to
overcome such constraints. Thus, it is important to realize the
important role of government instruments as key resource
providers in the process of legitimizing and during the early
stage of venturing or technology development. Overall, the
data analysis provides a deeper insight in what drives company
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participation in the form of contract size and number of
contracts in a high-tech sector. For practitioners such are
government agencies and policy makers, this study provides
proof of significant influence of incentive programs for
entrepreneurial legitimacy. For entrepreneurs, this study
showed that it may be important to capture ‘preparation’
subsidies in order to build legitimacy and line up for larger
programs.
In sum, the space sector is an example of traditional,
focused, mission-oriented programs when it comes to public
high-tech policy (Ergas, 1987). Only recently there has been a
change towards more diffusion-oriented programs, targeting
broad technology adjustment policies to other industries, using
for example space applications and technologies for spin-out
into other industries (e.g., agriculture, energy, maritime,
transport etc.). As a result, the current European space sector
has the character of a collective enterprise (Vasudeva, 2009)
of entrepreneurs, firms and governments, seeking legitimacy
for new technologies and mobilizing resources necessary for
entrepreneurial growth and survival (Markard et al., 2016). By
considering this character of the European space sector,
entrepreneurs are better able to decide whether and how they
want to be active in this particular industry.
6.1.4 Limitations and suggestions for further research
Each empirical study herein presented has its respective
limitations, and here we review the most important limitations
and provide pointers for further research. First, in principle, it
is difficult to make a generalizable conclusion for the space
sector as a whole by analyzing only a few countries of a very
broad spectrum of states and actors. For this reason, similar
studies need to be conducted in other countries with different
governance structures, public interests, or space sector
traditions. For instance, the sectoral logics or business
incubation mechanisms may vary across ESA member states.
Second, this study tried to reconstruct institutional
logics in relation to entrepreneurship in the space sector, but it
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did not systematically incorporate the longitudinal elements of
institutionalization processes, especially in Chapter 3. This
points at the need for more research in exploring the origins as
well as the maintenance practices for each of the sectoral
logics. The space sector is a very specific setting, with a highly
government-driven and regulated character. A comparative
analysis with other similar and dis-similar settings, such as
aerospace, military and defense, atomic energy sectors or more
commercially driven
sectors such
as
transport,
communications or social care, is of high importance.
Last but not least, the quantitative analysis presented in
Chapter 5 is only based on companies active in a singlecountry setting (The Netherlands). Similar studies in another
ESA member states should be performed to test the external
validity of the findings. Especially countries that have similar
public incentives may be of a special interest.
6.2
Conclusion
This dissertation explored how context and institutional
environment, defined by sectoral logics and practices, as well
as previous performance of companies, impact
entrepreneurship in a high-tech and highly institutionalized
environment. Policies and sectoral practices, including
participation in international government organizations
responsible for redistribution of public resources (such as
ESA), shape together entrepreneurship and jointly influence
the legitimacy of new ventures. European actors, including
ESA, national space agencies and other relevant organizations
active in the sector, have to accommodate to the different
needs, interests and capabilities of a larger and more
heterogeneous set of member states and their particular space
industries. This study showed that in the space sector the
identification, creation and exploitation of entrepreneurial
opportunities is radically different for new entrepreneurs
compared to those running already well-established
companies. The success of incubation for new businesses is
influenced by many aspects related to a set of key incubation
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design principles. Furthermore, the access to resources and the
reputation of the company plays significant role in becoming
a legitimate partner. Notwithstanding constraints for
entrepreneurship, the space sector plays an important role in
innovation, and spill-over from space to another sectors. This
gives important opportunities for technology transfer and
incubation of new businesses and ideas in the future.
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Appendix 1
Info Notes on The Netherlands8
Space tradition and governance
The Netherlands has a long track record of involvement in
European space activities and has collaborated on international
space activities since the 1960’s (member of ELDO and
ESRO). The country is a founding member state of ESA with
ratification of the Convention in February 1979. Since 1974,
the country belongs to the group of space faring nations. The
first national astronaut flew into space in 1985.
The Netherlands has adopted a national space public
law in 20069. The country has ratified all five UN Space
Treaties as well as the ITU Constitution and Convention10.
Since 1977 it is a member of the UN COPUOS. The
Netherlands is signatory to several international export control
and missile proliferation regimes such as the Nuclear Test Ban
Treaty11, the Missile Technology Control Regime12, the

8

European Space Agency. (2017). ESA member states strategies and
plans – Countries overview. ESA/C(2017)109. Paris: European Space
Agency, 60 p.
9
United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs. (2017). National space
law
database:
The
Netherlands.
Accessible
at:
http://www.oosa.unvienna.org/oosa/en/SpaceLaw/national/spain/royal_de
cree_278_1995E.html (last visit: June 2017).
10
United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs. (2017). Status of
international agreements relating to activities in outer space as at 1
January 2017.
Accessible
at:
http://www.unoosa.org/documents/pdf/spacelaw/treatystatus/AC105_C2_
2017_CRP07E.pdf (last visit: June 2017).
11
Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. (2017). Status of signature and
ratification. Accessible at:
https://www.ctbto.org/the-treaty/status-of-signature-and-ratification/ (last
visit: June 2017).
12
Missile Technology Control Regime. (2017). Partners. Accessible at:
http://mtcr.info/partners/ (last visit: June 2017).
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Wassenaar Arrangement13, or the Hague Code of Conduct
against Ballistic Missile Proliferation14. The country is a
member of EU (EEC-1957), EUMETSAT (1984) and a
founding member of NATO (1949). The Dutch Parliament is
not a member of the European Interparliamentary Space
Conference (EISC)15. The country hosts the ESA European
Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC).
The responsible governmental entity for implementing
Dutch space activities is the Netherlands Space Office
(NSO)16, for which the Ministry of Economic Affairs is
responsible for. In 2008, the Dutch Space Office (NSO) was
established according to an agreement between the Ministry of
Economic Affairs, Ministry of Education, Culture and
Science, Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment and the
Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO). The
director of the NSO reports to the steering committee of these
ministries. NSO acts as the national space agency for space
affairs and is responsible for managing international activities
as well as acting as a point of contact for the national space
community. NSO is responsible for the management of
multilateral and national space science and technology
programs, user programs for the application of earth
observation data and other national and multinational
activities. NSO implements its functions mostly through ESA
contributions and national programs.
Space strategy
13

Wassenaar Arrangement: Participating States. (2017). Accessible at:
http://www.wassenaar.org/participating-states/ (last visit: June 2017).
14
The Hague Code of Conduct against Ballistic Missile Proliferation
(2017).
Subscribing
States.
Accessible
at:
http://www.hcoc.at/?tab=subscribing_states&page=subscribing_states
(last visit: June 2017).
15
European Interparliamentary Space Conference. (2017). Members.
Accessible at: https://eisc-europa.eu/about-eisc/members (last
visit: June 2017).
16
Netherlands
Space
Office
(NSO):
Accessible
at:.
http://www.spaceoffice.nl/ (last visit: June 2017).
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The core objective of The Netherlands Space Policy is to
contribute to the establishment and use of the unique added
value of a global space infrastructure for the achievement of
progress on issues of public, economic and scientific interest.
In response to the ESA Ministerial Council in December 2016,
the NSO Steering Committee asked the NSO to request Advice
for space policy for the next 3 years17. The national policy is
based on promoting international cooperation and national
capacity building through collaboration with ESA,
EUMETSAT and EU. For the Netherlands, ESA is the main
space capabilities developing agency. The main focus of the
strategy is optimizing the utilization of scientific,
technological and industrial capabilities, and to stimulate
synergies between science, applications, technology and
industrial capabilities.
Goals of the policy are: Support high-quality scientific
research ("Scientific objective"); Contribution to the healthy
space sector, including marketable products and services;
("Economic Objective"); New applications and services useful
for society and for developments elsewhere, such as
development cooperation and emerging markets ("social
objective"); - Loyal ESA membership, preservation and
strengthening of ESTEC and intensification of the
Cooperation between ESTEC and the Dutch sector ("Political
Objective"). The country is actively fostering activities in
space research and technology development in astrophysics,
exoplanets and earth sciences, to build scientific and
operational/commercial space instruments and to support spinin and spin-off cluster formations. Through national programs
and international collaboration are mostly active in science
programs in astrophysics, astronomy, earth observation,
planetary exploration and microgravity.
17

Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal. (2017). Nederlandse
Ruimtevaartbeleid 2017-2019 Advies Netherlands Space Office.
Accessible at: https://zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl/blg-790850 (last
visit: June 2017).
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It focuses on industry development through supporting
less dependence on government financed programs and in the
expansion of non-institutionally funded markets. Particular
interest is in niche markets, space data applications, and more
recurrent production. Technology development is seen as more
demand driven and less supply driven, with support for
interaction between universities and enterprises and to see for
more potential stakeholders to be involved in space activities.
The country also focuses on targeting the societal needs
through the use of satellite data and securing free access to
data18.
Dutch space governance structure (in 2018)

Space budget and main capabilities
In 2016, The Netherlands allocated to space activities
approximately €143 million19 of public funding. The
Netherlands recognizes ESA as its main space activities
18

Euroconsult. (2017). Government space programs: Benchmarks, profiles
& forecasts to 2026. Paris: Euroconsult.
19
European Space Agency. (2015). Draft budgets for 2016.
ESA/AF(2015)7, rev.1. Paris: European Space Agency; Euroconsult.
(2017). Government space programs: Benchmarks, profiles & forecasts to
2026. Paris: Euroconsult.
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development agency. The Dutch contribution to ESA was
€102.55 million20 in 2016. Investment in mandatory programs
represented €36.94 million and €65.60 million to optional
programs. Main Dutch participation in ESA optional programs
is in the launchers, the earth observation and the human
spaceflight and microgravity programs. Most industrial return
from ESA contracts are in the areas of general budget,
microgravity and human spaceflight, and earth Observation. In
2016, the Netherlands contributed €18 million21 to
EUMETSAT and spent an additional €21 million22 for other
national civil space activities and €1.88 million23 for space
defense activities.
Main contractors to ESA are European large system
integrators, research institutes, small and medium size
companies and universities. The main institutional actors are
represented by the National Aerospace Group and the
Netherlands Space Research Association of the Netherlands
Dutch Organization for Scientific Research.
In addition to participating in the engineering support
of ESTEC and in the definition of ESA missions and
instruments, the Dutch space industry supplies equipment for
satellites and launchers and for ground testing of spacecraft.
The commercial impact of Dutch space technologies is mainly
linked to the supply of structures for the Ariane launcher, solid
motor igniters developed by Aerospace Propulsion Products
for Ariane and Vega, and to satellite equipment (sun sensors,
reaction wheels), propulsion equipment (valves and pressure
regulators), and of microgravity equipment.
The country has a long experience of solar array
development and has also acquired some experience in space
systems development (ESA robotic arm). The national
20

European Space Agency. (2015). Draft budgets for 2016.
ESA/AF(2015)7, rev.1. Paris: European Space Agency.
21
Euroconsult. (2017). Government space programs: Benchmarks, profiles
& forecasts to 2026. Paris: Euroconsult.
22
Ibid.
23
Ibid.
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research centers are mostly involved in space science and the
development of space (especially optical) instruments24. The
country hosts the first ESA Business Incubation Centre
established in 2004. The country is also interested in small
satellite developments. The direct space sector employment
rate in The Netherlands is approximate 965 FTE25. The
Holland Space Cluster acts as an industry association26.

24

European Space Agency. (2017). European space technology master
plan 2016. Noordwijk: European Space Agency, p 139-140.
25
ASD Eurospace. (2017). The European space industry in 2016: Facts
and figures 2017. 21st ed. Paris: ASD Eurospace, p 8.
26
The
Holland
Space
Cluster
(2017).
Accessible
at:
http://www.hollandspacecluster.nl/index.html (last visit: May 2017).
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Appendix 2
Space implementing entities and strategies in ESA
Member States (Sagath et al., 2018b)
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✓

Austria

✓

Germany

✓

Finland

✓

✓

Estonia

France

✓

Denmark

Unit

✓

✓

Office

Czech Republic

Belgium

Agency

Member state
Austrian Aeronautics
and Space Agency
(ALR)
Belgian Space Policy
Office (BELSPO)
Space Technology and
Satellite Systems Dpt.
(SAITSD)
Space Division under
Danish Agency for
Science and Higher
Education (DASHE)
Estonian Space Office
(ESO) under Enterprise
Estonia (EE)
Finnish
Funding
Agency for Technology
and
Innovation
(TEKES)
French National Centre
for Space Studies
(CNES)
German
Aerospace
Centre (DLR)

Implementing entity

Ambition 2020 – 2015, space for the climate
Stratégie spatiale française
Stratégie national de recherché, France -Europe 2020
Making Germany’s space sector fit for the future - The
space strategy of the German Federal Government

Finnish National Space Strategy 2013-2020

Estonian space sector strategy 2011-2013
Estonian Space Action Plan 2016-2020

Denmark’s National Space Strategy

National Space Plan 2014-2019

Austria in Space – Strategy of the bmvit for Austrian
Space Activities

National space (or innovation) strategy/policy

Spain

Romania

Portugal

Poland

The
Netherlands
Norway

Luxemburg

Italy

Ireland

Hungary

Greece

Member state

✓

✓

✓

Agency

✓

✓

✓

Office

✓

✓

✓

Italian Space Agency
(ASI)
Luxembourg
Space
Office
The Netherlands Space
Office (NSO)
Norwegian
Space
Centre (NSC)
Polish Space Agency
(POLSA)
Space
Office,
Foundation for Science
and Technology (FCT)
Romanian
Space
Agency (ROSA)
Centre
for
the
Development
of
Industrial Technology
(CDTI)

General Secretariat of
Research
and
Technology (GSRT)
Hungarian
Space
Office (HSO)
Enterprise Ireland (EI)

✓

✓

Implementing entity

Unit

National Strategy for Research and Development and
Innovation 2014-2020
Spanish Strategy for ESA and EU Space Programs
2007-2011

National Strategy for the space sector

Ruimtevaartbeleid 2014-2020
Dutch space policy 2017-2019
Between heaven and earth: Norwegian space policy
for business and public benefit
National Space Strategy 2017-2030

Luxembourg: A Pioneer to Space

Strategic Vision Document 2016-2025

Government’s mid-term (2007-2013) science,
technology and innovation policy (STI) strategy
Innovation 2020

National space (or innovation) strategy/policy

United
Kingdom

✓

✓

Sweden

Switzerland

Agency

Member state

✓

Office

Unit

Swiss Space Office
(SSO)
United Kingdom Space
Agency (UKSA)

Swedish
National
Space Agency (SNSA)

Implementing entity

The Swedish National Space Board’s long-term
strategy focused on 2016-2020
2018 Swedish National Space Strategy
Swiss Space Implementation Plan within Education,
Research and Innovation for 2014-2023
National Space Policy
National Space Security Policy
Space Innovation and Growth Strategy 2014-2030 Space Growth Action Plan
IGS Steering Board and UKSA, UK Space Innovation
and Growth Strategy: 2015 Update Report

National space (or innovation) strategy/policy

Appendix 3
Interview guide
A) Interview questions for
Companies/Entrepreneurs
Introduction of the interviewer
●
●
●
●

Background
Project description
Goal of the interview
Anonymity, recording, data confidentiality

Introduction of the company
●
●

Could you introduce yourself?
Could you please give a description of your company
(size, type, location)?

1) Engagement in space industry
Space projects
● How did your company get involved in space related
projects/activities and how long has it been active in
the space industry?
● Could you tell more about previous and current
projects/activities your company is working on: how
did you get involved, how was it executed?
● Is the space industry the main focus of your company?
○ Why/Why not and how/why has this changed
over time?
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Collaboration
● Does your company cooperate with other (including
smaller) companies on space related projects?
○ If yes;
■ Could you give an example of such a
cooperation?
■ What are the benefits/drawbacks of
such cooperation? (If any)
■ Is this collaboration only for ESA
projects or do you cooperate with them
outside ESA projects as well?
○ If no;
■ Why not (anymore)?
Country specifics
● How would you describe the environment in [Country
X] for entrepreneurship and innovation in the space
sector? Has this changed a lot in the last years?
● How was [Country X]’s space industry affected by
[Country X] joining ESA?
2) ESA relation
Work with ESA
● Does your company work with ESA
○ If so; how.
■ How many projects did you do for ESA
(in total)?
■ To what extent do you depend on this
cooperation?
■ How did this evolve over time?
○ If not: why not? Are there any thresholds or
reasons not to?
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Work procedure
● How difficult would you classify getting a contract
from ESA? (For interviewer: think about cultural,
normative and cognitive barriers.)
● Is the ESA information transparent, coherent,
consistent and complete?
● Is it easy to understand how your company could work
for ESA and what should be done?
● To what extent you feel that your company is aligned
with the way of working within the space community
in general and ESA in specific?
● Have you used the tender system (EMITS) of ESA?
○ If yes:
■ Did you find it convenient?
● How would you describe working together with ESA,
after acquiring a contract, in terms of communication
and collaboration?
Policy
●

How does ESA support or constrain your company in
the field of entrepreneurship and innovation in the
space sector?
● Did
your
company
have
to
adapt
(procedures/processes, products, etc.) in any way to
make the cooperation/participation with ESA possible?
○ How do you view these changes/requirements?
■ What impact do/did they have on your
company?
■ Do the benefits (still) outweigh the
costs?
● Does the current national/ESA policy in the (space)
sector you operate in allow for a balanced and fair
competition? Why?
● Do you consider ESA to be a bureaucratic
organization? And if so, why?
○ If yes; do you have examples?
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●

What is the effect of the ESA policies on the outcome
of the project? How does it influence the degree of
innovativeness?
● How does your company try to influence/change ESA
policies and ESA ways of working?
● How has the above changed over time?
Additional/Other
● Did or do you work for other (space) entities like
NASA or other commercial space related companies?
○ Why / why not?
■ What are advantages of working for
multiple institutions?
■ What is the distribution of your projects
over ESA (in % compared to your total
turnover), national bodies in space,
other space, and non-space?
■ If you do non-space: what kind of
projects/orders do you do?
3) Government relation
●

In what way does your company cooperate with the
national government and to what extent do you depend
on this cooperation?
○ Are there (space related) subsidies/grants
available that apply to your company or
projects?
■ If yes; to what extent do you depend on
them?
■ If yes; are they easy to acquire?
● How does the national government influence or
support the cooperation with ESA?
● What is your perception towards [Country X]
governmental policies in terms entrepreneurship and
innovation in space sector [in Country X]?
○ How does it support or constrain you?
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○

Has this changed a lot in the last years?
● Are you aware of the EU / ESA relationships and how
does the EU relate to your business in space?
Other
●

What should ESA, and [Country X] government policy
makers change in order to support entrepreneurship
and innovation in the space sector?

●

What are the most important influences on the space
sector besides national government policy and ESA
policy? How do they affect your business?

Closing question
●

What can ESA’s, and [Country X]’s policy makers
change in order to increase and stimulate
entrepreneurship and innovation in space sector more?

Thank you for your time and helpful information.
B) Interview questions for government policy
makers
Introduction of the interviewee
●
●
●
●
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Background
Project description
Goal of the interview
Anonymity, recording, data confidentiality

Introduction of the institution
●
●

Could you introduce yourself?
Could you please give a description of your institution?
(size, type, activities, location)
○ How is it related to the Space industry?

1) Governance and policy
●

●

●
●

●
●

Can you describe the history of your country’s
involvement in the space sector and with ESA since
1970? Which major events/changes have happened in
the last decades?
What is the governance structure regarding the space
sector in [Country X]?
○ Is
there
a
specific
space
sector
approach/program?
○ Why is it organized in this way?
○ Do you think the way a country’s space
governance structure is structured influences
the amount of entrepreneurship within the
sector?
How is your institution engaged in entrepreneurship
and innovation policy creation in space sector?
What is the goal of government policy for the space
sector and how is this organized?
○ To what extent are these goals reached and how
does the cooperation with ESA help to achieve
these goals?
Does [Country X] focus on specific space activities?
Do government officials intervene in EMIT bids/calls
to improve the national return ratios?
○ If yes; how?
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●

Example country specific question:
○ How did the environment in entrepreneurship
and innovation activities in the space sector
change after Czech Republic became member
of ESA in 2008?

2) Support for Entrepreneurs
●

●
●

●

●

Are there barriers for companies to get involved in
ESA projects? If so, which? (Interviewer: think about
cultural, cognitive and normative).
Is it easy to understand for a company how they could
work for ESA and what should be done?
To what extent you feel that existing companies in the
industry (inside and outside the space sector) are
aligned with the way of working within the space
community in general and ESA in specific? What are
the major challenges?
How does the government support entrepreneurial
activities in the space sector (and to reduce these
barriers) (Grants, subsidies, special programs, national
strategy etc.)
Does the government try to involve with companies
that have not previously participated in the space
business?
○ If yes, how?

3) Relation with ESA
●

How does the government cooperate with ESA?
○ To what extent does the government cooperate
with space organizations other than ESA?
■ If applicable: In what way does the
cooperation differ from each other?
● Does the government play an active role to aid the
cooperation between organizations in the national
space sector and ESA? Why (not)? How?
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○

●
●
●

●
●

Has this policy changed much over time? Why?
How was [Country X]’s space industry affected by
[Country X] joining ESA?
What is your perception towards ESA policies in terms
of entrepreneurship and innovation in space sector?
What’s the effect of the ESA policies on the outcome
of co-operations? How does it influence the degree of
innovativeness?
How does your government try to influence/change
ESA policies and ESA ways of working?
Are you aware of the EU / ESA relationships and how
does the EU space policy relate to the companies in the
space sector?

Closing question
●

What can ESA’s, and [Country X]’s policy makers
change in order to increase and stimulate
entrepreneurship and innovation in space sector more?

Thank you for your time and helpful information.
C) Interview questions for ESA policy makers

Introduction of the interviewer
●
●
●
●

Background
Project description
Goal of the interview
Anonymity, recording, data confidentiality
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Introduction of the institution
●
●

Could you introduce yourself?
Could you please give a description of your institution?
(size, type, activities, location)

1) ESA to companies
●

●

●
●
●
●

●
●

●
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Can you briefly describe the history of ESA and ESA
policy in relation to tendering for private parties?
Which major events/changes have happened in the last
decades?
How does the ESA try to involve/promote/guide
companies in applying for a contract?
○ Does ESA have a budget to promote more
business involvement?
■ If yes, what are the main purposes of
this budget?
Is there a special policy for start-up activities? How
does ESA enable/support these?
What do you think are rules/regulations that constrain
companies from working with the ESA?
Is it easy to understand for a company how they could
work for ESA and what should be done?
To what extent you feel that existing companies in the
industry (inside and outside the space sector) are
aligned with the way of working within the space
community in general and ESA in specific? What are
the major challenges?
What are the biggest constraints ESA faces attracting
new entrepreneurs?
In your opinion, is ESA more interesting for smaller or
bigger companies?
○ Do you think it is important for ESA to involve
smaller companies in their projects? Why?
What are the important criteria/factors for ESA to work
with specific companies?

●

What are common reasons why collaboration with
specific companies is rejected by ESA?
● Do you think the EMITS bid site is efficient/open for
companies?
● What’s the effect of the ESA policies on the outcome
of cooperations? How does it influence the degree of
innovativeness?
● To what extent do companies ask for changes in ESA
policies and ways of working?
2) ESA to governments
●

Which specific industry sectors are the most important
from ESA’s perspective?
● From ESA’s perspective, how important is government
support for space activities when choosing project
partners?
● How
does
ESA
stimulate
collaboration/competition/innovation/technology in
the European space sector?
● How does working with a centralized/decentralized
national space agency impact ESA policy for that
country?
Closing question
What can ESA’s, and [Country X]’s policy makers
change in order to increase and stimulate
entrepreneurship and innovation in space sector more?
Thank you for your time and helpful information.
●
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Summary
This PhD study responds to the call to contextualize
entrepreneurial theories and to search for sectoral factors that
shape entrepreneurship. It follows the strategy of direct
observations and analysis of contextual effects. It explores the
institutional dynamics, the principles of business incubation,
and the effect of public incentives in support of
entrepreneurship in the (high-tech) European space sector. The
European space sector is dominated by a few large companies,
which collaborate with a relatively small number of small and
medium size enterprises (SMEs). Furthermore, the sector has
a strong influence of national and international (semi-)
governmental
organizations.
These
organizations
(unintentionally) create barriers in the form of regulative
instruments, controlling or enabling access to resources and
business opportunities. This study demonstrates that the space
sector highly emphasizes credibility and reputation of
companies and compliance to high standards. SMEs and startups in this sector are in a special need for legitimacy to attract
resources necessary for survival and growth.
This PhD study supposes that the entrepreneurial
potential in (a high-tech) European space sector (especially in
The Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United
Kingdom) could be unleashed by targeted measures to
facilitate entrepreneurship, business development and
innovation. Thus, the main research question of this PhD study
is how does institutionalization impact entrepreneurship in the
context of the Dutch space sector, and how can
entrepreneurship be enhanced in this sector?
This PhD study presents four consecutive studies,
focusing on valorization in the space sector. The first study on
public priorities and motivations answers the following
question: How is the European space policy (the macroperspective of the space sector) framed and what are the
strategic and motivation elements for performing public space
investments? This study uses framing theory to highlight how
cognitive and normative frames define the limits of social
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interaction and provide a way to understand different
programmatic and policy discourses related to space sector.
Furthermore, it identifies the main institutional actors in the
European space sector, with an emphasis on the European
Space Agency (ESA). It uses survey data on national space
strategies of European Space Agency (ESA) member states
and compares two datasets collected in 2013 and 2017 and
compares developments in priorities, motivations and areas of
sustainability representing policies connected to space.
Furthermore, this study compares European space industry
concentration ratios among the ESA member states.
The second study on institutional logics and entrepreneurial
practices answers the following question: How sectoral logics
in the space sector do enable and constrain entrepreneurial
action and what practices entrepreneurs do employ in dealing
with such logics? This study applies institutional (sectoral)
logics theory to understand how institutions typical for the
Dutch (and European) space sector through logics of action
shape heterogeneity, stability and change across individuals,
groups and organizations. The second study uses qualitative
interviews, conducted with public, ESA and business
representatives from multiple ESA member states. This study
found that current sectoral logics in the space sector sustain the
existing sectoral layout and that a breakthrough of SMEs and
start-ups in the setting is unlikely. To overcome constraining
factors, entrepreneurs apply various strategies such as
conformance or segmentation to existing institutional layout or
established practices.
As the response to this sectoral “unlikeness for startups”, the third study in this PhD study provides a
comprehensive and unifying overview of design principles of
business incubation in the European space sector. It identifies
key design principles for business incubation according to the
literature and responds to the question how these design
principles are contextualized in space sector incubation
practices. Similar to the second study, this study uses also a
qualitative data analysis to define the main design principles
and mechanism for business incubation in space sector in two
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different countries (The Netherlands and the United
Kingdom). The cluster of identified incubation practices in this
study enhances understanding of why and when incubators can
have an effect on the start-up tenants. This study demonstrated
that in a highly institutionalized setting (such as the space
sector) incubation practices help (foremost) to familiarize with
norms and exemplars and to develop legitimacy. Thus, SMEs,
start-ups or entrepreneurs entering space as a new environment
for business opportunities are in need to get aligned with the
industrial norms and structures in order to gain resources and
opportunities.
Finally, the fourth study represents an analysis of the
Dutch industrial dynamics in the space sector and answers the
following question: How do the national industry and
entrepreneurship incentive programs support industrial
participation and legitimacy of new entrants, especially
SMEs? Acquiring a public incentive gives a company some
public recognition and functions as a signal of its reputation
and expertise. Thus, the fourth study’s analysis aims at relating
the impact of the Dutch incentive programs to actual
participation in ESA programs. It uses a quantitative dataset
analysis of the Dutch space industry performance in the period
of 2000 to 2016, including both ESA tenders and national
technology incentive programs. Indeed, the quantitative
analysis of contracts earned in ESA programs confirms that
established firms have indeed a higher chance of earning
contracts using their position based on the capability to
continue their previous contractual performance. At the same
time, public incentive programs for SMEs have a positive
effect on gaining subsequent ESA contracts.
Based on the four studies in this dissertation, the main
practical implications of this PhD study are the following.
First, the current activities under the ESA institutional
environment reflect the tension and consensus between its
actors: the ministries responsible for space and the national
space policy implementing entities (e.g., agency, office or
department unit). As the importance of space for industry
grows, a shift of responsibilities to the ministry dealing with
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economy or industrial competitiveness and innovation is
observed. Space strategy, traditionally used for framing the
space public policies, is either published and communicated in
a dedicated strategic document or is framed as a part of a larger
national science/technology/innovation or research and
development policy. Second, the space sector is a mainly
publicly driven sector for entrepreneurship with a predominant
role of established companies acting with smaller companies
as sub-contractors. Small companies encounter substantial
constraints when participating in the sector. To facilitate the
role of SMEs, policy makers could target more sustainability
in resource availability, especially in areas of funding,
facilities, and intellectual property management. Third,
business incubation has a contribution in creating a leeway for
new entrants to the sector, which could be strengthened by
targeted training and expert-feedback and mentoring, as well
as active business brokering. Fourth, ESA is the main spaceand industrial agency for the Dutch space sector, but additional
national-level incentives create vital additional business and
technological opportunities for entrepreneurs to help them to
overcome constraints in the sector. Long-term policies in the
form of technology road-maps and related funding
mechanisms help companies to participate in the sector.
Notwithstanding constraints for entrepreneurship, the
space sector plays can play an important role in innovation,
and spill-over from space to another sectors. This gives
important opportunities for technology transfer and incubation
of new businesses and ideas in the future. There is an important
role for public policies and sectoral practices, including
participation in international government organizations
responsible for redistribution of public resources (such as
ESA), as they together shape entrepreneurship and jointly
influence the legitimacy and ultimate performance of new and
innovative ventures in the space sector.
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Samenvatting
Deze
dissertatie
gaat
in
op
de
vraag
om
ondernemerschapstheorieën te contextualiseren en om te
zoeken naar sector-specifieke factoren die invloed hebben op
ondernemerschap. Hierbij wordt de strategie van directe
observaties gevolgd en de analyse van contextuele effecten.
Dit onderzoek exploreert institutionele dynamiek, de principes
van business-incubatie en het effect van (publieke) stimuli die
ondernemerschap in de (hi-tech) Europese ruimtevaartsector
ondersteunen. De Europese ruimtevaartsector wordt
gedomineerd door enkele grote bedrijven die op hun beurt
weer samenwerken met een relatief klein aantal middelgrote
en kleine ondernemingen (MKB). De ruimtevaartsector is
sterk beïnvloed door nationale en internationale (semi)overheidsorganisaties. Deze organisaties creëren (onbedoeld)
barrières in de vorm van regelgeving en in het geven van
toegang tot middelen en zakelijke kansen. Dit onderzoek laat
zien dat de ruimtevaartsector sterke nadruk legt op de
betrouwbaarheid van bedrijven, als ook op de reputatie van
ondernemingen en het hanteren van hoge standaarden. SMEs
en start-ups in deze sector hebben een grote behoefte aan
legitimiteit om de middelen te verkrijgen die nodig zijn om te
groeien en te overleven.
Deze studie stelt dat de capaciteit voor
ondernemerschap in de Europese (hi-tech) ruimtevaartsector
(vooral in Nederland, Sweden, Switzerland en het Verenigd
Koninkrijk) vergroot kan worden met doelgerichte
maatregelen om ondernemerschap, ontwikkeling en innovatie
te faciliteren. De hoofdvraag van dit onderzoek is: Hoe
beïnvloedt institutionalisering ondernemerschap binnen de
Nederlandse
ruimtevaartsector
en
hoe
kan
dit
ondernemerschap in deze sector ondersteund worden?
Deze dissertatie presenteert vier opeenvolgende
studies, gericht op valorisatie in de ruimtevaartsector. Het
eerste onderzoek over publieke prioriteiten en motivaties
beantwoordt de volgende vraag: Hoe kan het beleid (het
macro-economische perspectief) voor de Europese
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ruimtevaartsector in kaart gebracht worden en wat zijn de
strategische beweegredenen om in de publieke
ruimtevaartsector te investeren? Deze studie gebruikt framingtheorie om te benadrukken hoe cognitieve en normatieve
frames (of kaders) de grenzen van sociale interactie bepalen.
Deze theorie kan gebruikt worden om verschillende beleidsen programmatische ‘discourses’ binnen de ruimtevaartsector
de begrijpen. Hiernaast identificeert deze studie ook de
belangrijkste institutionele spelers binnen de Europese
ruimtevaart, met nadruk op de European Space Agency (ESA).
Hierbij wordt gebruikt gemaakt van rapportages van nationale
ruimtevaart-strategieën van ESA-leden en worden twee
datasets gebruikt die verzameld zijn in 2013 en 2017 over
ontwikkeling in prioriteiten, motivaties en duurzaamheid in
het beleid in de ruimtevaartsector. Ook vergelijkt dit
onderzoek de industriële concentratieratio’s tussen de ESAleden.
Het tweede onderzoek over institutionele logica
(‘logics’) binnen ondernemerschap beantwoordt de volgende
vraag: In hoeverre bevorderen of beperken de sectorale logica
binnen de ruimtevaartsector het ondernemerschap binnen deze
sector en welke strategieën gebruiken ondernemers om
hiermee om te gaan? Dit onderzoek past de institutionele
(sectorale) logica toe om te begrijpen hoe instituties
heterogeniteit, stabiliteit en verandering onder individuen,
groepen en organisaties vormgeven door verschillende actielogica’s, specifiek voor de Nederlandse (en Europese)
ruimtevaart. Om dit te kunnen onderzoeken zijn kwalitatieve
interviews
afgenomen
met
publieke,
ESA
en
bedrijfsvertegenwoordigers in ESA lidstaten. De resultaten
laten zien dat de huidige sectorale logica binnen de
ruimtevaartsector de bestaande structuur van de sector
bewaren en dat een doorbraak van SME en start-ups in deze
setting onwaarschijnlijk is. Om beperkende factoren te
overkomen gebruiken ondernemers verschillende strategieën
zoals conformeren aan of segmenteren binnen reeds bestaande
vormen of gevestigde praktijken.
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Als een reactie op deze sectorale ‘onwaarschijnlijkheid
voor start-ups’ presenteert het derde onderzoek een uitgebreid
en samenhangend overzicht van ontwerp-principes voor
business-incubatie in de Europese ruimtevaartsector. Dit
onderzoek identificeer kernprincipes voor business-incubatie
aan de hand van bestaande literatuur en behandelt de vraag hoe
deze principes toegepast worden in de context van de
ruimtevaart. Kwalitatieve data-analyse wordt gebruikt om de
ontwerp-principes en de mechanismes voor business-incubatie
te codificeren in twee verschillende landen (Nederland en het
Verenigd Koninkrijk). De set van geïdentificeerde incubatiepraktijken in dit onderzoek vergroot het begrip van waarom en
wanneer deze incubators een effect kunnen hebben op startups in de incubators. Dit onderzoek laat zien dat in een setting
met een hoge mate van institutionalisatie (zoals de
ruimtevaartsector) incubatiepraktijken helpen door het laten
wennen aan specifieke normen van de sector, het
samenwerken met voorbeeld-bedrijven die nagevolgd kunnen
worden en het ontwikkelen van legitimiteit. Zo kunnen kleineen middelgrote bedrijven, start-ups of ondernemers die de
ruimtevaartsector zien als een nieuwe gebied voor zakelijke
kansen zich aanpassen aan de huidige normen en structuren,
om zo de benodigde middelen en kansen te verkrijgen.
Ten slotte representeert het vierde onderzoek een
analyse van de Nederlandse industriële dynamiek binnen de
ruimtevaartsector en beantwoordt de volgende vraag: Hoe
ondersteunen
de
nationale
industrieen
ondernemerschapsstimuli
industriële
participatie
en
legitimiteit van nieuwe toetreders, in het bijzonder kleine- en
middelgrote bedrijven? Het verkrijgen van een overheidssteun
uit een stimuleringsprogramma geeft een bedrijf
herkenbaarheid en fungeert als een signaal van reputatie en
expertise. De analyse van het vierde onderzoek richt zich op
het vergelijken van de impact de stimuleringsprogramma’s
met de daadwerkelijke participatie in ESA programma’s.
Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van een kwantitatieve datasetanalyse van de resultaten van de Nederlandse
ruimtevaartsector in de periode 2006 tot 2016, inclusief zowel
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ESA-tenders en nationale technologische stimulatieprogramma’s. De kwantitatieve analyse bevestigt dat reeds
bestaande ondernemingen inderdaad een een grotere kans
hebben op het verkrijgen van contracten op basis van hun
eerdere contracten (voorafgaande participatie in ESA
programma’s).
Tegelijkertijd
hebben
publieke
stimulatieprogramma’s een positief effect voor kleine- en
middelgrote bedrijven om vervolgens contracten van ESA te
verkrijgen.
Gebaseerd op deze vier studies in deze dissertatie zijn
de praktische implicaties als volgt. Ten eerste reflecteren de
huidige activiteiten binnen ESA’s institutionele omgeving de
spanning en consensus tussen zijn spelers: de
verantwoordelijke ministeries en de nationale entiteiten die het
beleid toepassen (e.g., bureaus, instellingen, afdelingen).
Omdat het belang van ruimtevaart voor de industrie groeit,
zien we een verandering waarbij de ministeries
verantwoordelijk voor de ruimtevaartsector steeds vaker de
ministeries zijn die te maken hebben met economie of
industriële competitiviteit en innovatie. Strategie voor de
ruimtevaartsector, traditioneel gebruikt in publieke
beleidsvoering, wordt nu ofwel gecommuniceerd in een
specifiek strategisch document of als onderdeel van een groter
wetenschappelijk/technologisch/innovatief onderzoeks- en
ontwikkelingsbeleid. Ten tweede is de ruimtevaartsector een
voornamelijk publiek-gedreven sector met een vooraanstaande
rol voor gevestigde bedrijven die samenwerken met kleinere
bedrijven als sub-contractanten. Kleine bedrijven die willen
participeren lopen tegen aanzienlijke grenzen aan. Om de rol
van kleine en middelgrote bedrijven te ondersteunen kan
beleidsvoering worden toegespitst op duurzaamheid in
beschikbaarheid van middelen, met nadruk op financiering,
faciliteiten en management van intellectueel eigendom. Ten
derde levert business-incubatie een bijdrage aan het toetreden
van nieuwe spelers in sector. De positie van deze nieuwe
spelers kan sterker gemaakt worden door doelgerichte training,
feedback van experts, mentoraat door ervaren ondernemers en
actieve bemiddeling tussen bedrijven. De laatste praktische
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aanbeveling erkent de rol van ESA als het belangrijkste
ruimtevaartorganisatie voor de Nederlandse ruimtevaartsector,
maar wijst ook op de belangrijke rol van additionele stimuli op
nationaal niveau. Zulke stimuleringsprogramma’s creëren
belangrijke zakelijke en technologische kansen voor
ondernemers om grenzen en beperkingen in de sector te
overwinnen. Langetermijnbeleid in de vorm van
technologische roadmaps en verwante financieringsmiddelen
dragen bij aan participatie van kleine en middelgrote bedrijven
in deze sector.
Ondanks van de beperkingen en grenzen met
betrekking tot nieuw ondernemerschap speelt de
ruimtevaartsector een belangrijke rol in innovatie. Innovatieve
oplossingen uit de ruimtevaartsector kunnen ook van belang
zijn voor andere sectoren. Dit geeft aanzienlijke
mogelijkheden op het gebied van overdracht van technologie
en incubatie van nieuwe zakelijke kansen en ideeën voor de
toekomst. Er is een belangrijke rol weggelegd voor publiek
beleid en sectorale praktijken, waaronder participatie in
internationale overheidsorganisaties die verantwoordelijk zijn
voor de redistributie van publieke middelen (zoals
bijvoorbeeld ESA) omdat zij gezamenlijk ondernemerschap in
deze sector vormgeven en invloed hebben op de legitimiteit en
uiteindelijke prestatie van nieuwe en innovatieve
ondernemingen in de ruimtevaartsector.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN
THE DUTCH SPACE SECTOR
The Role of Institutional Logics, Legitimacy and Business Incubation
Innovation and entrepreneurship play a significant role in the success of the European space sector. The
dynamics over the years have shown that institutional pressuresw from main players such as the European
Space Agency (ESA), European Union (EU), and European states continue to influence the innovation
process. The level of ‘independent’ and ‘breakthrough’ innovation and entrepreneurship in the space
sector under the current conditions is under debate. This debate concerns the question whether the
full potential of the industry gets fruitfully exploited. This dissertation contributes to this debate by
analysing entrepreneurship patterns in The Netherlands and by comparing the Dutch space sector
with a number of other ESA member states. It relates the entrepreneurial patterns to institutional
logics, legitimacy, business incubation and technology transfer infrastructure, and governmental
incentive programs. Thus, this dissertation delivers important insights in how institutional
logics, business incubation practices, and facilitating programmes impact entrepreneurship
and innovation. Moreover, it delivers practical knowledge to design measures that foster the
development of an entrepreneurial and innovative business environment in the Dutch and
European space sector.
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